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ABST'R.ACT'

The design, construction and operation of Manitoba TOF II, a reflecting time-of-

flight mass spectrometer is described. In particular, the details of design and construction

of the ion miror are discussed. The principle of velocity focusing with a single-stage ion

mirror and the effect of the acceleration region are described and discussed.

The performance of the reflecting instrument is described. Its detection limit is

illustrated by observation of [M+ÉI]* ions from -5-35 femtomoles of various peptides.

The factors that affect the resolution are discussed; a mass resolving power of

(mlLm)p*rM=l3 000 has been achieved with the single-stage mirror.

The principle and operaúon of the reflecting instrument as a tandem mass

spectrometer is described; this involves correlated detection of neuüal and ionized

fragments. The efficiency, resolution, sensitivity, and mass determination of daughter ions

by this method are described and discussed.

Methods of sample preparation are described. By using a nitrocellulose subsfate,

organic molecuiar ions as large as bovine insulin (L{W 5733) were detected for the first

time with low energy (kev) ion bombardment of a solid surface. Many daughter ion

spectra resulting from metastable decay of parent ions have been studied. Secondary ions

[(CsI)nCs]+ with n up to -50 were detected; atl the clusters were found to be metastable,

with most lifetimes <100 ps, and for n>10 the daughter ions are dominant in the mass

spectrum. Peptides of mass up to -2000 u have been studied with the correlated method;

the daughter ion spectra were found to be strongly influenced by the identiry of the bound
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cation (H+, Na+, K*, or Ag*). Many daughter ions formed by known reactions yield

structure and sequence information about the peptides. In addition, the [M+Na]+ and

[M+Ag]+ ions decompose by a previously unreported pathway, namely, rearangement of

a C-terminal carboxyl oxygen onto the daughter ion containing the N-terminus. Both the

reflected spectra and daughter ion spectra were found useful in peptide sequencing. The

applications of the correlated method to analysis of peptide mixtures and to nucleotides

are also described and discussed.
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Mass spectrometry, one of the most generally applicabte of all the analytical

techniques, provides quaiitative and quantitative information about the atomic and

molecular composition of inorganic and organic materials. It has grown in the past eighty

years from a research technique of basic physics to a powerful analytical tool which can

provide useful data for all branches of science from physics to chemistry and from

oceanoglaphy to space science. The fundamental principle of mass spectrometry (the

production, the separation and recording of the mass of an ionized particle) was first

demonsrrated by J. J. Thompson in tgLZ Ul.In his work the existence of two isotopes

of neon, masses 20 and 22, was found by using a magnetic deflection instrument. The

first precision mass spectrometers were constructed by J. Dempster in 1918 [2] and by

F. W. Aston in 1919 [3], to measure the relative abundances of some isotopes.

Until 1940 the mass specrrometer was only used for the anaiysis of gases and for

the mass determination of the stable isotopes of chemical elements [4,5]. It was iater used

to carry out quick and accurate analyses of complex mixtures of hydrocarbons from

petroleum fractions; then, when it was demonstrated that a complex molecule could give

rise to a well-defined and reproducible mass spectrum, interest in its application to the
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determination of organic structures was established.

The coupling of gas chromatography with mass spectrometry (GCA4S) has

extended the applications of both techniques. These t\po methods are in fact highly

complementary. Gas chromatograph is very efficient for the separation of the

constituents of a mixture, whereas the mass spectrometer is excellent for identification.

A very important factor is the comparable sensitivity of the two techniques.

The main advantages of mass spectrometry as an analytical technique are its

increased sensitivity over many other analytical techniques and its specificity in

identifying unknowns or confirming the presence of suspected compounds. Sample size

requirements for solids and liquids may range from a few milligrams to subnanogram

quantities as long as the material can be volatilized and can exist in the gaseous state at

the temperature and pressure in the ion source, where the molecules of the substance

become ionized. The most widely used ionization method is that of electron impact (EI).

Ions formed by the exchange of energy during the collision of the electron beam

and sample molecules are usually in a high state of electronic and vibrational excitation.

With organic samples, the large amount of electronic and vibrational excitation ieads to

the dissociation of the molecular ions, thus resulting in complex mass spectra, often

without molecular weight information. Several alternative ionization methods can be used

in order to reduce fragmentation following ionization. The most successful alternatives

to EI have been chemical ionization (CI) and field ionization (FI).

CI was first introduced by Munson and Fieid in 1962 [6]. It is accomplished by

an ion-molecule charge transfer occurring between a preionized reactant gas and the

sample gas. The reacrion takes place at a relati.¿ely high pressure (typically reagent gas

pressure of -1 torr and sample pressures of -10-3 torr in the ion source). When little
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energy is released in the ion-molecule reaction the fragmentation may be substantially less

than in electron impact.

FI was first used in mass spectrometry by Inghram and Gomer in 1954 [7] and a

comprehensive treatment of field ionization sources was subsequently prepared by Beckey

t8l. FI utilizes a high local electrical field of -108 V/cm to generate ions near the tip of

thin filaments, the edges of metal blades, or grown microstructures. Ionization is assumed

to occur at a distance of several angstroms in front of the tip due to quantum mechanical

tunnelling of an electron from a gas molecule to the metal surface. Because FI involves

small amounts of energy transfer, fragile molecules can be analyzed without appreciable

dissociation.

Although CI and FI offer some improvement of the molecula¡ ion signal over EI,

the requirement of volatilization of samples for these ionization methods causes problems

when the sample molecules are involatile or thermolabile, i.e. the temperature at which

they would evaporate is higher than that at which they decompose. There are many

organic compounds which are too involatile, either because their molecular mass is too

high or because they are highly polar, to be studied by mass spectrometry with the above

mentioned ionization methods. Such compounds, inctuding proteins, are often very

important to many life-science-related disciplines such as biochemistry and biotechnology.

DE\¡ET-OPMENT OF MASS SPECTR.OMETR,XC METF{ODS F''OR, N,AR.GE

INVOX.ATNLE ORGANTC MOT-ECIJLES

n.r.

Much progress has been made over the past twenty years towards the mass
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spectrometry of these large involatile compounds. The success is largely due to the

development of desorption ionization techniques.

1.1.1 Field Desorption

The first technique used to produce molecular ions of large organic molecules

was field desorption (FD), which was introduced by Beckey in 1969 [9]. Field desorption

is a special case of field ionization; here a sample solution of interest is coated onto the

emitting surface, a fine tungsten wire (10 pm diameter) on which microneedles have

been gtown. After careful evaporation of the solvent, the emitter is introduced into the

field ionization source where positively charged sample ions are ejected from the surface

of the emitter under the action of a strong electric field. This is in contrast to field

ionization where the sample reaches the vicinity of the field tip as a vapour. The special

applicability of the field desorption ion source to the analysis of biologically important

compounds, large molecules and samples that are thermally involatile, was successful in

attracting wide attention, but the handling of the process of needle growth and sample

coating is difficutt, and the reproducibility of the emitters is often poor. These factors

have limited the analytical application of this technique.

1.1.2 Particle Induced Desorption

There a.re other ionization methods that

produce large intact organic molecular ions

techniques, bomba¡dment of samples with ion,

have been applied very successfully to

from the condensed phase. In these

atom, fission fragment or photon beams
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may be used ro desorb and ionize molecules from a thin solid or liquid layer deposited

on a surface.

t.1.2.1 2s2C¡ Fission fragment plasma desorption

The fi¡st of these techniques, which revolutionized the mass spectrometry of large

organic molecules, is plasma desorption mass spectrometry (PDMS). This method, using

zszcffission fragments as the impacting particles, was first discovered by Macfarlane and

Torgerson ín I9i4 [10] from a chance observation made when these authors studied recoil

ions from ß decay using a time-of-flight specEometer. In the experiment, they found

additional peaks representing adsorbed molecules on the surface. To check on the origin

of the background, they replaced the beta emitters with fission fragments from à2s2cf-

source to increase the energy deposition in the surface to determine whether the

desorption yields of molecular ions increased. This, in fact, happened, and the first PDMS

specrrum was recorded [11]. This new approach, to desorb and ionize non-volatile

molecules from a solid surface, was termed plasma desorption because the fission

fragments were speculated to lose energy in the solid through the production of

microplasmas. Californium-2l} is a spontaneously fissioning nucleus with a half-life of

2.65 years, 37o of the decays taking place by spontaneous fîssion and the remaining9TVo

by emission of alpha particles U2j4l. Each fission event produces two fragments

travelling in almost opposite directions. A typical pair of fission fragments it 1a29"18+ *¿

106'¡"22+, which have kinetic energies of about 79 to 104 MeV, respectively LI3,l4l.

These fission fragrnents also have a very short range in solids due to their high energy

loss in passing through the solid (0.1-1 t<ev/Å). Thus it is important that the source be
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thin if the fission fragments are incident from behind. A typical source strength is 10 pCi

spread over a circula¡ area of 3-5 mm diameter [15].

To obtain a mass spectrum the sample solution is deposited on a thin foil, (e.g.

aluminized polypropylene film) over an area ca 1 cm2. It is important for the sample and

backing to be thin enough (less than - i0 ¡.tm) [14] for the fission fragment to be

transmitted; if the fission fragment stops in the sample because it is too thick, no ions are

detected. After preparation, the sample foil is precisely aligned in close proximity to the

252Cf source in a time-of-flight spectrometer. In most systems used so far, both associated

fission fragments from a fission event are used. One fission fragment penetrates the

sample from the back of the sample foil, producing desorbed ions, which emerge from

the opposite face and are accelerated by a uniform electric field into the specrometer. The

other fission fragment, travelling in the opposite direction, is detected and serves as a time

zero ma¡ker. By using fast timing electronics originally designed for nuclear physics, the

flight time of the individual ions can be recorded. The spectral data are obtained in the

pulsed mode with a flux of about 2000 fission fragments per second hitting the target.

Because each ion pulse is generated by a discrete event that generates only a few ions,

the signal can be accumulated over a considerable period of time from a few minutes to

many hours to produce a reasonable mass spectrum.

The development of 252Cf plasma desorption mass spectrometry has given a

considerable boost to the mass specüometry of large involatile and thermolabile organic

molecules. 252Cf fission fragment plasma desorption was the most effective means for

producing molecular ions of involatile species of mass above 10 000 u [15] until the

recent emergence of two new techniques described below. The high mass range and

sensitivity have made PDMS an interesting candidate for certain aspects of biochemistry,
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particularly for direct molecula¡ weight determinaúons of large biomolecules such as

smalt proteins, carbohydrates and polynucleotides. The largest involatile molecular ion

observed with this technique is from ovalbumin with a molecular weight of 45,000 u [16].

Commercial instruments equipped with a time-of-flight mass analyzer and a 2s2cf fission

fragment source were made available by Bio-Ion Nordic AB, Uppsala Sweden. Progress

in PDMS has been reviewed by Sundqvist and Macfarlane [i5]'

1.1.2.2 High energy ion bombardment

Although 2s2cf PDMS has been used successfully for many large biomolecules,

it is difficult to study the fundamentals of the primary processes, since the parameters

relating to the incidenr ion cannot be controlled. A technique similar to 252Cf fission

fragment bombardment, but more flexible in several respects was developed independently

by Dück et al [i7], and Sundqvist and co-workers t181. The technique is based on

bombardment by heavy ions with energies in the order of MeV u-1, produced in a tandem

accelerator. The spectra obtained by high energy ion bombardment are similar to those

produced by fission fragment induced desorption, but offer further insight into the

desorption process because the energy, charge state, angle of incidence and mass of the

primary ions are adjustable parameters. Desorption yields have been measured as a

function of these variables, allowing some tentative conclusions to be drawn concerning

the role of electronic energy loss and the desorption mechanism [19-22].
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1.1.2.3 Low energy ion bombardment-SlMS

Several alternative approaches for identification of large involatile and

thermolabile molecules were developed a little later. One such approach is low energy

(keV) ion bombardment, which is also the method most relevant to this thesis.

The production of seconda¡y ions by ion bombardment, or sputtering is one of the

mosr important methods for the analysis of solids; when a solid surface is bombarded by

energetic ions, there will be an emission of secondary particles (positive and negative

ions, neutrals and electrons) and photons. Mass analysis of the secondary ions is the basis

of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).

Virtually all secondary ions originate from the uppermost layers of the bombarded

surface. This results in one of the most important features of SIMS, i.e. its surface

sensitivity. The m/z spectrum of secondary ions emitted from the bombarded surface

supplies direct information obtained on the chemical composition of the bombarded area.

By applying a finely-focused primary particle beam, and by scanning this beam over a

limited surface area, information about the lateral surface distribution of the secondary

ion emission and thus of the chemical composition can be obtained.

The removal of atomic and molecular surface species by sputtering results in the

erosion of the surface. Under the condition of high primary ion culrent densities

(>10-64/cm'), rh" lifetime of a monolayer is less than a few seconds [23]. This fast

surface erosion continuously moves the actual surface into the bulk material, thus

supplying information on the chemical composition of originally deeper layers of the

bombarded sample (depth profrling). The mode of operation that uses high primary ion

crurent density is known as "Dynamic SIMS". Dynamic SIMS with a focused scanning
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ion beam allows a th¡ee-dimensional analysis of the sample.

SIMS has a long history but had a slow, hesitant start. Although the first

observation of emission of ion-induced neutral species and positive ions was made by J.

J. Thomson in 1910 124), the first complete SIMS instrument was reported only in 1958

[25], atmosr half a cenrury later. During the following years, SIMS started to gain

momentum, and beginning in the middle 1960's, rapid development took place both in

instrumentation and analytical applications. However, the early applications of SIMS were

iimited almost exclusively to inorganic samples, and they mainly used dynamic SIMS for

obtaining concentration profiles in depth and for identifying trace impurities of

semiconductor materials [26].

The use of low energy ion bombardment for desorption of organic molecules was

pioneered by Benninghoven l27l and, was regarded as an unexpected development of so

called static SIMS, which he introduced in 1969 1281. In static SIMS, it is the intention

to get information on the composition of the uppennost monolayer, virtually without

disturbing its composition and structure. This is achieved by using very low primary ion

current densities (<10-94/cm2) and limiting the total dose of primary ions to

l1lz-I1l3/cm2 to insure that most of the secondary ions are emitted from areas not

previously damaged. This dose corresponds to an ag$egate bombarded area amounting

to L-I07o of the total area. Typical bombardment conditions are: primary current densities

of 10-94/cm2 or less for about 1000s; the lifetime of a monolayer is of the order of some

hours under such conditions. To increase the sensitivity of the method, it is necessary to

work with large sample areas. Initially, static SIMS was applied to monomoleculil iayers

adsorbed. on metals [28-30], and later, beginning in 1976 127f, to the desorption and

analysis of organic molecules with a -3 keV Arr primary ion beam and a magnetic sector
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instrument. In their investigations of secondary ion emission from amino acids,

Benninghoven and co-workers found a strong emission of protonated or deprotonated

molecules [M+ÉI]* and tM-Hl- from the corresponding molecular iayer on a silver

substrate. Soon afterwards, they demonstrated simila¡ results for various other families of

small organic molecules L31,321. The mass range (m/z<300) was then limited because of

the type of mass spectrometer used in the experiments. The appearance of quasimolecuiar

ion peaks in the secondary ion mass spectrum of such organic molecules was an

unexpected result at rhat time 1231. Organic molecules are very sensitive to ion

bombardment; sputtering had been regarded as extremely destructive and only small

fragments were expected to be emitted even for large surface molecules. This is the case

in dynamic SIMS, where higher primary ion current densities used in sputtering rapidly

damage the surface and destroy the desorbed molecules in the process, before a mass

spectrum can be accumulated. The success of organic SIMS attracted wide attention, the

main reason being its analytical capabilities; submonolayers of nonvolatile and

thermolabile organic compounds can be detected and identified with rather simple SIMS

equipment. Depending on the mass spectrometer used, sensitivities in the picomole to

femtomole range can be achieved.

1.1.2.4 Fast atom bombardment

Another approach, called fast atom bombardment (FAB), has found wide

acceptance and is widely used, mostly in combination with double focusing magnetic

sector or quadrupole mass analyzers-

FAB, a variant of the SIMS technique, was introduced by Barber et al in 1981
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t33-351. It uses a beam of keV energy neutral atoms rather than ions as bombarding

particles. This reduces charging of organic samples, which are usually insuiators, and also

allows an easier transfer of the primary beam into the ion source, which is, in general,

at a high potential in commercial magnetic sector instruments. Since a beam of neutral

atoms is undisturbed by either electric or magnetic fields, some of ion optics problems

are avoided and the adaptation of a FAB source to various types of existing double

focusing magnetic sector instruments is relatively simple.

A feature distinguishing FAB from other ion production methods is the use of a

liquid matrix [36] such as glycerol, containing the sample molecules, instead of assaying

thin solid films or coatings. It is now well established that the presence or absence of

charge on the impacting primary particle has little effect on the desorption process. Since

the ion may be neutralized by long range electron transfer as it approaches the surface,

the major effect of the impact is the same for neutral species as for singly charged ions

[14]. The similarity in spectra obtained by SIMS and FAB confirms the similarity in

mechanism, but the use of the liquid matrix has some pronounced effects.

As mentioned earlier, it is necessary that the investigation of organic secondary

ion emission from a simple solid surface be carried out in the static mode of SIMS to

avoid radiation damage to molecules on the surface. However, the very low secondary ion

currents produced under static SIMS conditions prevents the application of organic SIMS

to instruments with relatively low overall efficiency, such as double-focusing magnetic

sector instruments. If a sample of a nonvolatiie organic compound is first dissolved in a

liquid with very low vapour pressure, such as glycerol, then exposed to the primary

particle beam, the surface of the liquid will be damaged as in the solid case. However,

the solution presents a mobile, constantly tenewed, surface to the bombarding beam
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because of sputtering of the glycerol matrix. This provides continuous replenishment of

undamaged sample molecules to be desorbed and ionized. The liquid also promotes the

formation of a favourable precursor. As a result of using the liquid matrix, the

requirement for working at low primary current densities to avoid damage of molecules

on the surface is removed. Current densities several orders of magnitude larger than those

suggested by Benninghoven's static SIMS work l27l have been used routinely;

concomitantly, higher and more stable secondary ion currents can be obtained as long as

a liquid phase is present on the sample holder. This gives long-lasting spectra (up to 30

min or more) even when the sample is bombarded with high-flux primary beams [36] and

allows the application of organic SIMS to low transmission instruments.

The compatibility of FAB or liquid SIMS sources with high resolution and high

mass range double focusing sector field instruments has made it very popular with many

laboratories, and these techniques have considerably extended the scope of applications

of mass spectrometry. FAB has become the usual method for the mass spectrometric

analysis of most polar, nonvolatile compounds with mass up to -5 000 u. The early

extensive applications of FAB in organic analysis were reviewed by Fenselau [37], Turner

et al [38] and Burlingame et al [39]. A large number of more recent FAB publications

have been reviewed by Biemann et al [40], Burlingame et al [41] and Tomer [42]; these

attest to the continuing popularity of FABMS.

1.1.3 Laser Desorptíon

The last Cesorpticn method to be discussed involves the use of lasers, in a

technique related to particie desorption, that has revolutionizedthe mass spectrometry of
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very large organic molecules in the last two years.

The fîrst use of a laser beam to produce ions in a mass specrometer ion source

was reported by Honig and Woolston in t963 143,441, shortly after the invention of the

Iaser. They demonstrated that sufficiently high surface temperatures were generated with

a ruby laser to produce vaporization and ionization from metals, semiconductors and

insulators. A few years later, Vastola and his co-workers started a program of laser

induced vaporization of solids, including organic compounds [45,46]. However, the real

development of laser desorption mass spectrometry (LDMS) of organic specimens,

including bioorganic molecules and biological samples, only began in the mid-seventies.

In l976,the use of nanosecond pulsed lasers with sophisticated time-of-flight mass

spectrometers to study biological materials was reported by Hillenkamp and co-workers

1471. In 1978, the potential for laser desoqption mass spectral analysis of large, non-

volatile, thermally labile organic molecules was demonstrated by Kistemaker et al [48],

using a magnetic sector instrument capable of recording simultaneously a limited spectral

range with a channel-plate array. Since then, a number of laboratories have conducted

laser desorpúon experiments with a variety of mass analyzers 149-531, and LDMS has

been widely applied to many problems. Commercial instruments for microanalysis have

also been developed, such as the LAMMA 500 and 1000 [54,55] by Leybold-Heraeus

under the acronym of laser Microprobe Mass Analyzer (LAMMA). In LAMMA

instruments, organic or inorganic sample molecules from a small area are desorbed and

ionized by a short pulse of a well-focused laser beam. The ions produced are then

analyzed by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer with an electronic transient recorder. The

iaser microprobe has become an important instrument for the analysis of metals,

polymers, and inorganic and biological specimens. The early work on LDMS was
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reviewed in detail by Conzemius and Capellen in 1980 [53], and more recent laser

desorption work has been reviewed by Hillenkamp in 1983 and 1985 [56,57], with

particular emphasis on laser-induced ion formation from organic solids. Various

experimental and instrumental approaches were discussed, and mechanisms of ion

formation, attempting to explain the mass spectra obtained with the different techniques,

were given. These processes are:

1. Thermal evaporation of ions from the solid.

2.. Thermal evaporation of neutral molecules from the solid followed by ionization

in the gas phase.

3. "True" laser desorption.

4. Ion formation in a laser-generated plasma.

The first two processes are referred to as thermal, because they can also be

induced by classical Joule or non-laser radiative heating, usually in conjunction with heat

conduction to the sample surface. In the case of "true" laser desorption, the laser induced

ions show properties that exclude a thermal process of generation. The ions have initial

kineric energies of more than 10 eV and often even 50-100 eV. The mechanisms that lead

to such "ü11e" laser desorption are believed to be collective, non-equilibrium processes in

the condensed phase [56,58].

At high laser power densities ¡>t01h/cm21, dense plasmas are formed from the

solid, molecules will be broken down to their atomic constituents, multiply charged

atomic ions will grow in abundance with increasing laser power density, and ion initial

energies will rypically be in the range of kiloelectron vols. The plasma mode is certainly

not suited for organic mass spectrometry, but has decided advantages for inorganic

analysis because the ion yields become nearly uniform for all elements throughout the
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periodic table. It is quite tikely that the actual experimental results have to be explained

by more than a single process, since one can simultaneously create a plasma in the center

of the non-uniformly irradiated area, and get "true" laser desorption from the periphery,

and even thermal ion emission from the heated substrate from times longer than the laser

pulse duration.

Compared with particle desorption methods, laser desorption may offer the

advantage of more free variables for adjustment in a given analytical problem. At the

same time, this makes intercomparison of laser desorption results difficult because of the

wide range of experimental parameters used by different gloups [56,57].

The laser desorption mass spectrometry technique has been hampered by its poor

spectrum reproducibility for both fragmentation patterns and absolute intensities owing

ro the complicated set of processes contributing to ion formation. The probabilities of

these processes may well depend on various experimental parameters, such as laser power

densities, wavelengths, pulse lengths and the absorption characteristics of the sample

matrix. Among them, the most critical parameter appears to be the laser power density.

On changing it, the laser desorption technique can provide elemental analyses of the most

nonvolatile samples and can also yield molecular weight and structure information on

quite fragite biological molecules. This extreme dependence on laser power density (more

properly energy density absorbed by the sample) is also the source of its poor

reproducibility. The factors affecting the energy density absorbed by the sample may vary

between laser shots, making it difficult to obtain reproducible spectra.

Apart from its poor reproducibility, application of laser desorption mass

spectromctr,v to non-volatile organic compounds had been limited by its relatively low

mass range (up to -1000 u) [59,79].
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In laser desorption, high irradiances, (106-i08 W/cm2) t57l that are necessary for

desorption also cause an appreciable degree of internal excitation (vibrational and

rotational) of the desorbed molecular ions. As a result, the ions produced by laser

desorption have not only higher initial translational energies than those produced by

particle desorption but also a large degree of internal excitation, and the specfta of large

organic molecules (without matrix) usually show a large amount of fragmentation with

little or no molecular ion information.

Efforts have been made to overcome the lack of "softness" of the laser desorption

technique and to improve its applicability to larger organic molecules.

One general find-ing in laser desorption is that neutral organic molecules are

desorbed at much lower laser irradiance than that necessary for the desorption of ions, and

the yield of neutral molecules is much higher than that of the ions [60-62], as also found

in FAB, SIMS and PDMS 163,641. Typicai values for the ratio of neutral molecules to

ions is about 104:1 in laser desorption experiments [60,61].

This result has recently spu:red some interesting developments in which

ultraviolet lasers have been used for postionization of neutral molecules desorbed by

pulsed infrared (IR) or ultraviolet (UV) lasers, with or without cooling in a supersonic jet

[62]. Schlag et aI [65,66], and subsequently Tembreull and Lubman16T-691, demonstrated

with time-of-flight mass spectrometers that resonant muitiphoton ionization after cooling

of IR-laser desorbed. molecules in a supersonic molecular beam is a useful method of soft

ionization of involatile bioorganic molecules of masses up to -1000 u. The main

advantage of this technique results from the separation of the desorption and the

- -tr^---i-- ¿L^ ^-&:-:-^.-:^- ^f L^+1' ñr^^âccêc in¡ilenenrlcnflrt Thelonrzaüon procgsscs, auuwrllB urç UPLrrru¿41l\,rr t,r uvrrr Prvwvrùvù l¡svyv¡¡sv¡r!^J

ionization, in particular, can be very controllable. Tuning the laser wavelength into an
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electronic transition of one particular component in a mixture of substances will lead to

its selective ionization, thereby often improving the signal-to-background ratio. Also, the

degree of fragmentation of molecular species can be influenced by changing the laser

power density, thereby increasing the yield of molecula¡ ions or large ionic fragments. A

d.isadvantage of this method is the relatively low useful yield, due to the geometrical

losses in the transport process. Successful detection of IR-laser desorbed PTH-amino acids

withour the use of supersonic cooling has been reported by Engelke et al [70], but

attempts to postionize UV-laser desorbed neutrals of mass above -500 u without

fragmentation and without cooling in a supersonic beam have not been successful [62].

In the last decade, the accessible mass range of thermally labile and involatile

organic molecules has been continuously extended with the development of these so

called "soft" ionization methods. While FAB, or liquid SIMS, finds its main application

in the mass range below 5,000 u, PDMS was more useful in the mass range above 10,000

u [15]. Although PDMS has been used to observe proteins with masses up to 45,000 u

[16], it is routinely used below i5,000 u only L71,721.

Several years ago, two exciting new methods of producing quasi-molecular ions

of very large organic species by laser desorption mass spectrometry were published. Both

of these new techniques use pulsed ultraviolet (UV) lasers to desorb molecules embedded

in a matrix, and time-of-flight mass measurement. The significant common feature of the

two techniques is the use of a sample matrix, rather than a pure substance, and the

essential difference between them is the type of matrix used. Tanaka et al [73,74] first

reported laser desorption/ionization of molecuiar ions of proteins with masses up to

34,000 u by using a matrix of an ulra fine metal powder dispersed in glycerol and

irradiating the mixture of analyte and matrix with a pulsed nitrogen iaser at 337 nm.
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For a number of years, Hillenkamp and co-workers had been investigating the

effect of matrix-assisted ion desorption using UV lasers 157 ,7 5,1 6l and found that the use

of resonantly absorbing matrices enabled an effective and controllable coupling of the

laser energy into the condensed phase. As a result, the degree of internal excitation of the

desorbed quasimolecular ions may remain limited; hence a "very soft" desorption can be

achieved even for molecules lacking absorption at the wavelength used. The matrix-

assisted laser desorption spectra show not only an increase in quasimolecular ion

abundances but also great improvement in reproducibility over the pure substance spectra.

Biomolecules up to a molecular weight of -3000 u could then be successfully desorbed

without any fragmentation, and with considerable sensitivity, by using a resonantly

absorbing solid or liquid matrix [75].

After some systematic studies, a real breakthrough towards the analysis of very

large bioorganic molecules was achieved. In 1988 Karas and Hillenkamp reported

preliminary results on protein desorption ionization up to a molecular weight of 67,000

u by using a relatively volatile nicotinic acid (3-pyridine ca¡boxylic acid) matrix and

irradiating the dried mixture of the sample and nicotinic acid (a strong UV absorber at

266nm) with a UV laser at266nm [77]. Subsequently, the same group demonstrated that

molecular ions of biotogical compounds with masses up to 230,000 u could be desorbed

and detected by this technique 162,78,791.

The mass spectrometer used in their experiments was the LAMMA 1000, a

reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer equipped with a Q switched quadrupled Nd-

YAG-laser (pulse length 10 ns, wave length 266 nm) for desorption and ionization.

Trmical laser narameters ate focus diameters between 10-50 ¡rm and irradiances of

i -5x107 W/cm2. Ions were extracted by a voltage of 3kV and post-accelerated to about
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20 keV to improve the sensitivity of the electron multiplier in the high mass range. The

intense ion signals for each laser pulse were recorded and stored with a transient

recorder.

Samples were dissolved in water at a concentration of about 10-5 M. One

microliter of sample solution (10-tt mol) was mixed with 1 pL of a more concentrated

aqueous solution of nicotinic acid as matrix in a molar ratio of 1: 100- 10,000. The mixture

is dripped onto a metallic substrate and air-dried. It is typicaliy spread over an area of 5

mm2. A large number of intact quasimolecular ions are generated upon impact of a laser

pulse, and clearly detectable ion signals are detected in all cases, even for single shot

spectra. Usualiy 10-30 single spectra are accumulated for a better signal-to-noise ratio.

They can be obtained by repeatedly irradiating the same area. The accumulation time is

1-5 min, iimited by the laser repetition frequency of 1 Hz and by PC data-processing

time.

Although the process by which these monster molecular ions are produced is still

not well understood, nevertheless, matrix assisted laser desorption appears to be a very

soft and very efficient ionization technique. The spectra are characterized by singly and

doubly charged molecular ions; usually the singly charged molecular ion is the base peak

of the analyte signal. No fragment ions are observed in the mass range above 1000 u, and

the intense signals in the mass range below 1,000 u are caused exclusively by the matrix.

All spectra show a very good signal-to-noise ratio with a sample amount in the picomole

range.

The capability and unique features of the matrix-assisted laser desorption technique

demonstrated by Karas and Hillenkamp have attracted a lot of attention. The successful

application of this technique with other matrices such as cinnamic acid derivatives and
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different lasers, with wavelengths ranging from 266 nm to 355 nm, on a linear time-of-

flight mass specrrometer has been reported recently by Beavis and Chait [80-82]. They

have also shown that, by choosing a suitable matrix, mixtures can be analyzed without

the suppression effects observed in other techniques [83].

These exciting developments promise that matrix-assisted laser desorption will

become a valuable tool in the field of high-mass molecular weight determination and

structure analysis, and will certainly be a hot topic of research in the next few years.

1.1 .4 Electrospray lonization

Apart from the desorption ionization methods discussed above, another significant

advance has occurred in mass specrometry of large involatile organic molecules during

the last two years. This is largely due to the efforts made by Fenn and co-workers [84-86]

during the early 1980's in developing the electrospray ionization method.

About twenty years ago, Dole and his colleagues [87,88] canied out some

pioneering experiments that produced isolated gas-phase ions from high molecular weight

polymers by electrospraying a polymer solution into a bath gas at atmospheric pressure.

Because he was concerned with macroions whose masses were larger than could be

accommodated by conventional mass analyzers then available, Dole resorted to a low

accuracy energy analysis for mass determination. This was done by measuring the

retarding potential required to stop the ions from reaching a Faraday cage.

Recently, Fenn and co-workers [86,89-92] overcame the difficulties encountered

by Dole by interfacing an atmospheric presstrre electrospray ionization source to a

quadrupole mass analyzer.In their technique, an analyte solution of flow rate between
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1-40 pllmin enrers the electrospray chamber through a stainless steel hypodermic needle

at ground potential.

The field at rhe needle tip charges the surface of the emerging liquid, dispersing

it by Coulomb forces into a fine spray of charged droplets. Driven by the electric fieid,

the droplets migrate toward the metallized inlet end of a glass capillary through a counter

currenr flow (100 mlls) of heated bath gas, typically at 800 Torr. The solvent vapour

from the evaporating droplets, along with any other uncharged material, is swept away

from the capillary inlet by the bath gas flow. Some of the desorbed ions a¡e entrained in

the flow of dry bath gas that enters the capillary, to emerge at the metallized exit end as

a supersonic free jet in the first of two vacuum chambers. A core portion of this free jet

passes through a skimmer into a second vacuum chamber, delivering ions to a quadrupole

mass analyzer. Fenn et al discovered that the electrospray ionization process exhibits a

strong propensity for producing very highly charged ions from large organic molecules.

This is a considerable advantage, because the mass range of any analyzer is increased by

a factor equal to the number of charges per ion. Furthermore, the multiple charging is so

extensive that mass-to-charge ratios are usually iess than about 25W 1921, no matter how

massive the parent species, so very large molecules may be examined in quadrupole or

magnetic sector mass spectrometers of limited m/z range. Another advantage of the

multiple charging is that under the same acceleration voltage, the kinetic energy of the

mulricharged ions is higher than that of singly charged ions with same mass by a factor

equal to the multiplicity. Thus, the detection efficiency of the electron multiplier for the

multiply charged ions will be improved considerably for large molecules. This technique

also appears to be very "soft"; the spectra are cha¡actenzeÃ, by a group cf multiply

charged molecular ions with very little, or no fragmentation.
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In the last two years, a variety of biopolymers, especially proteins and peptides,

have been examined by electrospray ionization with quadrupole mass analyzers [91-95].

Very recently, proteins with molecula¡ weights ranging to 133,000 u have been observed

by Loo et ai [94], by this technique. This combination has also been incorporated into

commercial instruments by Sciex (Thornhill, Ontario, Canada) and other companies. The

progress of electrospray ionization has been reviewed by Fenn [92] last year.

1.1.5 Influence of Sample Preparation

In the desorption ionization techniques discussed above, the spectra produced have

some coÍrmon characteristics in spite of the very different types of primary excitation.

Even-electron pseudomolecular ions (protonated, deprotonated or cationized molecules)

are present and there is a pronounced influence of the physico-chemical properties of the

surrounding matrix and, thereby, of the sample preparation. The formation and emission

of sample-specific ions, and the degree of fragmentation, depend critically on the analyte

chemical environment. The intensity ratio of pseudomoiecular ions [M+H]r/[M-t{]- can

be changed by an order of magnitude by changing the acidity of the sample solution [23],

and traces of ionic impurities such as alkali metal can suppress formation of protonated

molecules, distort fragmentation patterns, and produce new ions due to the cationization

of the molecules that often dominate the mass spectra. The intensity of quasimolecular

ions can be greatly increased, the fragmentation decreased, and larger involatile molecular

ions can be produced by choosing the right sample/substrate or sample/matrix

combination. For instance, the desorption of intact organic species by high intensity keV

ion or atom beams was made possible only after the introduction of glycerol as a liquid
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matrix [36]. PDMS and static SIMS were significantly improved for protein and peptide

desorption by the use of a nitrocellulose substrate to adsorb analyte molecules 196,97f,

and the latest revolutionary advance in laser desorption/ionization of very large organic

molecules was made by the discovery of a solid matrix of nicotinic acidLTT-791.

More about sample preparation methods will be discussed later in this thesis.

L,2 ÐEVELOPMENT' OF' TTME-OF'-F'T,TGHT MASS SPECTR.OMET'R,V

During the first half of this century, the development of mass spectrometry after

the pioneering work of J.J.Thomson [1] was limited to instruments based on deflecting

electric and magnetic fields to energy-select and momentum-analyze ions.

In the late 1940's and eariy 1950's, several new concepts in mass analyzers began

to evolve, which used dynamic or time-varing electric fields; consequently, these

instruments a¡e referred to as dynamic mass spectrometers.

The use of the time-of-flight (TOF) principle for mass separation of a pulsed ion

packet was fi¡st suggested by Stephens [98] ín 1946, and two years later, such an

apparatus, which was called an ion "Velocitron", later to be known as the time-of-flight

mass spectrometer, was reported by Cameron and Eggers [99]. The omegatron, forerunner

to the ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer and Fourier transform mass

spectrometer, was reported by Hipple and coworkers [100] in L949. The concept of the

strong focusing effect with quadrupole fields was reported by Courant et al [101] and

Blewett [102] in the early 1950's, and soon thereafter Paul and Steinwedel recognized the

potential of electric quadrupole fields for mass analysis t1031.
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TOF mass spectrometers operate on the simple principle that a packet of ions of

different mass-to-charye (m/z) ratio, if rapidly accelerated to the same kinetic energy, or

momentum, will possess individual velocities that depend on their rn/zratio; if z=1, the

dependence is essentiatly with respect to mass. When the ions are projected into a d¡ift

space, they will separate according to their mass; the light ions, having the higher

velocity, will arrive at the end of the drift space before the heavier ions of low velocity.

For the constant energy case, the TOF of an ion is given by t=L(m/2qv)12, where L is

the length of the flight path and qV is the energy of the ion. To utilize this TOF

separation as a mass specfometer, the ions must be formed in the source as a discrete

packet and pulsed into the flight tube. Each packet reaching the detector at the end of a

flight tube will result in a series of detector outputs at various arrival times; these give

information concerning the mass of the ion being detected, while the amplitude of the

signal is a measure of the corresponding ion abundance. Thus, a complete mass spectrum

is generated for each cycle--acceleration, flight separation and detection--of the

instrument.

A TOF mass spectrometer has some unique advantages, such as: compatibility

with event-driven measurements, fast recording of the associated mass spectra, simple

open source structure, and high transmission since it does not require mass scanning.

These advantages were recognized by researchers in the early days, and this type of

instrument has been chosen for studies of ion/molecule reactions and very fast monitoring

of reactions such as explosions [105]. The unique features of a TOF mass spectrometer

also suggest that the instrument may be ideal for use in GC/tr4S work; indeed, the first

GC/ÀltS instrument utilized a TOF spectrometer [106].

In spite of its attractiveness, the application of the TOF mass spectrometer was
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limited, mainly by its poor resolution. Historically, the resolution of TOF mass

spectrometers has been really poor; the flrst prototype instrument had a resolving power

of only "about 2"! 199,1041. Subsequent models reported had much higher resolution,

although still very low by today's standard. For example, a resolving power of about 100

was demonstrated by Katzenstein and Friedland [107] in 1955 on their instrument, which

incorporated many important features.

The limitation to the ultimate resolution of a TOF mass spectrometer is that, the

ion packets of identical m/z are not infinitely thin discs. This limitation arises because

molecules in gas phase ionization ion sources (such as electron impact) have different

initial velocity (or kinetic energy) and space distributions at the time of ionization and

acceleration. If the ions were formed in a plane perpendicular to the source drawout and

acceleration fields, and with no initial velocity components, then the flight time would be

exactly the same for all ions of the same m/2, and the resolution would be high.

Considerable improvements were made in the TOF mass spectrometer, particularly

in its resolution, with the appearance the of the Wiley and Mclaren instrument in 1955

t1081. In their design, a pulsed ion source containing two acceleration regions was

employed, the first accelerating field was pulsed while the second one was constant in

time. Ions are formed in different regions of the ionization space inside the first

accelerating region and with different initial velocities under pulsed transverse electron

bombardment. Disregarding the velocity effect, those ions initially closer to the exit grid

acquire less energy than, and are eventually overtaken by, those initially farther away

from the exit grid. This constitutes a space focusing or "bunching" effect, which can be

achieved by varying the ratio of the two accelerating fields.

The effect of initial velocities can be reduced by introducing a suitable delay
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between the electron ionization pulse and the ion acceleration pulse. An ion initialty

travelling away from the collector would normally a¡rive at the collector later than an ion

initially travelling towa¡ds it. However, during the time lag, the ions having different

initiai velocities move to new positions in the ion source. When the ion acceleration pulse

is turned on sometime later, the ions with velocity components away from the exit grid,

that is, those ions located farther away from the exit grid, will acquire greater energy, and

hence will have larger final velocities than those ions that moved towards the exit grid

during the time lag. Thus it is possible to adjust the time iag so that the initially slower

moving ions can overtake or catch up to the initially higher velocity ions. Consequently,

this velocity or energy focusing method is referred to as time lag focusing. However,

space and velocity focusing cannot be obtained simultaneously, but a reasonable

compromise can be achieved [105,109,110]. Wiley and Mclaren reported resolving

powers of about 300 by using this innovative technique. Their design, which still forms

the basis of some present day instruments, was commercialized by Bendix in 1957 and

later by CVC hoducts (Rochester, NY) tl111. Designed for electron impact ionization

of volatile species in the gas phase, these instruments could produce mass spectra at a

high rate and achieve a resolving power (aM measured at lÙVo of peak height) of

300-400 for organic molecuies, and 500-800 for inorganic species (for which there is less

fragmentation and a smaller contribution to kinetic energy spread of the ions from kinetic

energy release upon fragmentation).

In the late 1960's the quadrupole mass spectrometer became commercially

available. Soon after, it surpassed the TOFMS technique in popularity, in part, because

it has some similar features, namely, compactness, simplicity, economy, a fast-scanning

capability (although not nearly as fast), while it has higher resolution (which is
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independent of initial energy spread). It also allowed a higher operating pressure, which

could be important when an ion source is required to operate at higher pressure, such as

in GCA4S and CI.

There have been a number of attempts to develop alternative TOF mass

spectrometers to that of Wiley and Mclaren in order to improve the performance and,

particularly, the resolution of the instruments further, but most of them did not offer a

significant improvement in perforrnance [105,109,111]. However, one approach that has

attracted much attention recently is based on a reflecting spectrometer proposed by

Mamyrin over twenty years ago [112], although his work was not generally known until

several years later t113-1151. Mamyrin and co-workers [113] described a new energy

focusing method in ion time-of-flight devices, using an electrostatic system (an ion

reflector) to compensate for the initial ion kinetic energy spread, which is the main factor

limiting the resolution of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The concept is simple.

There is an electrostatic ion reflector at the normal detector position that reflects the ion

beam to a detector mounted beside the ion source. For ions of the same m/z ratio, those

with higher energy penetrate deeper into the reflector than do low energy ions. As a

consequence, the faster, more energetic ions have a longer flight time in the reflector than

do the slower less energetic ions. This compensates for the reverse behaviour in the field-

free flight parh. Thus fast and slow ions can be focused in time at the detector if the

electrostatic field in the reflector is chosen correctly.

In their experiments, Mamyrin et al showed that this system provides a relative

variation in time-of-flight within 0.0IVo for ions with a few percent spread in initial

energies. The "Mass-reflectron", a reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer equipped

with an EI source was reported by Mamyrin et al shortly afterwards in 1973, and a mass
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resolving power up to 3,500 (FWHM) was obtained for some simple inorganic

compounds [114].

While the new focusing methods were being developed, there was renewed interest

in using the time-of-flight technique for mass analysis upon the appearance of new

ionization techniques such as 2s2cf plasma desorption and laser desorption/ionization.

These pulsed ionization methods are ideally suited for TOFMS, not only because a

complete mass spectrum can be obtained instantaneously for each ionization event, but

also because the ion formation process can take place on a plane equipotential surface

perpendicular to the acceleration field. Thus, the spatial distribution of ions is no longer

a problem, theoretically leaving only the initial kinetic energy distributions of the

desorbed ions to affect the ultimate resolution.

Furthermore, if only a very limited number of sample molecules is available for

an analysis (e.g. many biomolecules are available only in sub-picomole quantities), or the

ion current generated is very low because of the nature of the ionization methods (e.g.

2s2cf plasma desorption, static SIMS), a maximum use of the ions generated may be

necessary. The sensitivities of conventional mass spectrometers (sector, quadrupole mass

spectrometers) suffer from the need to scan the mass spectra; only one mass can be

examined at a time. The time-of-flight instruments can examine the full mass range at the

same time, and also have excellent transmission so high sensitivity is obtained.

Benninghoven has estimated that these combined factors increase the TOF sensitivity by

a factor -ld compared to a typical quadrupole mass spectrometer [116], so TOF methods

offer significant advantages in such cases.

The development of these so called soft ionization techniques, statfing with 252Cf

plasma desorption, generated much interest among those interested in characterizing
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biologically imporrant, high mass molecules. The unlimited mass range of a TOF analyzer

offers another advantage for analyzing these massive molecules, which may be difficult

for other types of mass spectrometer. As a matter of fact, mass spectrometry of the largest

molecules (>200,000 u) has so far been achieved only by TOF methods [79]. In the early

1980s, interest accelerated in the particle and laser induced desorption techniques and

many independent studies were carried out by using pulsed sources such as lasers, fission

fragments and ion beams combined with TOF mass spectrometers t1041. In subsequent

developments, the resolutions of TOF instruments have also been geatly improved by the

use of ion reflectors. Traditionally, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer has been regarded

as a low resolution instrument. Now resolving powers (FWHM) in and above the 10,000

range have been achieved in reflecting TOF instruments using a variery of ionization

merhods: laser excitation [117,118], particle induced desorption lllg-Izll and electron

impact ionization ll22l

The current revival of interest in TOFMS is a consequence of developments in

ionization techniques, such as252Cf fission fragment, Iaser and ion induced desorption.

The progress in TOFMS was reviewed in 1984 by Price and Milnes t1111. More recent

developments have been reviewed by Standing [123] and described at SIMS V, VI

1124,1251, ar IFOS I[-V t126-128] and in a special issue of "Analytical Instrumentation"

devored to this topic [129].

T.3 T'[TE ÐEVET,OPMENT OF TOF'.STMS M{ M,A.NXTOts,A

About ten years ago, Manitoba TOF I, a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer
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ïvas consrrucred in our laboratory [130]. It was originally designed to use fission

fragments to induce desorption, but after the discovery of similar results (for some low

mass organic molecules) with keV primary ions, a pulsed ion gun was designed to take

advantage of the convenience and versatility of keV ions [32,131]. The instrument is

similar to that of Macfarlane and Torgerson U32), but it produces secondary ions by

bombardment with a pulsed beam of low-energy primary ions (normalty -10 keV Cs+)

instead of fission fragments. In this instrument, the secondary ions are ejected from a thin

film of sample deposited on a flat metallic surface (an equipotential plane). They are

acceierated by an electrostatic field across a narrow gap between the target and grid, then

travel in straight lines to a detector at the end of the flight tube.

In linear TOF spectrometers like this, the transmission is high and is determined

simply by the transverse velocity spread of the secondary ions, the accelerating voltage,

and the size of the detector. No slits a¡e necessary. This allows extremely low primary

ion currents (-pA) to be used without sacrificing sensitivity. The products of unimolecular

decay in the flight tube are also detected with high efficiency. They have almost the same

velocity as their parent ion so they appear in the mass spectrum centred at the same

position as the parent, but the peak is broadened due to the energy release. Thus,

including these daughters in the parent ion peak is equivalent to including the palent ions

that decay in free flight, i.e. it is equivalent to measuring the mass spectrum at a time

immediately after acceleration (normally <100 ns after ejection from the target) U33,134).

In most other types of specüometer, the time scale is longer by a factor > 103, since the

intensity of a given peak is measured at the time the ions arrive at the detector.

Such instruments have several advantages. Their mass range is essentially

unlimited. They have high efficiency, even for ions of short lifetime. Their simple
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geometry makes ion yield measurements relatively easy to interpret. Mass spectra

measured are much closer to the spectra actually emitted than in spectrometers that

operate on a longer time scale; striking effects of such differences have been observed

[133-13s].

On the other hand, rhe resolution of linear TOF mass spectrometers is limited by

the initial velocity spread of the secondary ions ejected from the target. Manitoba TOF

I gives a resolving power M/aMp\¡/HNa=3200 at mass -500 u [121] (see Fig.1.1) or -700

u [148], for negative ion clusters in the mass spectrum of CsBr, considerably better than

the value obtainable in most earlier TOF specrometers, but stiil lower than the resolution

FIÍght Time (Ps)

Figure T-.X. Negative ion TOF spectrum of CsBr near the second cluster, measured in the

linear TOF mass spectrometer (Manitoba TOF Ð. Here, (r/Âr)r*"t=6400 so

(mlNn)sy¡116=3200.
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commonly used in sector-field instruments. Perhaps more serious is the high background

under the parent ion peaks for large organic molecules (see Fig. 3.3); this arises from the

products of metastable decay in the flight tube. Detection of the fragments increases the

parent ion detection efficiency since the parents that decay in the flight tube are included

in the measured peaks, and it also enables measurement on a short time scale, as

remarked above. However, the resulting background sets an undesirable limit on the

signal/noise ratio, and for most organic molecules with m/z>200 the mass resolution is

much poorer than that of inorganic species t1311.

Manitoba TOF tr L721,136,I371, a reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer, was

constructed in 1985 to overcome the difficulties in the linear TOF instrument. It

incorporates an ion mirror to compensate the initial velocity spread of the secondary ions,

as proposed by Mamyrin [112-115]. Compared to the linea¡ spectrometer, the instrument

gives not only considerable improvements in resolution for both inorganic and organic

molecules but also in signaVnoise ratio. It retains most of the advantages of the linear

instrument, such as unlimited mass range, high transmission, and high sensitivity, as

discussed above. It also can be used as a linear instrument simply by turning off the

electric field in the ion mi:ror. Its construction and operation are described in detail in

Chapter 2 and its performance is reported in Chapter 3.

A molecular ion peak from bovine insulin, produced by using low energy primary

ions and a nitrocellulose substrate, was flrst reported on Manitoba TOF II 197,121,1381.

It has also been used to study a number of compounds of biological interest, particularly

peptides and nucleotides, supported on various substrates, of masses up to -6000 u,

including an unknown peptide. The results will be presented and discussed in subsequent

chapters.
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Many of the large molecular and cluster ions produced by particle-induced

desorption are found to be metastable. The pattern of metastable decay may be studied

in linear instruments by using retarding grids in front of a detector at the end of the flight

tube [131,139-l4I], or by incorporating a small movable ion mi¡ror to separate the parent

ions from the products of metastable decay lL43,IMl.In the Manitoba TOF I instrument,

retarding grids were used to investigate the stability of CsI clusters [131], and later a

movable detection system incorporating a small ion mirror was inserted into the

spectromet er l!42l. It consists of an electrostatic mirror with grids at 450 to the

specrrometer axis and detectors at 00 and 900, as in the design of Danigel et al [144]. The

parent ion and the charged fragments are bent through 900 into one detector, while the

neutral fragments pass through the mirror into the other detector. Such dual-detector

systems enable measurement of decay lifetimes and of correlations between the daughters

1I2I,I37,I42,I431. However, the mirror is too short (-lcm) to give much separation

between the various charged fragments and the parent ions. Thus the measurements of the

daughter masses from metastable decay are very limited in accuracy if these are

estimated from flight time differences. For the same reason, the mirror is not capabie of

giving much improvement in resolution.

In Manitoba TOF I[, a much longer ion mirror is used, which gives significant

improvement in resolution, both for the parent ion and for the charged fragments from

unimolecular decay. It also introduces much greater time dispersion between the daughter

ions and their parents; consequently the masses of the daughter ions can be determined

much more accurately.

This instrument, like the 450 mirror described above and tike the Orsay "reflex"

spectrometer 1145-1471, uses two detectors. Undissociated parent ions and charged
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daughters a¡e reflected into one detector by the electrostatic mirror, while the undeviated

neutral fragments pass th-rough the mirror into a second detector, which serves also to

measure the overall spectrum when the electric field in the mi:ror is removed.

The dual-detector system, combined with a data system developed in this

laboratory [148,149], enables examination of the correlations between the charged

daughter ions and the corresponding neutral fragments if the counting rate is kept

sufficiently low, so the probability of detecting randomly correlated events is smali. Since

the neutral fragment has approximately the same velocity as its parent, the time of arrival

of the neutral fragment serves to identify the parent ion; this specifies which parent ion

gives rise to a given daughter and vice versa. Thus the method gives information similar

to rhar obtained in the various forms of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) [150,151].

In most such methods only one parenldaughter pair can be examined at a time, but with

the present method, decompositions of all parents may be examined at the same time. The

number of such simultaneous measurements is limited only by the computer memory

available for data storage. No scanning is performed for both parents and daughters.

Therefore, the sensitivity of the present MS/Ir4S technique is much higher.

The principle of the correlated measurements and the operation of the reflecting

time-of-flight mass spectrometer as a "tandem" mass spectrometer will be described in

detail in Chapter 4, in which the performance of the MS/}IS instrument, including the

resolution, sensitivity, efficiency and accuracy of the daughter ion measurements, is also

reported and discussed.

Many compounds, both organic and inorganic, particularly peptides up to mass

-2,A00 u have been studied with the technique described in Chapter 4. Measurements of

various daughter ion mass spectra resulting from metastable ion decomposition in the first
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leg of free flight, and thei¡ application to obtaining structural or sequence information of

molecules, decay patterns and pathways, and the analysis of simple mixtures are presented

in Chapter 5.
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Foilowing the work of Mamyrin [112-115], a number of TOF spectrometers

incorporating ion reflectors have been constructed [104,1LI,152,153]. Until recently, most

such instruments were built to compensate large initial velocity spreads (e.g. from electron

beam ionization in the gas phase or from laser desorption) and seldom gave mass

resolution >1000. New problems arise when one starts from a resolution -3C(Ð, as in our

case, but some encouraging progress has been made over last few years. Several $oups

have reported mass resolving power m/am.*"y in and above the 10 000 range using ion

mirrors for a variety of ionization techniques: laser ionization [117] and laser induced

surface ionization [118], particle induced desorption lllg-tzll and electron bombardment

11221.

A spectrometer of this type has also been designed and constructed at our

laboratory. This reflecting TOF mass specfrometer, shown schematically in Figure 2.1 has
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been already reported in the lite¡ature lI2I,l37l. Here, an ion gun produces -2 ns pulses

of Cs* ions with energy up to 25 keV and at a repetition rate of 2-5 kHz. The prima¡y

ions strike a thin layer of sample material deposited on the target backing at an angle of

20" to the normal. The secondary ions produced by the bombardment are accelerated

across a potential difference, V (usually 5-15 keV), between the target and a grounded

grid, which is typically 4 mm away. The polarity of the secondary ion to be analyzed is

selected by the polarity of the acceleration voltage on the target. The secondary ions then

pass down the flight tube into the electrostatic ion mirror. After reflection through -177",

the ions again traverse the flight tube and return to a detector assembly beside the target.

The total effective flight path is -2.5 m. Two pairs of deflection plates mounted above

the acceleration grid are used for steering the beam to optimize the counting rate on the

bottom detecror, and an Einzel lens on the top of the deflection plate assembly is

sometimes used for improving the transmission. Neutral fragments resulting from decay

of the parent ions in the fust section of free flight a¡e detected by a microchannel plate

detector behind the mirror. Both charged particles and neutral fragments are detected

simultaneously and correlations between them may also be examined with our data system

to yield the daughter ion spectrum.

Photographs of the instrument and data system are shown in Fig. 2.2. The

apparatus is constructed of non-magnetic stainiess steel, and has a vertical flight tube

which has a length of -1 m and an internal diameter of -24 cm. The system is sealed by

Viton "O" rings and an operating pressure of (0.5-5)x10-7 Torr is maintained by a

sublimation pump and an ion pump, which has a pumping speed of 140 litres/s. Rough

pumping is done by sorption pumps and a venturi pump so that clean vacuum conditions

are maintained throughout evacuation. A vacuum lock is provided at the bottom of the
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spectromerer for the operation of a direct inlet sample probe, so that a target may be

changed without disturbing the vacuum in the main system. Two quartz windows on the

main flight tube permit introduction of a laser beam into the spectrometer to dissociate

the desorbed ions.

2.2 PRTNCIPT-E OF', T'E{E EX,ECT'R.OST.4,TIC ION MIRR.OR (REFI-ECTOR.)

2.2.1 Principle of Velociry Focusing wíth a Single-stage Electrostatic Mírror

As discussed in gl.2 and 1.3, an intrinsic limit on the resolution of linea¡ TOF

spectrometers is set by the axial velocity spread of the ions ejected from the target, but

this difficulty may be circumvented by the use of a relatively long ion miror, as proposed

by Mamyrin [112-115]. The principle is straightforward. An ion of higher velocity

penetrates more deeply into the miror so it spends more time there. This may compensate

the shorter time it spends in free flight, if the elecrostatic field in the miror is chosen

correctly.

Although the original proposal treated a more complicated case lll2-1151, the

principle of operation may be seen most clearly for a simple plane single-stage mirror,

as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Tlne results shown below can, of course, be obtained from the

more general development [112-115,t54], but it is instructive to derive them directly.

In Fig. 2.3, the constant electric field E within the mirror defines the spectrometer

axis, here taken as the z axis, i.e. E,-E for z<0 and E,=Q for z>0. Note that the ion

velocity component perpendicular to the axis does not affect the flight time and that this
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component is constant for an ideal miror; it simpiy determines whether or not the ion

witl hit the detector. Thus, we need consider only the axial component v, wtth v,

determined by v 2=v2+vr], where v,, is the initial axial velocity and v is the axial velocity

component after acceleration for an ion ejected from the target with zero velocity, i.e.

mvzlT=qvcoszï=qtl (see Fig. 2.3), where q is the charge, m the mass and V the

accelerating voltage.

We first calculate the flight time neglecting the initial velocity (i.e. vr=v for vtr=O).

It is convenient to define a reference plane perpendicular to the axis just outside the

accelerating gnd (denoted the "object plane" in Fig. 2.3). We calculate ttre total flight

MI R ROR FLIGHT TUBE

tr L¡
Torget

-\s
Electric Field E \oo¡ect Plone
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l-Lz Def ecf or
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram (not to scale) showing the flight path of an ion in a

single-stage reflecting TOF mass spectrometer.
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time of an ion from the time it passes through this reference plane to the time it arrives

at the detectoq corrections due to the finite distance between the target and the reference

plane will be considered later. Since the axial velocity component is simply reversed by

reflection, its magnitude is the same for L, and L, (see Fig. 2.3), so the time spent in free

flight is tr=¿¡y where L=Lt*Lz.The time spent in the mi:ror is t*-2vla. where the

acceleration a-qE/m. The total flight time, r, is then

2mLt--t*+tr=;¡v+,

from changes in accelerating voltage

(2-r)

trf, the flight time is

(2-2)

For variations in v (resulting

minimum fs¡ ]¡/]v=0, or

2mvo 
= 

L
tqE Yo

t.e.
z*Å 4uo

E ---=-qLL

where v0 corresponds to the optimum value of accelerating voltage Vo

(mvf l2=qvocoi0=q(Jo), i.e. for a given value of the mirror eiectric field E, the flight time

(Eq. (2-1)) is minimum if v=vo. For this value of E, tr=¡r=Ulvo,i.e. the ion spends the

same amount of time in the mi:ror as in free flight. Also

2L I zt l.-f,=_=1-l/m
vo wm)

(2-3)

so rhe flight time is proportional to ,/Ã, as in a simple linea¡ TOF instrument. The

stopping distance, /, in the mirror is given by qUo=lqE=lq4UolL, so l=Ll4 specifies the

minimum length of mirror required. Since the average axial velocity in the miror is v/2,

this corresponds to an effective mirror length 2NL|4=L12.
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In the more general case, ions have a velocity spread due to their initial velocity

distribution; the velocity spread can also be caused due to changes in accelerating voltage.

The axial velocity v, after acceleration may be expressed as u,=uo*ð, where the õ

specifies the velocity spread. The flight time excluding the acceleration region is then

Þ4{uo'8).ok

Expanding the second terrn as a function of ô gives

t --4 e o* ar, 
+- 

u tÅ. 6' +- ð'+ ...

*lT.*1.ål# 
*1.(*)'å [å)'å.

The linea¡ term in this expression vanishes for

Zmvo L

-=-
tqE vo

z*ú 4uo

qLL

(2-4)

(2-2)

As might be expecæd, this is the condition for minimum flight time discussed above. For

this value of the mirror field, the flight time is independent of axial velocity to first order

for parent ions of every mass, i.e.

(2-s)

The relative flight time variation Lt/t of Eq. (2-5) resulting from changes in acceleration

voltage can be seen in Fig. 2.5, which is presented later in ï2.2.3.

'=;þ.(åi (ål. 
l
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2.2.2 Unimolecular Decay and Flight Time of the Daughter lons

Metastable decay in the flight tube can be investigated using the correlation

merhod which has been briefly described in chapter 1 and will be described in detail in

chapter 4. It is convenient to compare the total flight time, f*, of a daughter ion of mass

m' with the total flight time, /, of its parent ion (mass m). In zeroth order, both ions have

the same velocity vr. From Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2), t=2Llvo and

L Zmtvo L
vo qE Yo

1.r{l
m)

(2-6)

so

to m*ml (2-7)

The daughter peak position lies between the parent ion flight time (for large

fragments) and half the parent ion flight time [i.e. apparent mass =m/4; see Eq. (2-3)] for

small fragments. It is clear that the daughter will be much better separated from the

parent than with the small mirror discussed in $1.3.

The velocity spread of the daughter ions is not completely compensated, but a

first-order calculation shows that some improvement in resolution is obtained for them

too. Consider a parent ion (mass m and axial velocity vr+ð) that decays in free flight with

emission of a daughter ion (mass m' and axial velocity vr+õ') after travelling a distance

(l-u)L, where 0.5<s<1. For the daughter ion

*--L(L-a) , aL ,2mt(vo+6)
vo+ð vo+ô/ qE

2m
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"lt zm\ol 6lz*'uot =f*" qE )-'rl qE
t1 ð,-ð I zmbo *Ll

- 
%l- % | qE -tl- (2-8)

where the second and third terrns

and ô'. From Eql (2-2) and (2-6)

first-order time spread, Â,f*¡¡o, produced by ôgive the

(2-e)

V/ith the miror off

u;n 
=_ 

ð * õ/_ð (1_2ø)
t" vo vo

The improvement in resolution depends on the values of the pÍrameters in these

equations; for the most probable condition (cr=l, i.e. decay at the accelerafing grid), the

relative time spreadis reduced by afactor (m+m')/(m-m'),e.8. afactorof 7 for m'=0.75m.

If a,r*,,o is reduced below the intrinsic time spread determined by various defects in the

spectrometer (see below), the resolution for the daughter will be comparable with the

value obtained for the parent ion.

It is possible to optimize the mirror for examination of a parricular daughter ion.

For this purpose, the electric field, E, in the mirror is reduced until the linear term in the

fragment flight time vanishes, i.e. the field is reduced to the value E' where

Zrntvo 
= 

L
qït Yo

u]" 6(m-m'\ o/-ol *'-a,m\
| !-l

to vo\m'*m) Yo \ m'*m )

or
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ur-_2mtv3 =mt4(JoqL mL
This condition is achieved when the flight time, t*, of the fragment reaches a value

t, =Zffi'vo *L__z L
qït Yo vo

(2-10)

(2-rr)

i.e. the same flight time as that measured for its parent with a field E in the miror. Under

this condition

mt__El

mE
(2-12)

so the ratio of mi:ror voltages gives a determination of the mass of the fragment. 'With

the field E',the parent ions will pass through a mirror of length L/4into the 0" detector

behind the mirror and the mirror will be optimized only for fragments of the given mass.

Under this condition, the second term in Eq. (2-8) vanishes, but the third term will still

give some peak broadening for cr<1.

It is useful to compa.re the flight time t* of the daughter with that of a parent ion

of the same mass m', since such ions a¡e often produced directly at the target. This

p¿ìrent íon m'has a velocity ul=rorl^lrr/ and flight rrme ¡t=2qvl=1Zf¡vSlffi, so

to m*ml

The ratios f tt and f t{ are plotted in

ratios for a two-stage mirror (curve

nearly the same flight time as parent

(2-13)tt zmlffi

Fig. 2.4 (curves A) aiong with the corresponding

B). Note that large fragments (i.e. m'lm=l) have

ions of the same mass m', as might be expected,
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shown in $2.2.1, we obtain

starting from the reference

1.05

(b)

\

\'i
\i
I

-4 .6

m'/m
'.b

m'/m

From the calculation

conditions for an ion packet

(a) 
./

^\/

,/ f*,
--Z----t

1.10

t" .B

t t*
t'

.7

É

Figure 2.4 Ratios of the total flight times for the parent ion, f, the charged daughter from
decay in region L, of Fig. 2.3, /*, and an ion of the same mass as the daughter but
produced at the target surface, r. Ratios f lt and t"/í arc plotted in (a) and (b),
respectively. In each case the solid curve, ,4,, shows the ratio calculated for the single
stage mirror described in the text. The broken curye, B, shows the ratio calculated for a

two-stage mirror, which will be discussed later (in the limiting case of an infinitesimal
decelerating gap, for which the voltage across the gap to give second-order correction is
2V/3 Urz-rrs,r54l).

since the effect of thei¡ different velocities is compensated to f,ust order.

Pa¡ent ions of mass rz that decay during acceleration will give charged daughters

of mass m' with velocities between vo and v'. Thus, the flight times of the charged

fragments resulting from decay of this parent in the acceleration region form a continuum

berween / and f ¡t+t,t55,1561.

2.2.3 Efficts of Acceleration Region and Velocity Focusing

the flust order velocity focusing

plane (after acceleration). This
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gives a simple picture of the principle of velocity focusing by an ion mi¡ror and also

yields a good approximation for the value of the electric field and minimum length of the

mirror required for compensation of the f,rrst order velocity spread. However, as rema¡ked

above, coffecrions arising from the finite distance between the target and the initial

reference plane, must be considered when higher accuracy is required. In par:ticular, the

ion flight time in the acceleration region has also to be taken into account in the

calculation. As has been shown recently by Brunelle et al in the case of a two stage ion

mirror [158], a signif,rcant time spread may be produced in a finite acceleration region by

the ion initial energy distribution.

2.2.3.1 Time variation due to changes ín acceleratíon voltage and velociry focusing

We first consider a velocity spread ô due to

changes in the acceleration voltage. For ions ejected from

the target with zero initial velocity, the time spent in the

acceleration region is to=2¿¡v, where d-docosÙ, d, is the

distance between the tå.rget and the acceleration grid (see

the diagram), and v is the axial component of the velocity after acceleration. In all the

caiculations performed below, practical parameters of d=4 mm, and L=1250 mm are used

unless indicated. The total flight time r, for ions sørting from the target is then

2m L 2d 2m L+2"d
to=t *+t r+to= Onr*;*;= nø,

(2-r4)

r9rÅr

where ro is the time spent in the acceleration region, i.e. between the target and the
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reference plane. Comparing Eq. (2-lQ with Eq. (2-l), we can see, if L in the Eq. (2-1)

derived previously is replaced with L+2d, the results obtained before are still valid. Thus,

the effect of the acceleration region in this case is simply to extend the effective length

of free flight by 2d. The minimum length of mirror required is then l=(L+2d)14

corresponding to an effective total flight path 2L+4d.

When the ion velocity changes from v, to v=vo+ô due to changes in the

accelerating voltage, the flight time changes from t0 to t'+Lt. The relative time variation

can be written as

Lt _to+Lt-to =(Lr),rrru *(Lt)*ru,

where (N)nn */to corresponds to the contributions of time variation in mirror and free

flight, and (Âr)"*,/ro corresponds to the contribution in acceleration region.

The flight time variations Arlro under the first order focusing condition (Eq.(2-2)

with Z replaced by L+Zd.) can be calculated from Eq. (2-14) or from F,q. (2-5) with L

replaced by L+2d, (Lt/to can also be obtained from more general calculations given in

Appendix 4.1). For convenience of discussion, here the flight time was calculated in

terrns of ion energy qU that corresponds to the axial velocity v (i.e. qU=mf /2), if the

velocity spread ô is due to changes in accelerating voltage, then we have

E/vo=6r¡ro-Lul2u0. The calculated curves of the time variation versus acceleration

voltage variations are plotted in Fig. 2.5.It can be seen that the time variation due to the

changes in acceleration voltage can be weil compensated by a single stage ion mirror, for

example, a XlVo variation in acceleration voltage produces a total time variation 
^tlt, 

of

only -1.25x10-s, this means that a resolution of 40,000 can still be achieved in principle

to
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Figure 2.5 Calculated time variations Àrlf¿, versus the accelerating voltage variations
(LUlUo=6y¡Vr), under the first order velocity focusing condition described inEq. (2-2)

(with L replaced by L+Zd). The broken lines represent the respective time variations
induced in acceleration region (Lt)^*,fto and in free flight and mirror (Lt)nn"*/ts, the solid
line represents the total time variation Lt/to, i.e. sum of the two tetms above.

if there is a t100 eV ion energy fluctuation in a total energy of 10 keV.

Generally, ions a¡e ejecæd from the target with an initial kinetic energy or velocity

distribution. As before, if an ion has an initial energy qUr conesponding to an initial axial

velocity vo along the spectrometer axis, then the axial velocity v, of the ion after

acceleration is determined by

L zl z )al zI c

-mv _ = -mv,_ +a v cos - v = -mv,_ + - mv-
2'24'2&2

0.05 0.10

(Lt) up,

I--
v.=vo+ô =,fvzrvi=rf@ (2-rs)
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where

l.e.

Lzqur---mvk; aU=Lmv2=aVensìB'2

so the velocity of an ion is a function of ion initial velocity and the acceleration voltage,

i.e.v"=f(v,",V),and the flight time of an ion with initial axial velocity v,"is then

2mL2d
t=t *+t r+¡ 

^= 
--V, - - 

+ -----qE v, Yr*v¿,
(2-t6)

(2-17\

Eqs. (2-15) e. Q-16) include all the physics of the problem, but some more detailed

analysis of the equations may be necessary to see the effects of the acceleration region.

As before, if there is a variation in v, due to changes in accelerating voltage V, the flight

time is minimum for

SO

& =& 
ùr=0, 

but
AV AvrAV

fu" 
-qcos2oAV ñv,

2m L?Å I
-!: 

--

qE ' v" v, çL+vr!vr)2

6UoG+k)

n_ ðt _2m L 2d
Avz qE, ú (ur*v,r)2

z^t

tOr

fr, =

olt* a I uaç+k)(ffi-,ft¡z't 
1t*vlv)z )

where k=U/Uo.So when the acceleration region taken into consideration, the value of E

required for flust order compensation of velocity spread due to the changes in the

acceleration voltage depends on ion initial velocity or energy. Note that this dependence
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is weak for k=U/Uo<l, e.g. for qU=5 eV, and QUo=5 keV, the focusing vaiue of E

required is increased only by -0.I4Vo comparing with the value required for zero initial

ion energy,i.e. q(J=0, so the shift is not significant. The flight time under the focusing

condition for a given value of v,, is readily obtained from Eqs. (2-16) &. (2-17), which is

,=Llzr*zÁ 1 . t Iu,l 
[ 
1+v"/v, ltrv/vr)z ))

(2-18)

The time variation due to changes in acceleration voltage has been given in Fig.

2.5 for ions with zero initial energy. Now, such time variations can also be calculated for

ions with a given value of initial energy. The detailed calculations are given in Appendix

4.1. The results are similar to that for ions with zero initial energy. For example, for

initial energy qU,4.\tqUo and for acceleration voltage variation LUIU,<S%o, the

calculated time variations are essentially the same as those for zero initial energy (see Fig.

2.5), so the effect of the initial energy is negligible in this case.

From discussion above, we know the first order velocity focusing including

acceleration region can be achieved in case of acceleration voltage changes for a given

value of initial energy. However, the value of mirror electric field required for focusing

is dependent on the ion initial energy. In practice, the ions with different initial energy

are recorded in a spectrum under the same mirror field, so the compensation would be

different for ions with different initial energy. If we take ions with zero initial axial

velocity as reference ions, i.e. chose the value of the mirror electric field corresponding

to the focusing condition of these ions @q. (2-L7) with vo=O), then the time variation due

to changes in both acceleration voltage and ion initial energy can be calculated (see

Appendix 4.2).
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From Equation 6 and 7 in Appendix A, we can see that the acceleration voltage

variation and ion initial energy distribution are equivalent in "reflex" region (i.e. free

flight and milror) , but in the acceleration region, the initial energy spread induces more

time spread. Fig. 2.6 shows the calculated curves of at,/to verses aUlU6 for different ion

initial energy and for the reference value of E, we can see the curves of non-zero initial

energy are shifted with respect to the origin, and the compensation of the acceleration

voltage changes for ions with non-zero initial energy are usually not as good as the ions

of zero initial energy under the mirror field selected. However, the time variations caused

by the change of the acceleration voltage for a given initial energy qU, arc still not

0.0015

0.0010

O+-i-q o.ooos
l-¿

0.0000

-0.0005
-0.10 -0.05 0.05

AIJ/uo

F igure 2.6 The calculated time variations Âr,o/ro verses the acceleration voltage variations

LUIU, for d.ifferent initial energy. The value of the miror field is corresponding to the

oprimum for ions with zero initial energy (Eq. (2-i7) with k=U1Uo=0). The curves from

rop to bottom are conesponding to ion initial energy of 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.004 and 0.01

qUo respectively.

0.00
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significant. For examples, for tITo variation in acceleration voltage, i.e. aUlUo=tI%o, the

time va¡iation is within -1.6x10-s for U,lUo=0.17o, very close to the case of U,lUo=Q. \1e

worst case in Fig.2.6. is U,lUo=1/6, but the time variation is still within -5.5N10-s.

2.2.3.2 Tíme variation due to initial energy distribution

The above discussion has described the time variation caused by a change in

acceleration voltage, but the primary purpose of an ion mirror is to compensate the

velocity spread caused by the ion initial energy distribution. The time variation caused

by the initial energy spread is represented by the vertical distance between the curves in

Fig.2.6 at a given U (U=U,+LLI), and this may be much bigger than the time variation

induced by changes in acceleration voltage (the change in flight time as U changes).

The time variation caused by initial energy spread can be seen more clearly by

plotting atlto agunst U/U,. For simplicity, we assume the acceleration voltage is stable

here, and sot w=0 i.e. AU=O in Eq. 6 and 7 in Appendix A. The calculated curve of the

time variation versus ion initial energy is shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). Comparing the curves with

those in Fig.2.5 (where the time variation is caused by acceleration voltage change), it

can be seen that the time variation produced after acceleration has the same behaviour in

both cases, but the time variation produced in the acceleration region has a different

behaviour and its magnitude is considerably larger in the case of an initial energy spread,

which results in a bigger total time variation. For examples, a U/Uo=1o7o induces a atlt'

of 2.8x104 and even U¡LIo=g.LVo induces 
^tlt, 

of 1x10a. So the time spread in the

acceleration region is significant in the case of initial energy spread. The time width of

a peak depends not only on the width of the initial energy disnibution, but also on the
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Figure 2.7 Calculated time variations (Arlro) versus the ion initial energy (actually
qUJqUo).The value of miror field corresponds to optimum for ions with zero initial
energy. (a) The dashed curves correspond to the time variations induced in acceleration
region (Ât)""*,/b, and in free fight and mirror (At)*n"-/b; the solid curve corresponds to the
sum of the two tenns above. (b) Show the total time variations with acceleration gap d=2
and 4 mm respectively.
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mean energy value. For a given initial energy width in the energy range, ca0<U;lU6<17o,

the time spread is maximum if the initial energy distribution includes QUf0. For example,

for an initial energy width QUi=Z eV at QUo=S keV (0.04Vo of qUo), the total time

variation produced is 6.24x10-s if the initial energy is distributed between 0 and 2 eV, and

is 3.8x10-s if the initial energy is distributed between 0.5 and 2.5 eY; if the initial energy

width is O.l%o of qUo (5 keV), then the time variations of -9.7x10-s and 5.6x10-s are

produced for initial energy distributions of 0-5 eV, and 1-6 eV respectively. So the time

variations produced in the acceleration region may be signif,rcant if the initial energy

distribution is large and a high resolution (e.g. 10,000) is required. Since the time spread

depends on relative initial energy spread LUllUo, it can be reduced by using higher

accelerating voltage, e.g. for initial energy distribution of qUr=Q-2 ev, if qUois increased

from 5 keV to 10 keV, the time spread will be reduced from 6.24x10-5 to 4.44x10-s, and

a resolution of >10,000 can still be expected.

From the discussion above, we can see that the time spread in the acceleration

region due to ion initial energy distribution imposes a rather tight restriction on high

resolution measurements. One way to ease this restriction is to reduce the time variation

in the acceleration region by reducing the acceleration gap width. Fig. 2.7(b) shows the

plots similar to that in Fig. 2.7(a) with d=2 mm, and 4 mm respectively. So if the

acceleration gap is reduced to 2 mm, the time spread will be reduced by a factor of -2.

For example, for initial energy distribution of qU,4-2 eV, the time spread will be

reduced to 3.13x10-s and 2.22x10-s respectively for q(Jo=S and 10 keV and a resolution

of >20,000 can be expected in the latter case. This gives a factor of 2 improvement in

resolution over 4 mm gap width and for a given resolution requirement (e.g. 10,000) and

accelerafing voltage (qUo=10 keV), a larger initial energy distribution (e.g. qUr=}-10 eV)
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can be tolerated. However, a small gap width that is too small may cause high voltage

sparking or breakdown.

From Fig.2.7 , we know the time variations in the "reflex" and acceleration regions

have opposite behaviour, so a practical way of dealing with larger initial energy spread

is to increase the time variation in the "reflex" region to increase the compensation for

the variations induced in the acceleration region. This may be achieved by reducing the

vaiue of the miror electric field specified by the focusing condition in Eq. (2-I7) to

increase the time variations in the mirror. If the value of miror electric field specified by

F,q. (2-I7) is reduced, the (af)"*,/fo is not affected by this change, but the minimum of

the (at)nnu*/ro is shifted to correspond to a lower initiai energy or acceleration voltage (see

Fig. 2.6, since after acceleration the effect of the initial energy distribution and changes

in the acceleration voltage are identical), and the originally upper and more steep part of

the curve move to near the zero point. Fig. 2.8 (a) shows the curves similar to those in

Fig.2.7(a) but the strength of the mirror field (e.g. the mirror voltage) is reduced by 20Vo

with respect to the value specified by Eq. (2-I7) for t{=0. It can be seen that a time

variation Ltlto of -5x10-s or a resolution of -10,000 can be obtained for relative initial

energy spread of Ur/Uo=0-0.35Vo or less. Thus a 35 eV initial energy spread can be

tolerated for 10 kV acceleration; this can be quite satisfactory since the initial energy

spread is usually only few eV in our case t1601. As shown in Fig. 2.8 (b), further

reducrion of the time spread for ions with initial energies distributed at lower energy

range can also be achieved by reducing the mirror voltage further, but there are practical

limits to this procedure dictated by the finite length of the mi¡ror.

A drawback of this method is that under reduced miror field, the flight time

minimum is shifted to a corresponding lower acceleration voltage (see Fig. 2.6), so the
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Figune 2.8 Calculated time variations (Arlh) verses U/Uo, plots similar to those in Fig.

2.7 , but the value of mirror electric field is reduced with respect to the focusing value

specified by Eq. (2-T7). (a) 20Vo reduction of mirror voltage from the focusing value, (b)

the curves labelled 0, 10, 20, and 30 conespond to }Vo, 107o,20Vo, and30Vo reductions

of mirror voltage.
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Figure 2.9 Calculated total time variations verses changes in acceleration voltage, curve
0, the value of miror field is set accordìng to focusing conditionEq. (2-I7) for Ut=6' ¡6t
curye 10 and 20, the value of miror f,reld is reduced by l}Vo and 207o with respect to
that in curve 0.

system does not compensate acceleration voltage variations as well as before; as a result,

the ion flight time will be more sensitive to the variations of the acceleration voltage. The

comparison is shown in Fig. 2.9, and, time variation of +5.5x10-5 could be induced. by a

+0.1Vo changes in acceleration voltage if the mirror electric field is reduced 20Vo fromits

focusing value, so a more stable power supply is required for acceleration in this case.

However, this is a relatively trivial requirement, as commercial power supplies with these

specifications are readily available. In fact the requirements here are much less stringent

than those for the mirror power supply discussed in $3.3.1.2. This might however be a

problem in the case of charging of the target since the surface potential due to the

primary ion bombardment of insulating material can be quite high (-100 V) 12421.
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2.2.3.3 Correction on the daughter ion measurement

In section 2.2.2, we obtained the formula for daughter ion mass deærmination i.e.

to 7mt1
- 

=-- +-
t 2m 2

(2-7)

since the daughter ions considered here are produced after acceleration, the acceleration

region has no direct effect on daughter ion mass determination. However, when the

acceleration region and initial energy distribution are taken into consideration, the value

of the miror eiectric field required for focusing is different from the value specified by

F;q. (2-2), so this may affect the formula for daughter ion mass determination. In zeroth

order, the time difference between a daughter and its parent is produced due to the

differenr energy they have when they travel in the mirror. Since the electric field in a

single stage mirror is linear, a linear equation similar to Eq. (2-7) is expected, but the

slope and constant in Eq. (2-7) may change. Generally, we may have

If the mi:ror field

Ui=Un, Uto is the average

to ml
-=a-+Dttn

is chosen according to the

ion initial energy, then we

(2-re)

focusing condition Eq.(2-17) with

have

(2-20)

where ¡=lkJQ+ko)lH and ko=(JrJ(Jo. For an initiat energy distribution peaking at}.IVo,i.e.

U¡/U6=ks4.1Vo, which is close to our case, we obtain a=0.4999527, b=0.5000472, so the

1.411.f-LYl
Llt+i \ 1.i/ I '.fl+"(+r)1
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corecrion ro Eq. (2-7) ís very small. If we still use Eq. (2-7) to calculate the mass of the

daughter, the error arising is

(2-2r)

for the values of a ,b above, we have a(m'lm¡=0.0001592(f/Ð -0.000189

since the value of f tt ranges from 112 to 1, corresponding to daughter ion masses of 0 to

m, the maximum error is -10-a occurring at daughter ion mass close to zero. So the effect

is not significant.

If the field E deviated from the focusing value E, specified in Eq.(2-17) (for

simplicity, take Ercorresponding to zero initial energy here), then we have

t"=I *'*Í
t l+f m I*f

(2-22)

where f=ElEr For example, for f-0.999, we have a=0.5002501, and b=0.4997498, the

maximum error of a(m'lm) is 5x104 at daughter ion mass close to zero, so if the field

E set O.lVo awa! from the focusing value, e.g. 10 V away from 10 kV mirror voltage,

then a maximum calculation error of 0.5 mass unit in daughter ion mass is expected for

a parent ion mass of 1000. Such errors are expected to be larger, if the mirror field E is

set falther away from its focusing value, however, the values of a and b can be

determined experimentally with known daughter and parent ion masses.

2.2.4 Single-Stage Verstu Two-Stage lon Mirror

^(+) 
=(#)",-E)+= (*')ï (å ')

As Mamyrin has shown [112-115], it is possible to make the second-order terrn
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of the velocity spread [see Eq.(2-4)] vanish as well by the use of a rwo stage mirror (with

two grids). Similar arguments have been given by Gohl et al.[154]. Most TOF mi¡rors

consffucted to date employ this prescription [1 11- 115,1 17 -t20,I29,137 ,152,155- 159]. The

second-order terrn can be important when the ions have a large velocity spread. However,

in SIMS applications, the energy spread of secondary organic ion and clusters is usually

a few eV [160], e.g. a typical velocity spread of Elvo=¿¡lt=I/6400 is illustrated in Fig. 1.1

in our case. Compared with other factors degrading the resolution, the second-order term

is therefore small (-iO-t' s for the conditions of Fig.1.1) and the two-stage mirror is

unnecessary (for mlam=104). It may, however, be convenient for added flexibility or to

reduce the overall length of the apparatus. Moreover, similar to the case of a single stage

mirror discussed in last section, the time spread induced in the acceleration region due

to the initial energy distribution is not well compensated by a two stage mirror either.

This may in fact limit the resolution of a two stage mirror instrument to a much lower

value than expected [120,158].

The discussion in 52.2.2 has treated the behaviour of daughter ions in a single-

stage mirror. It is interesting to compare this with their behaviour in a two-stage mirror

(Mamyrin), which has been extensively investigated by the Munich group [155-157]. The

broken curves, B, in Fig.2.4 show the ratios f lt andf t{ for this case. The ratio t"l/ is

closer to 1 for large fragments (m'/m+l) than in the single stage mirror as a result of the

additional conection provided by the second stage. Thus, the flight time of the largest

fragments are almost identical to the flight times of ions of the same mass produced

directly at the target or by decay in the acceleration region [155-157]. This is often a

considerable advantage, since it simplifies the spectrum in the high mass region and

facilitates identification of the daughter ions.
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However, accurate measurement of daughter ion masses appears to be more

difficult in the rwo srage configuration. The simplicity of the linear equation lBq.(z-7)l

is lost, since the corresponding relation for the two-stage mirror is more complicated lsee

Fig. 2.4(a)1. and does not determine daughter ion masses for m'lm<2/3. This is a more

serious problem; it arises because in a two stage mirror, the first stage acts as a retarding

stage with a narrow gap (typically several mm) and a large potential difference (e.g.213

of acceleration voltage of the ions) [1I4,1I5,I541. Thus if the mass of a daughter ion is

less than two-thirds of its parent mass, it will be reflected in the retarding stage. Since the

gap is very small, the time dispersion it inroduced is not large enough to differentiate the

daughter ions reflected in the first stage.

An alternative method of mass determination is by measuring the kinetic energies

of daughter ions, which can be done by reducing the mirror voltage until the reflected

peaks disappear one by one. This is analogous to measurements with retarding grids in

linear TOF instruments ft33,L34,I411 and has also yielded valuable information when

used in reflecting spectrometers [155-157]. However, it lacks the capability of examining

a number of mass peaks simultaneously, so is limited in sensitivity compared with the

present technique. It also appears to be somewhat limited in accuracy (Kühlwind et al.

quote <0.5Vo t1561).

Another disadvantage of a two-stage mirror here is its reduced transmission; some

of the ions are lost when they pass through the extra metal grid which is used to define

the second region of the mirror. This has spurred some interest recently in developing

gridless ion mirrors 1122,16l-1631. However, the operation and optimization of such a

device can be more complicated because the elecnic field in it is no longer homogeneous.

The transmission is expected to be higher in a single-stage miror because ions need pass
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only one grid twice rather than two grids twice in a two-stage mirror.

From the considerations discussed above, a single stage ion mirror has been

chosen for our reflecting instrument. Some preliminary experiments however were

performed in the two stage miror configuration [136,137] because the ion mirror was

then not long enough to operate in a single stage configuration.

2.2.5 Construction of the Ion Mírror

A photograph of the ion mirror used in our reflecting spectrometer is shown in

Fig. 2.10 (a). As in most such devices, the "uniform" electric field is produced by a finite

set of rings spaced uniformly along its length. The ion mi¡ror is made of non-magnetic

stainless steel; In the present configuration, it consists of wo end plates and 28 rings

(8.79 mm thick, 11.75 cm I.D.) spaced3.25 mm apart using ceramic balls and has a

length of 34.9 cm between the two grids on the end plates. Both the front plate (g¡ound)

and the back plate (high potential) have 5.7 cm diameter apertures covered with gOVo

transmission nickel grids (Buckbee Mears Co.) The opening on the back plate provides

a passage for neutrals when the mirror is "turned on" or to the ions and neutrals when the

mirror is "turned offl'. The two grids are used in order to maintain field uniformity

between the plates. Although the mirror is made for a single-stage configuration, it can

be converted to a two-stage mirror by simply adding one more plate similar to those

described above to the front to create a retarding field.

A constant potential difference between the adjacent rings was provided by a

voltage divider consisting of a string of ordinary metal film resistors (1 MQ, 0.5 W). The

resistors have an accuracy of 0.1 IVo and were picked out from one hundred such resistors
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wirh a labelled accuracy of XlTo. The resistors were mounted on a flange outside the

vacuum and connected to the rings through the vacuum electric feed throughs, so the

potentials fed to each ring can be checked easily on the divider and any defective resistor

can be replaced conveniently without venting the system.

In such an ion mirror, the field on the axis is expected to be constant, but at the

rings the potenrial changes in steps at the junctions between rings, so the field is highly

non-uniform at the outside.

For the ring geometry shown in Fig. 2.10 (b), an analytical solution for the

potential Q inside the mi¡ror may be obtained from Laplace's equation and the appropriate

boundary conditions.

For cylindrical symmetry, Laplace's equation is

o=vô= 19|-+l.gg
r ôrl ôr ) Az'

where r and z are cylindrical coordinates [see Fig. 2.10 (b)], and the boundary conditions

are

Q=0 at z=0

þ=V^ at z=Ll4 (the length of the mi:ror)

0=0 at r=ro foÍ 0<z<(sl2), Q=4V *slL for sl2<z<3s12...

whe¡e ro is the inner radius of a ring.

The potential Q may be solved as a superposition of potentials Q t and Qr, i.e.

0=0r+Qr, where 0, md Q, satisfy Laplace's equation and their boundary conditions

respectively. The obvious way to solve Q is to chose Q, as a uniform field solution and

$, as a solution periodic in z, that is
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f0,=o

Ôr=0 at z=0

Qr=V^ at z=Ll4

qF@VJL)z at r=ro and 09,J-14 lsee Fig. 2.111

which has a uniform field solution

0 r=cr+Fz

and the coefficients can be easily determined as ct=Q and þ=4VmlL Hence

q ,=@v JL)z

For Sr, the problem can be expressed as

Q,
Â
/\
Í

* ,u'. -*o iv lcml q

3sLr5s
22

Figure 2.tr-f- Boundary conditions (solid line) of the potential Q inside the mirror, for the

purpose of computations, the potentiai Q may be taken as a superposition oi two
components Q, and $, with their respective boundary conditions shown in dashed lines.
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ÇQr=o

Qz=Q at z=0 and z=L/4

qr=-( Y^/L)z at r=ro and 0<z<sl2' þ2=-@VJLXz-s) for s/2<z<3s/2..'

i.e. at r=ro, þz has a sawtooth wave boundary function with a period of s along the z axis

[see Fig.2.11]. It has a solution of the form

ör=Ë ¿,r|n2n'þ"[4gl
¡=r 'I- s j L .s I

where s is the thickness of a ring and Ioft)=Jo1x) ts a modified Bessel function [164]. The

coefficients Áo can be determined from the boundary condition, that is

SO

^ ! 4"tr 4v- r {vs 1-t¡"
Å 

"-- r o'fui { 
a t z)sin(n2 n zJ s)e= ffi ; f

and

The corresponding electric field, 8,, is

For large x, it has been shown [165] that
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r''-Lh.*.i=. I
í\nx\-' 1l8x ztçw,' )

In our case, ro-5.875 cm, s=I.Z cm, for n=1, Io(2nr/s)=I.65xt012, so at r=1 cm

Io(znrls) 
*Z.MxIo_tr

Io(Znr{s)

since the second order term is much smaller, i.e. for n=2 and at r=1 cm

Io( nrls) 
4.65xI0_22

Io(4ær6ls)

Therefore, the electric field is mainly determined by the first order term (n=1). Hence

4V-
t,= - +l I -4. 1 x 10- I lcos(2æls)]

Thus

z,E,lE"=Q.tx10-11, at r=L cm, similarly

nE¡8,-5.3x10'e, atr=2 cm, and

nE/8,=8.2x10-7, at r=3 cm,

so the field is highly uniform around the axis. The region that the ions can traverse inside

the miror has a radius of <3 cm; the inhomogeneity of the field inside this cylinder is

^EJE,<8.2x10-?, 
which is much better than what is required in this application.

From the caiculations shown above, the field homogeneity in such a device is

determined by the ratio of the modified Bessel function lo(r2ærls)llo(r2nro/s); for a given

radius of the rings, 16, the homogeneity decreases with increase in s as might be expected.
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2"3 PUN,SEÐ TON GUN

The pulsed primary ion gun used in the reflecting instrument is shown

schematically in Fig.2.I2. It is very similar to the one employed in Manitoba TOF I,

which was thoroughly described in the literature [130,131]. The Cs+ primary ions are

emitted thermionically from a small glassy bead of cesium aluminosilicate melted onto

the end of a tungsten hairpin filament. The ions are accelerated up to 25 keV by the

electric field between the shield and cathode, then they are collimated and focused by the

Einzel lens onto a slit. The focused beam is swept rapidly across the 50 ¡rm wide slit by

a high voltage pulse (with amplitude up to I kV) applied to the deflection plates A. This

results in a short pulse of ions beyond the slit with a time width (FWI-ß4) of 2 to 3 ns.

A second ion burst appearing on the falling edge of the voltage pulse is removed by

applying a delayed voltage pulse to the deflection plates B, oriented at right angles to the

deflection plates A. The pulse of ions then goes through the secondary ion accelerating

Deflection Plates Deflection Plates Collimator

t c"thoduTarget
Shield

+

\

HVt

C

tu
A

þ

D

Einzel Lens

[:I\

tr=tr?JT
TIV +

Figure 2.n"2 Schematic diagram of the pulsed ion gun (not to scale).

IIV +
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gdd (at ground) and arrives at the target surface (at high voltage) with a decreased or

increased ion energy. The final energy of the primary ions when they strike the target ar

perpendicular incidence is the primary ion accelerating energy minus (for positive target

voltage) or plus (for negative target voltage) the secondary ion accelerating energy. Two

additional sets of deflection plates C and D after the slit were added to allow the beam

to be moved around on the target.

In the previous design [130], the shield and ñlament were fixed, and the position

of the cathode aperture could be adjusted in the plane perpendicular to the ion beam axis

to provide accurate alignment of the extracted beam. In the new gun, the cathode and the

shield are aligned and fixed, but the position of the filament can be adjusted externally

in three dimensions to provide the optimum extraction of the primary ions. The advantage

of this modification is that the oulput of the primary ion beam can be optimized "on line"

from time to time, and the primary ion beam axis remains unchanged.

The size of the primary ion beam spot on the target may depend on the size of the

cesium aluminosilicate bead on the filament (or the size of the cesium source) and the

beam focusing condition, but the spot is usually <3 mm in diameter, and can be measured

by scanning tho pulsed primary beam across a strip of CsI on the target using the

deflection plates C and D.

For various purposes, the primary ion flux at the target may be set to a suitable

value by varying the dc ion-beam current; this is done by adjustment of the filament

current, (hence the temperature of the filament) to change the emission rate of the Cs*

ions. Under various operating conditions, the dc current at the plane of the slit has ranged

from a few nA to a few hundred nA. Normally the beam is adjusted so rhar -100 to

-2000 ions per pulse pass through the slit and hit the target at a repetition rare of Z-5
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kIIz, corresponding to an average ion current of -0.1 to -1p4. Since the target beam spot

has a diameter of -3 mm, the average ion current density on the beam spot is -1-I4

p{/cmz.

The continuous extraction of primary ions from the source may cause undesirable

effects if a large number of primary ions per pulse is needed at the target. The high target

current density for a given pulse duration requires high dc ion beam at the slit and hence

high filament current. This results in short lifetimes of the source (a few hours to a few

days depending on the size and shape of the filament bead) and the slit, and requires high

pumping speed for the source in order to prevont it from sparking due to the discharging

of the shield or filament (both at 18-25 kV) to ground. However, the problem can be

easily solved by operating the source in a pulsed extraction mode. This is done by

applying a proper timed pulse (with an amplitude of -400 V) to the anode shield

surrounding the filament source, so that the ions emitted continuously from the hlament

are trapped and accumulated inside the shield and pulse out for a few microseconds in

each cycle; this creates a "bunching" effect. For the same filament current as in the

continuous extraction, the primary ion flux at the target could be increased by a factor of

up to 10 by setting proper timing of the pulse and adjusting the filament position. So for

a given primary ion current density at the target, the filament and slit currents can be

much lower and the lifetimes of the filament source and slit a¡e much longer. Also a

lower pumping speed at the source could be satisfactory in the pulsed extraction mode

than in the in continuous extraction mode. The most important feature of the pulsed

extraction is its effectiveness in reducing background resulting from primary ion leakage

from the slit between the pulses [131]. So the ion gun on rhe reflecting instrumenr has

been employed mostly in the pulsed extraction mode to obtain the advantages mentioned
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above.

2.4 S,AMPT,E PREP,{R.ATÍON ANÐ T,{RGtrT' TNSER.TTON

As mention briefly in the previous chapter, sample preparation is a critical step

in mass spectrometric analysis of organic compounds by particle or laser desorption

methods, in particular when biomolecular samples are considered. Glycerol and analogs

have been successfully used as liquid matrices in the FAB, or liquid SIMS method,

however they usually produce significant chemical noise and normally require relatively

large amount of sample. Furthermore, the high vapour pressure they produce is likely to

cause problems, such as high voltage breakdown, and the surface renewal observed in

FAB is not likely to be produced by the small primary currents used in the TOF

spectrometer.

In TOF-SIMS or PDMS methods, the sample is usually prepared by depositing and

drying an appropriate sample solution on a solid surface because the solid targets are

more compatible with the high electric fields and open source geometry normally used

in a TOF mass spectrometer. Three types of sample preparation techniques have mainly

been used for analysis of biomolecules, particularly peptides, using the reflecting

instrument.

2.4.1 The Electrospray Deposition

The first technique used is depositing the sample on a metal substrate by the
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electrospray method, which was f,rrst adopted

inÉzCfPDMS t1661. The simple device used

for electrospray is shown in Fig. 2.13. Here

a hypodermic needle at ground potentiai is

positioned with its tip several mm to a few

cm above a metal substrate at a negative

potential of several kilovolts. A solution

containing the sample is placed into the

Spray Cone

Target

Figure 2.1,3 Simple electrospray device ' ^ .,

used for target preparations. reservoir of the needle' and a regulated flow

of the solution is obtained by inserring a thin

stainless steel wire into the needle. The drop that forms at the end of the needle is

charged by the electric field and dispersed by Coulomb forces into a fine spray of charged

droplets onto the metal substrate. The droplets should be small enough so that most

solvent evaporates and the solute residue hits the substrate without visibly wetting it. The

desired spray quality and spot size can be obtained if the flow rate, the distance, and the

potential between the needle and the substrate are chosen properly.

A typical concentration of sample solution is lpg/pl, and methanol, acetone, and

acetic acid are the most common solvents used in electrospray because they have low

surface tension and high volatility and are easy to spray. If a sample is not soluble in

these soivents but soluble in water, then it is usually dissolved in a small amount of water

and diluted with one of these solvents in order to reduce the surface tension of the

solution. The metal substrate used for the electrospray deposition is usually aluminium,

either as a film on a polyester backing or as a solid foil, because it is easily stretched to

obtain a planar surface and is inexpensive.

-5
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Apart from the limited number of solvents useful for spraying, the electrospray

deposition requires relative large amount of sample and the surface formed is rather

undefined, consisting of inhomogeneous layers of small (¡rm dimension) sample clumps.

Thus the desorption of ions from the sample film prepared by electrospray method occurs

primarily from bulk material. This is not very efficient if one likes to exploit the true

sensitivity of a surface technique like SIMS.

2.4.2 Direct Deposition on an Etched Silver Foil

The second technique used is the direct deposition of a sample solution onto a

etched silver substrate [167,168]. A silver foil is normally cut into small (-1 cm diameter)

disks and then placed into a warmed nitric acid solution (ca. 50'C, 2N) until the silver

surface loses its sheen and becomes dull white. The process usually takes a few minutes

and can be accelerated by using more concentrated nitric acid or increasing the

temperature of the solution.

The etching process produces a very rough, hydrophilic surface that causes a drop

of solution to spread out rapidly over the surface and dry quickly; thus a uniform layer

can be formed on the surface. Depending on the amount and concentration of the

deposited solution, this preparation results in submonolayers, monolayers, or multilayers

of the sample molecules on the substrate surface, or at least their equivalents.

Benninghoven has estimated for some small molecules (MW -a few hundred u) that a

single monolayer corresponds to 1¡rl of 10-3 moVL solution (containing about 6x101a

molecules or 1 nanomole) deposited on 1 cm2 of an etched silver surface, and only when

the sample amount exceeds one monolayer equivalent, does a multilayer and crystallite
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formation on the subsrate start [116].

In organic SIMS it has been found that, up to a monolayer equivalent, the

molecular ion yields inc¡ease linearly with the surface concenffation of the sample

molecules [116]. Desorption of a multilayer of sample molecules may not give higher

yields because the effective target size is perhaps limited to the top monolayer by

radiation damage.

The deposition of sample molecules on the etched silve¡ substrate produces good

mass specEa for a very small amount (picomole) of peptide molecules, thereby gives

higher sensitivity than the electrospray method. For a surface coverage of a monolayer

or iess, strong silver adduct quasimolecular ions of the sample are observed due to the

strong interaction between the sample molecules and the surface. This is an advantage if

one wants to study the decay pattem of these particular ions [1ó9].

Figure 2.14 Electron microscope photograph of a typical etched silver surface.
Magnification x 1000.
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It is not well understood how the etched silver surface interacts with sample

molecules to produce good molecular ion yields; however, the increased surface area

caused by the extremely rough texture of the etched surface as shown in Fig. 2.14, and

formation of monolayers of sample molecules, rather than bulk material on the surface,

due to the hydrophillic nature of the surface may be panly responsible for good specua.

A decrease in fragmentation, as well as an increase in secondary ionization efficiency, has

been observed by comparing the mass spectra obtained from organic compounds adsorbed

as monolayers on a solid substrate with those obtained from corresponding pure

compounds as bulk materials on the surface [32].

Sample deposition using an etched silver subsrate is also much simpler and has

less contamination problems compared with the electrospray method. A tårget is usually

prepared by dropping one, or a few ¡rL, of an appropriate sample solution onto the

cleaned, etched silver su¡face and waiting until the solvent evaporates. A silver disk can

usually be etched several times. The e¡ched silver substrate offers improved sensitivity

and good spectra can be obtained for a large number of biomolecules. However, using

low energy ion bombardment, the mass range of organic molecules by this preparuion

method is limited to about 3000 u, as in electrospray preparation [170]. The silver adduct

ions in the spectra are often useful but can also sometimes complicate the interpretation

of the spectra.

2.4.3 Dírect Deposition on a Nítrocellulose Substrate

The third and also the most conìmon technique used here for biomolecular sample

preparation now is the use of a nitrocellulose (NC) subsrate as a backing to adsorb the
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sample molecules.

The use of non-metallic sample backings for analysis of peptides and proteins was

first studied in ã2Cf fission fragment desorption mass spectrometry. Jordan et al [171]

have found an improved protonated molecule yield and 1ow metastable ion population for

polypeptides adsorbed on Nafion (a perfluorinated cation exchange polymer) instead of

deposited on a metal foil by elecrrospray. Jonsson and coworkers [96], using

nitrocellulose (NC) as sample backing, have demonstrated even more d¡amatic

enhancements in quasimolecular ion yields and improvements in the quality of the mass

spectra of peptides and small proteins. Their ¡esults indicated that protonated polypeptides

desorbed from NC undergo substantially less fragmentation than polypeptides desorbed

from bulk material. A strong enhancement of the desorption yield of multiply charged

(proonated) intact molecule species was also observed from NC. Alai et al [172] also

reported improvement of mass spectra of samples prepared by elecrospraying

polypeptides dissolved in solutions containing glutathione (functioning as a matrix).

Encouraged by the works of Jonsson et al, the NC substrate was introduced in our

laboratory for the analysis of biomolecules, particularly polypeptides, bombarded by low

energy (keV) prima¡y ions. Improvements of the mass spectra simila¡ to those observed

in PDMS were obtained in our SIMS method, and differences in relative quasimolecular

ion yields between fission fragment and keV Cs' ion bombardment were ¡educed

significantly by the use of the NC bound peptide samples rather than electrospray

samples. For the fì¡st time, intact protonated molecules of an organic compound as large

as bovine insulin were observed by keV energy particle bombardment of solid samples

[97], although it had been produced fairly readily by MeV fission fragment bomba¡dment

even wilh electrospray sample deposition [15], or by keV bombardment of a sample in
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glycerol. Thus NC extends the useful mass range that can be studied rvith low energy ions

to proteins with molecular weights up to -10,000 u [173].

Like samples deposited on the etched silver substrate, sample molecules are

adso¡bed onto the NC substrate probably as a monolayer, but the molecules seem to be

more weakly bound to NC than to the molecula¡ solids or to an etched silver surface. This

may possibly be the reason for increased quasimolecular ion yield and decreased

fragmentation for the molecules desorbed from NC compared with the etched silver

surfaces. The reduction of the binding energy of the sample molecule to the surface

presumably lowers the energy required for sample desorption. Ions could then be desorbed

at increased distances from the point of primary ion impact, where less energy is available

for equilibration among the vibrational and translational degrees of freedom of the

desorbed molecule. Since the annula¡ a¡ea for desorption increases in size at these lafger

distances, more quasimolecular ions could be desorbed with less intemal energy of

excitation resulting in an increased quasimolecular ion yield, decreased fragmentafion, and

higher mass range [97,171-176].

The sample preparation procedure with a NC substrate is as follows: A white NC

membrane is fi¡st dissolved in acetone to make a soluúon at a concentration of 1-5 pg/p¿.

The NC substrate is then prepared by elecuospraying the solution onto a metal backing

(i.e. aluminium, silver or stainless steel) to yield a coverage of about 20-200 Ttglcmz of

NC. A thick NC film gives a better yield of molecular ions (perhaps its rougher surface

has more area for sample molecule adsorption), but a thin NC film produced cleaner

spectra (less background), probably because of less surface charging. The satisfactory

thickness (-50-100 ¡rg/cm2) can be judged visually during the spray. Electron microscope

photographs of the NC surfaces are shown in Fig. 2.15. The NC substrates were washed
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Figure 2.15 Electron microscope photographs of nitrocellulose su¡faces prepared by
electrospraying of (a) I ¡rg,/pl- solution and (b) 5 pglpl- solution on silver surfaces. The
respective surface concenrration is (a) -50 yt glcr# and (b) -150 pglcm2. Magnification
is 1000 in both photographs.
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with 40-80 yL of 0J.Vo aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (lFA) solution to remove possible salt

contamination prior to sample deposition. The sample was usually dissolved 1n 0.1-107a

aqueous TFA at a concentration of <1 pg,/p¿. A 0.5-5 IÌ¿ amount of sample solution was

applied to the NC film, and distribution of the droplet on a large area of the NC substrate

may be achieved by blowing the solution over the area. The target was introduced into

the mass specEometer after the solvent evaporated. The use of a NC substrate allows

selective adsorption of peptides and proteins from solutions, a¡d buffers and salts

necessary to keep the protein in solution can be removed by washing the talget with O.lVo

TFA after the sample deposition. This washing procedure has been found useful to

improve the peak shape and increase the abundance of protonated molecules in the spectra

[97], because cations, such as Na*' in the salts can "quench" the formation of molecular

ions, and the impurities may cause more background, However, small peptides, which do

not adhe¡e to the NC as well as larger peptides, may also be washed away pårtly or

completely in this washing procedure. Salt contamination has not been a serious problem

in our case with NC substrates if precautions are taken in the sample preparation process,

such as washing the NC substrate prior to sample deposition and using washed plastic

vials and pipette tips for sample mixing and Íansportarion. Thus for the present

measurements, the targets were not usually washed after sample deposition.

2.4 .4 Target Insertion

There were three types of target holders used for different purposes. The

aluminized polyester or thin aluminium foils were stretched over a 12 mm diameter

stainless steel ring with a tightly fiuing outer ring [Fig.2.16 (a)] . Thick meral foils such
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Figure 2.16 Cross-section view of (a-c) the target holders; and (d) target and accelerating
grid assembly.

as silver, stainless ste€I, or aluminium were cut into 12 mm diameter disks and put on a

stainless steel cylinder and fìxed by a screw retainer [Fig.2.16 (b)]. The samples or

nitrocellulose can also be directly deposited onto the stainless steel surface of the third

ta¡get holder [Fig.2.16 (c)]. This target holder was made to maintain the flatæst possible

surface. The tffget is inserted into the system by a stainless steel rod through a vacuum

lock. After the target is screwed in position [Fig.2.16 (d)], the rod is pulled out of the

system, so that the vacuum in the system can recover quickly. Usually it takes about 5-10

minutes to change a target and for the system to get back to the operating pressttle.
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2.5 ION TRANSMISSION ÀND DETBCTION

2.5.1 The Deteclors

Usually microchannel plates are used to detect the ions at the end of the flight

path in TOF mass spectrometers because of their large active a¡ea and good time

resolution. A chewon microchannel electron multiplier, illustrated in Fig. 2.17 (a) was

used for both top and bottom detectors in the reflecting instrument. For each detector, two

microchannel plates (with 4 cm diameter effective area) are sepalated by a 250 pm

stainless steel ring and mounted 1 mm from a stainless steel collector. The front surface

of the fust plate is usually at ground, a typical potential difference of i kV was applied

to each plate and 200 V is placed between the second plate and the collector. The

voltages were supplied by a voløge divider mounted outside the vacuum chamber. An

electron gain of -107 is achieved in this configuration and the output pulse has a rise time

of -0.5 ns and a pulse width of 1.5 ns [131,177].

The plates consists of an array of continuous dynode electron multipliers (12-15

¡rm diameær) at a small angle (-5o) to the plate normal, and the open area ratio is

typically 50Vo. The bias angle increases the probability that an incoming ion strikes the

channel surface, but this may produce a time spread due to some ions hitting the channel

surface near the entranca and others deep inside. This spread may be significant in a high

resolution measurement. Also, as the microchannel plates are of non-imaging quality, their

su¡faces are not always perfectly flat nor uniformly sensitive. So an electron converter

was constructed and used in the bottom detector assembly with the hope of improving the
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mass resolution and sensitivitY.

The bottom detector assembly is illusmated in Fig. 2.17 (b). Here the secondary

eLectrons are produced on a plane surface of the conversion dynode by an incoming ion.

As in similar devices [144,178-180], the electrons a¡e accelerated and bent by a uniform

magnetic field into the electron multiplier mounted beside the converter. The ransport is

isoch¡onous. Since the elecEons are much lighter, they are accele¡ated to much higher

velocity compared with the incident ions, so the time spread due to the bias cha¡nel or

uneven surface of a microchannel plate is no longer significant.

The conversion dynode consists of a flat aluminium plate,4 mm thick and with

a circula¡ effective area 4 cm in diameter. The plate is coated with a thin f,rlm of CsI by

vacuum evaporation. The CsI coating may have an enhanced electron conversion

efficiency due to the low work function [181]. The conversion dynode is maintained at

a high negative potential and a 904o transmission grid is at ground potential to provide

for post-acceleration of positive ions into the dynode and the acceleration of the

secondary electrons away from the dynode. The distance from the grid to the dynode is

2 mm, and a tpical negative voltage of 1-1.5 kV was placed on the dynode for the

detection of positive ions. For detecting negative ions, a lower negative voltage (ca. -

500V) was usually applied to the dynode to decrease the deceleration of the incoming

negative ions. The conve¡ter and the detector were mounted on a cornmon base plate

which can be rilted by three micrometer screws fo¡ optimal mass resolution.

The magnetic field for bending the electons is produced by a pair of rectangular

coils separated by I 1 cm apart and mounted outside the vacuum chamber. The center-to-

center separation of the conversion dynode and the microchannel plate is 6 cm, so the

electrons Eavel th¡ough a semicircular path with a radius of 3 cm. For a I keV electron
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this corresponds to a magnetic field strength of -36 gauss. The variation of the magnetic

field in the volume (10x4x3 cm3) containing the electron path was measured to be less

than l07o (by a Hall probe). The field seength is adjusted by varying the current in the

coils to produce optimal counting rate in the detector.

2.5.2 lon Detection Efficiency

As in most other types of mass spectrometer, TOF mass spectrometers use

seconda¡y electron emission followed by elecEon multiplication as the means for

detection. Ion detection efficiency becomes an important matter when dealing with high-

mass secondary ions because of thei¡ low velocity. The interaction which follows the

impact of ions on a su¡face and results in the ejection of an elecEon o¡ eiecEons is

complex and is not well understood. The number of electrons or the probability of an

electron being ejected following the impact of an ion may depend on many paramerers,

which include the velocity and number of atoms in the incident ion, and the properties

of the detecting surfaces, Using high molecular weight water clusærs (up to -60 000 u),

Beuhler and Friedman have measu¡ed the detection efficiency of water cluster molecular

ions as a function of their velocities and suggested a th¡eshold velocity of -18 000 m/s

for the incident ion exists for efficient electron ejection from copper surfaces t1821. They

later reported secondary electron emission from aluminium oxide su¡faces when the ion

velocity was as low as 10 000 m/s [183]. The detection efficiency of biomolecules has

been studied subsequently. Hedin and coworke¡s have suggested an ion threshold velocity

similar to that for the detection of water clusters also exists at about 18 000 m/s for the

detection of bovine insulin molecula¡ ions incident on copper surfaces [184]. However,
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detection of larger molecula¡ ions from both organic and inorganic material with

velocities below the "threshold" is not uncommon. Detection of protein molecular ions

from glucose isomerase (rnlz=1'12 400) with velocity as low as 4 800 m/s has been

reported recently [79]. It is not clear what the detection efficiency of ions with velocities

below the "threshold" is, but considerable improvement can be achieved by post

acceleration to increase ion velocities. For example, an improvement in signal-to-noise

ratio by about a factor of 50 has been observed [78] for 3 keV porcine trypsin molecular

ions (mlz=23 450), by increasing the post-acceleration potential from 6 kV (conesponding

ion velocity of 13 000 m/s) to 20 kV (conesponding ion velociry of 13 000 m/s).

Recently Geno and Macfarlane [185] have studied the detection efficiency for a

series of amino acids and peptides using direct detection with microchannel plates' They

found that secondary electron coefficients T vary exponentially with velocity between

15,000 and 32,000 m/s, and linearly with mass f¡om m/z 86 to mlz 1059, where the

average probability P for detecting an ion is ¡elated to y by P=l-eï. In their studies, the

detection efficiency of l00Vo, i.e, the probability of detection P=l was observed for 3 keV

lysine molecular ions (MW=146.1) and for 10 keV bradykinin molecula¡ ions

(MW=1059.3). The molecula¡ ions of amino acids and peptides at velocities clearly below

the "threshold" were also detected. The detection probability of bovine insulin (M+H)*

ion as a function of ion velocity is illustrated in Fig. 2.18.

In our case the typical energy of parent ions incident on the CsI surfaces on

bottom detector is -14 keV; this is satisfactory for most compounds studied here with

masses below -3000 u (velocity above 30 000 m/s). However it is clear from Fig. 2.18

that for high mass molecules, a higher total energy of ions is srill desi¡able to increase

the detection efficiency. For example, for molecular ions from bovine insulin, the
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detection efficiency will be increased from -0.2 for a total ion energy of -13 keV

(velocity-26 900 m/s) to -0.5 for a total ion energy of -20 keV (velocity-!6 000 m/s).

Although a direct comparison of the detection efficiency of the elecuon converter

detecto¡ with that of a chevron microchannel plate (CMCP) has not been made here,

generally the amplititude of the signal pulses from the electron converter detector is much

higher than that from the CMCP detector. In the electron convener detector, the average

number of secondary elecuons per incident ion may perhaps be higher because of the low

work function of CsI surface, and the probability that these electrons will lead to a

cascade at the surface of the microchannel plate is higher since these electrons a¡e
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Figure 2.18 Detection probability of the bovine insulin [M+H]* ion as a function of
corrected ion velocity. Taken from ref. 185.
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accelerated to -1 kev before they strike it. The high signal amplititude may result in an

improved signal-to-noise ratio by using higher discriminator threshold, thereby better

detection efficiency for heavy and slow ions as observed by Danigel et at [144].

2 .5 .3 Ion Transmission

The instrument transmission is an important factor in determining the sensitivity

of a mass spectromoter. A TOF mass spectrometer usually has high Eansmission since no

slits are needed for mass analysis and also because of its simple open target geometry.

In the reflecting TOF instrument, the number of secondary ions that reach the detector is

pa$ly deþrmined by the angular spread of the beam resulting from the radial velocity

distribution and the size of the detector, but also by the numbe¡ and transparency of the

grids used to define the electric fields.

For a spectrometer with a relatively short flight path, a 4 cm diamete¡ detector

may be large enough to cover most of the beam. For instance, for a flight path of 1.6 m

>907o of secondary alanine ions at 10 keV will hit the 4 cm detector [131]. Fo¡ Manitoba

TOF II, the effective flight path is -2.5 m, so some loss in beam intensity was found in

early measurements. Fo¡ a stable species, such as Na*, the intensiry is typically reducpd

by a factor of -2 in the reflected spectrum (from the bottom detector) compared with the

direct specfum (from the top detector). The ions hitting the bottom detector have to go

through one more 90Vo transmission grid in the electron converter tha¡ the ions hitting

the top detector, but most of the ions lost are believed to be those which have too high

a Eansverse velocity to hit the bottom detector after reflection. It is convenient to define

two parameters here E,=vnv,2/2 and E,=mv,2¡2, where v, and v, are the radial and axiat
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velocity of an ion. For ions that a¡e able to hit a detector, the maximum radial velocity

they can have can be calculated from the simple formula E,=(rlLYE,, where r is the

radius of the detector, ¿ is the flight path. The bottom detector has a radius of 2 cm, for

ions with 4=10 keV, and generated in a 3 mm spot cenred on the target to hit the

detecto¡, the maximum radial velocity they can have corresponds to E =6.55 
"y.

Assuming the ions ejected from the surface with a cosine angular distribution consistent

with our observations [241], about 55Va oî the 1 eV ions and 28Vo of the 2 eV ions

desorbed from surface are ejected into a detectable angle. An electrostatic lens was

therefo¡e insened to reduce the ion loss due to the radial velocily distribution.

lZ sLainless steel
E ceramic

The lens shown in Fig.2.19 is

a thres-electrode gridless Einzel lens,

with ground potential on the entry and

exit sides and a high potential on the

central electrode. The lens, with an

overall length of -4 cm, was mounted

about 12 cm above the target on top

; of the seconda¡y ion deflection plate

Figure 2,19 cross section view of the three- 
assembly because this is a convenient

electrode gridless Einzel lens. place to insen it. Since the effective

flight path to rhe botrom detector is

-2.5 m, the lens has a magnification of -20, which is close to the ratio of the size of the

detector (4 cm) to the size of rhe beam spot on the target (<3 mm). The lens has big

apertures (12 mm diameter) on both sides; ions with 4=10 kev will go through these

apertues if they have E, less than -8 ev when the lens is "off'or less than 14 eV when
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the lens is "on". Thus it will not block the beam. The voltage placed on the centraÌ

elect¡ode for optimum counting rate of the bottom detector is about one third of the ion

acceleration voltage. The leaking field from these apertures was shielded to prevent the

reflected beam from being deflected. The lens has been tested fo¡ transport of Cs*

secondary ions from a CsI target. For 10 keV Cs* ions, the intensity in a reflected

spectrum is -59Vo of that in the direct spectrum without placing voltage on the lens; by

turning on the lens, the intensity in the ¡eflected spectrum increased to -907o of that in

the dtect spectrum. This means that apart from the loss in passing through the grid there

is no ion loss in the minor, so the transmission of the mir¡or is close to the total gdd

transparency, i.e. -807o. When both di¡ect and reflected spectra were taken with the lens

túned on, then the intensity in the reflected spectrum was 757o of that in the di¡ect

spectrum, which is very close to what is expected, so the lens seems to be working

properly, When the lens was on, there was also an improvement of transmission to the

top detector since the intensity in the di¡ect spectrum without using the lens wâs -82 70

of that using lhe lens, this is probably because the radial velocity distribution of metal

atomic ions such as Cs* is larger than that of organic molecula¡ ions. Each spectrum was

taken for a period during which the same amount of charge was accumulated on the slit

of the ion gun, since the number of primary ions hitting the target is proportional to the

number of primary ions hitting the slit, Thus the specEa were taken for the same primary

ion dose on the target. The variations of the secondary cs+ ion intensity from spectrum

to spectrum with the "same" primary ion dose were measured within 7vo from the top

detector.
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2.6 DATA SYSTEM AND ELECTRONICS

The data system for time-of-flight measurements was developed in this laboratory

and has been described in the literarure [148,149]. A schematic diagram of the data

system and related electronics is shown inFig. 2.20. Here a clock signal with a frequency

of up to 5 kHz provides a trigger signal for the ion gun and a "start" signal for the time-

to-digiral converter (TDC). A pulse is sent to the anode shield allowing the beam to be

extracted for several microseconds. The bunch of primary ions extracted is then pulsed

using the deflection plates A and B riggered by the delayed pulses to produce a -2 ns

ion burst for desorption. The conesponding "stop" signal comes from the detectors. The

detector ouçut pulse is amplified by a fast preamplifier and passed into a constant

fraction discriminator; the NIM output pulse from the discriminator is then used as the

"stop" pulse for a TDC. The TDC generates a digital measurement of the flight time of

that ion or neutral and stores the numbe¡ in a memory buffer. The TDC used is a LeCroy

4208 which has a common sta¡t and up to 8 separate stop inputs, a dead time between

stops specified as 3 ns, and a time resolution of 1 ns. For daughter ion measurements, it

is configured to use only 2 inputs, each of which can accept up to 4 stops for each start.

Before the next start pulse a¡rives, i.e. within 250 ps for a typical frequency of 4 kHz, the

numbers of the flight time are transferred to the front-snd-processor (INCAA Capro 6Bk,

a fast computer based on the Motorola MC 68000 chip). Various logical operations can

then be carried out beforc the data arc stored in one or more histograms in the 0.5 Mbyte

memory of the Capro. The histograms of data are then transferred to the main computer

where the histograms can be displayed, and stored permanently on disks. A DEC LSI

ll/23 was initially used as the main conuoller computer, but it was subsequently replaced
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Figure 2,20 Schematic diagram of the electronic timing circuits and data system used

for the reflecting TOF mass spectrometer.
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by an Atari Mega 4 computer (based on a 68000 processor running at 8 MHz). The Atari

Mega 4 has 4 Mbytes of directly addressable RAM, which can be important when

handling large spectra. The Capro 68k CAMAC conÍoller is then used to read the TDC

and transfer tho data to the Atari through a Kinetic System 3063 IGOR (input-gate ouçut

register).

With this data system, a maximum of 8 events can be recorded in each observation

period, and spectra can be accumulated at a total counting rate up to -20,000 counts/s;

this corresponds to an average of 5 events per cycle at a repetition frequency of 4 kHz.

This is not a serious limitation when the seconda¡y ions are produced by low energy

(keV) primary ion bombardment, as in our case, since very few such primary ions

produce more than one secondary ion [186]. The primary beam has merely to be reduced

to an intensity which produces an average of 15 secondary ion per primary pulse.

Although a hard-wired data system may be faster, the system described above has

adequate speed for most of the applications, A major advantage is its control by software,

which provides much greater flexibility than a hard-wired system. For example, it is fairly

simple to introduce prog¡ams to sea¡ch for correlations between particles within a given

observation period (ca. <i20 ¡rs) or to measure the multiplicity (the number of secondary

ions per individual primary ion). The Capro or Atari is fast enough to carry out these

operations while the TDC is collecting data from the next period, so no time is wasted.

During data acquisition, preliminary analysis such as rough mass calibration and

simple intergrals between selected points, may be performed; when sufficient data have

been collected, whole or any portion of a spectrum, with a selected bin width may be

saved onto a disk for pennanent storage. The data analysis progtam provides more

detailed analysis of the stored specEa. For example, peak centroids can now be calculated
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to yield more accurate flight times of the ions and give better mass calibration;

background may be subtracted from a selected part of the spectrum to improve the

accuracy of the centroid calculation or for display purposes, or spectra subtraction can be

performed to yield a difference spectrum which is useful particularly in the analysis of

correlated spectra or daughter ion spectra.

In the last year, â new data system using an Orsay TDC (which has 256 stop

inputs and 0.5 ns time resolution) and Atari Mega 4 computer was assembled in our

laboratory. This new data system can accommodate a relatively large number of

seconda¡y ions per pulse and has better precision for time measurements. It has been used

for laser desorption experiments performed on the line instrument and for sequencing

an "unknown" peptide using the reflecting instrument. Apan from the "unknown" peptide

spectrum, all the data reported here were obtained from the reflecting instrument using

the data system with the LeCroy 4208 TDC.
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CHAPTER 3

PERFORMANCE

3,1 MASS RANGE

In other types of mass spectrometer, measurement of high mass ions may be

difficult or expensive. In contrast, TOF measurements simply require a timer of

sufficiently large range, e.g. -100 ¡rs for a 10 keV ion of mass 20,000 u in an instrument

with a flight path of I m. In principle, a TOF mass analyzer has unlimited mass range;

the practical upper mass limit of a TOF mass spectrometer is determined by the efficiency

of the desorption method and the detection efficiency of the detector. Fig. 3.1 shows the

spectrum of CsI, which illustrate the mass range of the reflecting instrument for this

inorganic compound. The CsI spectrum was taken with 12.5 kV acceleration voltage, 1

kV post acceleration on the bottom detector, 12.5 keV primary ion energy and with 196

¡rs time window and 4 ns bin width. The CsI thin film was coated on a metâl substrate

by vacuum evaporation, and the target was inadiated with a -6 nA dc primary ion beam

for -5 min before taking the spectrum. The inadiation was used here because it increased

the abundance of CsI cluster ions in the specrrum [131]. In Fig. 3.1, the peaks labelled

n include both the nth parent cluster ions and daughter cluster ions; the daughter ions are
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from metastable decomposition of the clusters of higher mass, e.g. from n+l, or n+2

parent cluster ions. More about the metastable decays of CsI cluster ions will be discussed

in Chapter 5. Fig. 3.1 indicates that Csi cluster ions up to n=50 have been produced and

detected, or an upper mass limit of above 13,000 is achieved under the experimental

conditions.

For organic compounds, the ionization efficiency depends not only on the

properties of the primary ion, but also strongly on the sâmple prepa¡ation. Using

nitrocellulose (NC) subsuate to adso¡b sample molecules, the mass range of organic

compounds by low energy ion bomba¡dment was extended to -10,000 u [97,138,173]. As

an example of the high mass organic compounds analyzed here, Fig. 3.2 shows the

reflected spectrum of bovine insulin with mass 5733 u. The sample was dissolved in 0'17o

Mtz

Figure 3.2 Reflected positive ion spectrum from bovine insulin (5733 u) deposited on
a nitrocellulose substrate, produced by bombardment with 12.5 keV Cs* ions.
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TFA, and a few pL of 1¡rg/pl sample solution was deposited on NC substrate that was

electrosprayed on a metallic backing. The spectrum was taken with the same primary ion

and seconda¡y ion energy as in the CsI spectrum shown above. Since the detection

efficiency falls off rapidty for large and slow ions, e.g. the detection efficiency is only

-0.2 for 13 keV bovine insulin ions [185], using higher acceleration and post acceleration

voltages is desi¡able for improving the detection efficiency of these large molecules.

However, the current mass range seems limited largely by the efficiency of desorption by

the Cs* ions used. As discussed in chapter 1, the mass range of a TOF specÍometer can

be extended significantly by using more efficient desorption methods such as the recently

emerged matrix-assisted laser desorption.

3,2 BACKGROUND

The detection of the metastable decay products in the flight tube of a linear TOF

mass specEometer may increase the parent ion detection efficiency and enable

measurement on a short time scale. However, the signal-to-background ratio and the

resolution deteriorate due to the increasing background resulting from metastable

decomposition. The background in Manitoba TOF I, the linea¡ instrument, is mainly

caused by metastable decomposition of parent ions during acceleration and in free fiight

since the background due to the primary ion leakage can be largely reduced by using

pulsed extraction [ 131]. As in the linear instrument, the main background in the reflecting

instrument is also caused by metastable decomposition but it is reduced considerably

compared with background in the linear insrument. NeuEal fragments from unimolecular
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decay before reflection will go through the mirror since they are not affected by the

electric field in the mirror, while charged fragments a¡e moved to a lower mass spectral

region away from the parent ion since they have less energy and therefore spend less time

than their parents in the mi¡¡or. Thus sharp peaks arising from undissociated ions may be

observed with less of the underlying broad distribution caused by metastable decay. Thus,

the ion mifior not only improves the resolution but also increases the signal-to-

background ratio of a mass spectrum.

Fig. 3.3 shows an example of the reduction of background in reflected spectrum
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Figure 3.3 TOF spectra of the peptide substance P: (a) with the linea¡ spectrometer
(electrospray), showing the [M+H]* and [M+Na]t ions, and (b) with the refÌecting
specrometer (NC substrate), showing only the [M+H]* isotopic distribution; in (b) the
scale is expanded, so [M+Na]* ions a¡e outside the range of the figure.
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of substance P compared with the spectrum of the same compound taken by the linea¡

instrument. The improvements in signal-to-background can also be seen in the spectra of

larger molecules, Fig.3.4(a) & (b) show the molecula¡ ion region of the di¡ect and

reflected spectra of ACTH 1-17 and bovine insulin. Clearly, the backgrounds due to

metastable decay are reduced considerably in all cases, and sharp or well resolved

molecular ion peaks can be seen only in the reflected spectra.

3.3 MASS RESOLUTION

The flight time in a reflecting time-of-flight mass specrometer is proportional to tffi

as in a linear TOF instrument. The flight time for an ion desorbed with zero initial

velocity is

.-2(L+2d) f;'- lrq \i
so the mass resolution is related to dme resolution by

(3-1)

am 2¿,t

mt
(3-2)

Generally, ions are desorbed with an initial energy distribution. Under the normal

mirror voltage setting, i.e. if the minor voltage is chosen according to Eq. (2-17), the tíme

spread produced after acceleration due to the initial energy disribution is compensated

by the mirror, but the time spread in the acceleration gap will contribute to tho peak width

¡t. As discussed in $2.2, the time spread induced in the acceleration region can also be

reduced by setting the mi¡¡o¡ voltage to a lower value than that specified in Eq. (2-17).
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Figure 3.4 Molecular ion regions of positive ion specta from bovine insulin (5733 u)
and ACTH 1-17, deposited on a nitrocellulose substrate, produced by bombardment with
i2.5 keV Cs+ ions. (a) Direct spectra measured in the upper detecror with the mirro¡ off;
(b) the reflected specEa observed in the lower detector.
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however, thero are other factors contributing to the peak width and limit the mass

resolution, some of these factors are discussed below.

3.3.1 Factors Affecting the Resolution

For high resolution measurements, electric and mechanical tolerances are obviously

tighter than at low resolution. The parameters of the spectrometer must remain constant

in time, at least for the duration of an individual measurement. They must also be

constant over the region traversed by the charged panicles. In our case, this region has

a diameter of <3 mm at the target (the size of the primary ion beam spot) and 14 cm at

the detector (its diameter), so the region is 12 cm in diameter at the back of the mirro¡.

Er¡ors from various sources will combine, but an idea of the required tolerances may be

obtained by calculating the errors in various parameters which individually give a mass

enor, Âm, such that sntm=l}a (i.e. mass resolving power mlarn=I0,000). Since

dtn/m=2avlv=2¿lt, this corresponds to a timing enor, 
^t, 

such that */t=5x10's. Some of

the sources of erro¡ can be listed as follows:

3.3.1.1 Sources of ínítial time spread

In $2.2, for convenience and clarity, we have calculated the behaviou¡ of the

secondary ions after they leave the reference plane (after acceleration) and the corrections

if the acceleration region is included. From this point of view, the fime and velocity

spreads of the ion distribution on the ¡eference (object) ptane can be taken as the initial

conditions for the analysis. Under the normal minor voltage setting, the velocity spread
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is compensated by the mirror, but the time spread will appear also at the detector; it has

several causes.

a). A time spread approximately independent of mass is caused by the f,rnite

duration of the primary beam pulse at the target, transit time variations in the

detection electronics, and the fi¡ite resolution (1 ns) of the time digitizer and data

system. An upper limit on these effects is provided by the width of the peak

corresponding to secondary electrons ejected from the target by the primary beam

pulse; transit time spreads within the spectrometer are not very large for the

electrons because of their high velocity. Fig. 3.5 shows the electron peak, which

has a width of -2 ns. For this width and an accelerating voltage of 10 kV, the

2020 2040 2060

Flight Time (ns)

Figure 3.5 Peak due to secondary electrons ejected from the target by the primary ion
pulse, as observed in the reflecting TOF specrometer (top detector).
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suggested tolerance is attained for masses >493 u and the spread becomes

progressively less important as the mass increases. High-resolution measurements

for light ions would require a decrease in the accelerating voltage (although this

would make the energy spread more important).

b). A time spread at the reference (object) plane stems from the finite angle

(1.43o) between it and the target. Since the beam spot is <3 mm in diameter, the

spread in path length is <3(sin 1.430)=0.075 mm. For a total spectrometer path

length of 2.5 m, alt<3(si nl.43")12500=3x10ó. 'Ihis is accepøble, but for cases

where the beam spot must be larger (e.g. for fission fragment bombardment), it

may be wonhwhile to go to the Orsay geomety t|45-14'11where the angle 0=0o.

c). An additional time spread is introduced due to the initial energy

distribution as thg ion traverses the -4 mm distance between the target a¡d the

object plane during acceleration. These are not well compensated by the mirror if

its field is determined by Eq. (2-17) with k=U¡lUo, where U¡¿ is the average or

peak value of initiai energy disribution. In organic and cluster SIMS application,

the initial energy distributions (FWHM) usually fall into a range between about

0.25 to 2.25 eV [160]. The ry corresponds to an initial energy disribution

of l.25tL eV; the corresponding time spread it produced can be caiculated from

Eq. 5 to 7 in Appendix A (as has been shown in Fig. 2.7), and this gives an over

all (across 2.5 m effective flight path) time spread ñlt of -4.4x70ó fo¡ 5 kV

acceleration voltage or -3.lx10'5 for 10 kV acceleration voltage. These values a¡e

still acceptable, but in the case where the initial energy distribution is large, the

mi¡¡or field may be reduced to obtain more compensation for the additional time

spread induced in the acceleration region as discussed in Ë2.2.3.2.
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3.3.l .2 The requirement of the electric and mechanical tolerances

a). Under normal mirror voltage setting, the stability of the accelerating voltage,

V, is not critical because the mirror corrects for such variations to first order. The

required stability can be calculated from Eq. 2 ø 4 in Appendix A, or can be

estimated from Eq.(2-4), ¿Vt=5x10{ conesponds to (ô/v0)2=104, so (aV)1r'10.02,

a rather trivial requirement.

b). The required stability of the mirror voltage, V,, is much more difficult to

attain; here the proposed tolerance corresponds to aV*4r'.1104, a restriction both

on stability during the whole period of measurement and on short-term

fluctuations (i.e. ripple). However, power supplies that meet these specifications

for stability and ripple a¡e available commercially.

c). In our mirror, As rema¡ked above, the region traversed by ions which can enter

the detector has a diameter <2 cm at the back of the mi¡ror, <6 cm at the front.

It is therefore imponant to keep the field sufficiendy unifo¡m in this region, From

the analysis in Ë2.2.4, the variation of the field in the region is only

ÆJE,=8.2x104, much better than the valued required to maintain the specified

tolerance.

d). There may also be variations in the electric field within the mi¡ror caused by

mechanical defects. To maintain the suggested tole¡ance, the electric field should

be consta¡t to 1 part in ld. Thus, the front and back plates of the mirro¡ (-35 cm

apârt) should be flat and parallel to 350/1tr=0.035 mm over the 2 cm diameter of

the sensitive region.

e). The face of the charged particle derector musr be plane and perpendicular to
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the spectrometer axis to keep I-, constant (see Fig. 2.3). In our case, the detector

has a diameter of 4 cm, so the suggested tolerance requires the angle, o, between

the spectrometer axis and the normal to the detector to be limited to a value given

by 40(sin s)/2500=5x10'5, or s<0.180. To allow for small mechanical enors, the

bottom detector in the reflecting instrument can be aligned by three micrometer

screws.

As discussed in section 2.5,1, the channels in the chewon microchannel

electron multiplies used for detectors gives a spread in Ç because some particles

hit the electron-emitting surface near the channel entrance and others fa¡her in.

For a channel angle of 5o and a channel diameter 15 pm, the resulting spread in

path length is ÀL2=170 ¡rm, given alt=9x10r. It appeared that this effect might

be a significant limitation on the resolution, so a electron convertor detector has

been used to eliminate this spread. Since the seconda¡y ions only hit the

conversion dynode surface which is flat, and the resulting electrons are accelerated

to a much higher velocity compared with the incident ions and transported

isochronously to the chewon microchannel electron multipliers, the effect is no

longer significant.

3.3.1.3 Effect of the grids

In the simple linear TOF instrument, the axial velocity of the ion may be changed

by scattering from the accelerating grid, thus producing a spread in flight time [187,188].

In a reflecting instrument, however, the minor compensates the velocity spread which
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exists at the reference plane afier deflection by this grid and small changes in velocity

before that have linle effect [see Sect. 1(c) above]. Therefore, the mirror corrects for the

effects of scattering from the accelerating grid.

On the other hand, the mino¡ is unable to compensate for scattering f¡om its own

entrance grid when the ion enters or leaves. Expressions have been derived fo¡ the

scattering from grids in elecfrostatic lenses [189-191] and for plane parallel geometry

[191]. In the latter case, the maximum scattering angle, ¡r-",, for paraxial rays is given by

Verster [191].

D(8.-î)taoPr.r---T7:

assuming D( Er- E)<V and grid wires of zero radius, where D is the spacing between

grid wires; E, and E, a¡e the average electric fields above and below the grid.

Verster has also reported calculations of acrual ion trajectories using a ray tracer

(analogue computer) [191]. Electrostatic field values we¡e obtained from elecuolytic tank

measurements on grids with wires of va¡ious ¡adii. Within the square apernre between

adjacent grid wires, the scattering is 3307o higher than the paraxial result near rhe mid-

points of the sides and 330Vo lower than the paraxial result near the come¡s. Thus, it

appears that the paraxial expression is a fairly good approximation.

In our reflecting spectrometer, D=0.36 mm, Er=O, and Er=10/350 kV mm'r for

V=10kV. The maximum scattering angle for paraxial rays from the equation above is

p**=0.0074". The corresponding change in average velocity, av", is given by

av"lv.=p^usinp^*= 1.7x 10-8, so the effect is not significant in our case. The grid does,

however, produce some loss in intensity; since its Fansmission is 90Vo and the ion pass

through it twice the net transmission is -80Vo.



3 .3.2 Experimental Results

3 .3 .2.1 P erformance of the mirror.

In order to compare the properties of the mirror with the predicfions of Eqs. (2-

15)-(2-18) and Eq. 2 to 4 in appendix A, a variation in velocity v" has been produced by

changing the accelerating voltage 7, while keeping the mirror voltage fixed. Fig. 3.6

shows a comparison between the experimental measu¡ements of Cs* peak and the flight

time variations calculated from Eq. 2 to 4 in appendix A. Since the exact average initial

energy of the Cs* ions unde¡ our condition is not known, a zero average initial energy is
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Figure 3.6 Time variations, 
^t/r, 

as the accalerating voltage, V=UlcolQ is varied about
its optimum position (yo=5 kV). The solid line is calculated from Eq. (2-i7) with U,=0,
and the circles is from the experimental data.
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assumed in the calculations. This should be a very good approximation since the average

Cs* ion ínitial energy is expected to be a very small percentage (47o) of the total ion

kinetic energy (-5 kev) in the experiment, as remarked in 92.2.3.1, the effect of the

initial energy is negligible in this case. Although there a¡e some deviations for large

values of ÂUlUo, or LVN,, the overall agreement is good. The practical range of voltage

va¡iation is much smaller than the total vadation shown in Fig. 3.6. For example, a 180

V changes in accelerating voltage from optimum -5 kV, produced time variation of only

1 ns f¡om the minimum of -30000 ns or (^¡/Ð=3.33x10'5, which is in good agreement

with the calculated value of 3.16 or 3.25x10's for corresponding +l.6Vo or -l.6%o

variations in accelerating voltage. Thus, the mirror appears to be working properly. The

deviadons appeared at larger accelerating voltages (LUlUo>0.04) indicate the electric field

at the end of the mirror is weaker than it supposed to be, This is probably due to the

mechanical defects of the mirror in that region, such as the accuracy (thickness) of the

rings and position of the end grid.

3.32.2 Operation under the reduced mirror voltage.

The performance of the mirror under the normal mi¡ro¡ voltage setting has been

described above. ln ï2.2.3.2, we have also discussed the effect of the acceleration region

and the time spread in the case of an ion initial energy distribution. As pointed out there,

a possible solution for reducing the time spread is to reduce the mir¡or voltage from the

normal setting specified by Eq. (2-17). The predicted behaviour and the practical solution

are depicted in Fig. 2.7 and 2.8, these have also been observed in the experiments. When

the accelerating voltage is ar rhe oprimum value (minimum fiight time in Fig. 3.6) of -5
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kV, the Cs+ peak is wider than the (CsI)rCs* peak although the flight time of the Cs* peak

is only about half of the (CsI)rCs* peak. The Cs* peak became narrower while the

(CsI)rCs* peak width (Fig. 3.8) remained about the same as the accelerating voltage was

increased above the optimum value. The Cs* peak width was reduced by -1 ns when the

accelerating voltage exceeded the optimum by 500 V. Fig. 3.7(a) and (b) shows the Cs*

peaks taken at optimum accelerating voltage and 500 V above the optimum respectively.

The mirror voltage corresponded to the normal setting fo¡ 5 kV accelerating voltage and

was kept the same in the experiment. These observations are consistent with the

predictions. Under the normal mirror voltage setting [Eq. (2- 17) ) , the time spread induced

in the acceleration region is not compensated by the mirror, as a result, the total time

spread of an ion packet at the detector is still dependent on the ion initial energy

28900 28950

Flight Time (ns)

Figure 3.7 Cs* peaks from the positive reflected spectra of CsI. (a) The spectrum
reco¡ded at optimum accelerating voltage (%-5 kV, the minimum in Fig.3.6), and
normal mirror voltage setting determined by Eq. (2-17). (b) The spectrum recorded at an

accelerating voltage -l}Vo higher than that in (a) (i.e. equivalent to a reduction in mirror
voltage by -9Vo).
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distribution. The time spread is larger for ions with a larger energy spread and a lower

average initial energy, i.e. a larger relative energy spread ÂUi/Uio, as depicted in Fig. 2.7.

The experimental results under the normal mi¡ror voløge setting suggested that Cs+ ions

may have larger relative initial energy spread than the second cluster ions. When the

acceierating voltage is increased by -107a above the optimum value, this is equivalent to

the reduction of the mi¡¡or voltage by -97o (the mi¡ror was longer than the minimum

length required) from the focusing value required for the new accelerating voltage as

specified by Eq. (2-17). As depicted in Fig. 2.8, under the ¡educed mirror fìeld, the mirror

can provide more compensation for the time spread induced in the acceleration region for

a given initial energy distribution. Thus the time spread of the Cs+ is reduced. For the

second cluster ions, probably the relative initial energy spread is small and the time

spread in the acceleration region is not significant even under the normal mirror voltage

setting, as a ¡esult, its peak width remained about same when the acceleration voltage

increases. So a single stage rnirror may also accommodate larger reiative initial energy

spread providing the mirror is operated unde¡ the reduced field. The optimum ¡eduction

in mir¡or field would however be different for an ion with a different energy distribution.

3,3 .2.3 Resolution for ínorganic compounds

A mass resolving power lWaMp¿¡.¡M- 13,000 (Fig. 3.8) is achieved with this

reflecting TOF mass spectrometer. Thus, the resolution is improved by more than a factor

of 4 compared with the linear spectrometer. The measured resolution (FWHM) of

(Cst)2Cs+ at mlz 652.5 with accelerating voltage V-5 kV, and normal mirror volrage

setting, is -1113,000, see Fig. 3.8(a), which is very close to what is expected through the
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Figure 3,8 Positive ion TOF spectra observed in the reflecting mass spectrometer
(Manitoba TOF II). Prima¡y ion energy -18 keV, secondary accelerating voltage -5 kV.
(a) The second cluster ion (CsI)2Cs+ in the spectrum of Csl. Nps¡,ylt= 12'6000 so

rnll'.r2r"""= 13¡66. (b) The distribution of isotopic peaks of the second cluster ions
(CsBr)2Cs+ in the spectrum of CsBr.
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analysis in $3.2,1. The resolution obtained here is also similar to what has been reported

on a two-stage mirror TOF-SIMS insrrument [120], and again, we note that the two-stage

mirror is unnecessary under our conditions. For further improvement in resoiution, the

time spreads and the residual defects in the spectrometer, such as those discussed in

93.4.1 become important, and have to be ¡educed in orde¡ to obtain even higher

resolution. A resolving power of m/NnF\nnM=13,000 can thus be obtained with a single

stage mirror, providing the ion optical source is suff,rciendy well defined in position.

Fig. 3.8(b) shows good separation of the triplet of molecula¡ ion region of

(CsBr)rCs* at mass -558.5, resolution simila¡ to that shown in Fig. 3.8(a) is obtained.

3.3.2.4 Resolution for organic compounds

Fig. 3.9 shows the sample spectra in the molecula¡ ion region of y-endorphin and

mellitin obtained with nitrocellulose substrate; a mass resolving power of 7000 is

achieved for the molecular ion peaks from y-endorphin. The resolution obtained for big

peptide molecules is not as good as inorganic molecules. This may be panly because

some of the peptide molecules have relatively long lifetime and they may decay in the

second field free path after being reflected. This will result in peak broadening due to the

energy release during the metastable decompositions. Some of the peak broadening may

also be due to uncompensated time spread arising in the acceleration region if the large

organic molecular ions have larger relative initial energy spread than the inorganic

moleculæ ions. Nevertheless, clearly separated isotopic peaks a¡e obtained for peptides

of mass up to several thousands mass unit with our reflecting instrument. A mass

resolution of 7000 should be good enough to separate the isotopic peaks of even larger
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Figure 3.9 Reflected mass specta of the [M+ÉI]* ions from the peptides. (a) T-endorphin
(m/ z=1859), ml ¡''nFwHN=tl2 Ltrwrv=7000. (b) meliuin (ml z=2846),
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organic molecular ions such as bovine insulin (MW=5733), but the difficulty encountered

in the experiment is that under the static SIMS condition, as the mass of sample

molecules increases, the molecular ion yield is too low to oblain reasonable statistics in

a reasonable period of time (ca few hours), and the peak broadening due to metastable

decompositions after ¡eflection becomes progressively more serious as it can be seen from

Fig. 3.9.

3.4 MASS CALIBRATION

Mass accuracy is important in the mass spectrometric method. An accurate mass

determination can ease the peak assignment and help interpretation of the spectra

considerably. In many applications, an accurâte mass determination (t0.1 u) is required

to derive or confirm the composition of a molecular ion such as in sequencing of a

peptide molecule.

Since the flight time is proportional to 'lmÌq in a TOF insrrument, there is a

simple relation between mass and apparent flight time

t=clñiã+to (3-3)

where c is a constant if the ion mean initial energy is the same for all species or

independent of mass, and to is a constant time difference between the time zero of the

TDC and the time that ions take off the target. In our case, the TDC "start" signal is the

same as the ion gun deflection plate trigger signal, so the t, hete is the time of the

primary ions spent in travel between the deflection piates and the target, The mass can
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be calculated f¡om the flight time by

nlq=ct(t-tò2 (3-4)

because of the simultaneous detection of all masses in a TOF mass spectrometer, peaks

with known masses in a spectrum can be used for mass calibration, i.e. to determine the

two parameters c' and to, therefore, the calibration procedure is simpler compared with

that in conventional mass spectrometers, no special calibration standards and peak

matching methds are necessary.

Normally, the mean initial energy distribution is not the same fo¡ all species and

masses, The corresponding time deviations can be quite large in a linea¡ TOF instrument.

This is often the major source of error in mass determination. In the reflecting instrument,

the time deviation due to difference in initial energy distribution has been reduced

significantly by velocity focusing, resulting in a better mass determination accuracy.

In practice, usually two peaks in low mass region are selected as calibration peaks.

These include hydrocarbon molecula¡ ions and atomic ions such as H*, CH3+, CaH3+,

CoFl*, Nat etc., because these peaks ate present in almost any positive SIMS spectrum,

and can be identified easily.

The accuracy of mass determinâtion was evaluated for a number of peptides and

CsI specua up to mass -3000 u. Most of the peptide samples were prepared with the

nitrocellulose substrate, and the spectra were taken under the normal mirror voltage

setting with a 2ns time bin width. For each pepride, the mass of rhe [M+H]* ions in 5

spectra of independent preparations were obtained by calibrating the spectra with low

mass ions H*, CH3*, QH,*, and Nat; CoHçt peak was not used in the calibrations because

of interfe¡ences from ions with very close mass from the nitrocellulose subsuate. The
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TABLE 3.1 Mass Deviations M=m.xpttm"^r"r Obtained for [M+H]- ions of Peptides
from 5 Independent Measurements

Calibration ions

Sample H*, C3H3 H., Na. cHr-, qH,. Na*, QHr*

Bradykinin
c5oH74NlsOl r

[M+H]+
1060.569

1

2

Nn3
4
5

0.012
0.035
0.049
0.024
0.016

-0.951
-0.571
-0.248
-0.786
-0.071

0.224
0.176
0.234
0.233
0.240

2.085
1.368
0.719
1.881

0.245

<^m>tõ".r
(<Am>to".r)lm

0.02710.015
25.4t14.1 ppn

-0.525r0.366
-4951345 ppm

0.22rfl.026
208*24.5 ppm

t.260fl.775
1188t73lppm

Substance P
c63HeeNlsOr3S

lM+Hl*
t347.734

1

2
Ln3

'4
"'b5

-0.050
-0.003
0.082
0.047

-0.071

-0.327
-0.426
-0.439
-0.3s4
-0.548

0.355
0.215
0.313
0.247
-0.165

0.684
0.618
1.015
t.029
t.102

<^rn >*o,.r
(<Am>fo".r)/m

0.001r0.064
0.7t47.4 ppm

-0.425r0.077
-315*57.1 ppm

0.193r0.207
143t154 ppm

0.890 .226
6601168 ppm

T-endorphin
c83Hl31N1eO2?S

lM+Hl*
1858.926

1

2

Lm3
4

5

-0.040
-0.016
0.010
0.025
-0.058

-0.705
-0.s75
-0.275
-0.569
-0.502

0.361
0.405
0.285
0.2r3
0.187

1.570
t.276
0.696
t.392
0.971

<^tn >to,.r
(<Am>!6^.)/n

-0.016f0.034
-8.4t18.2 ppm

-0.525r0. r58
-284*84.9 ppm

0.290f0,093
156150 ppm

1.18110.348
6351187 ppm

ACTH i-17
ce5H145N2eO8S

lM+Hl+
2093.086

I
7

Ln3
4
5

-0.003
-0.052
-0.002
-0.011
-0.016

-0.468
-0.687
-0.t46
-0.571
-0.399

0.473
0.424
0.498
0.512
0.305

1.045
1.161

0.391
1.209
0.811

<^,/n >too-r
(<Am>tc".r)/m

-0.017r0.021
-8110 ppm

-0.454t0.204
-217197.4 ppm

0.442t0.084
211*40.1 ppm

0.923fl.335
2141t160 ppm

Sample was deposited on silver substrate.
Spectrum was taken with lns time bin width.
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results are shown in table 3.1.

The data presented in Table 3.1 show that the H*, QHr* pair gives consistently

good results, and an accuracy ar¡y'm of less than 50 ppm was obtained for these

compounds by using only two low mass peaks in calibration. The Na*, QHr* group, on

the other hand, produces the biggest deviation. One reason might be that the mass

separation is different for these $oups; the former has the biggest separation while the

latter has the least separation. Some of the mass deviations may also caused by the error

in peak centroid determinations due to the 2ns time bin width used here or low statistics

of the peaks. However, the mass deviations a¡e not random. For example, the H+, Na*

gtoup produces a negative average deviation of few hundred ppm, while the CHr*, QHr.

and Na*, QHr* yield the positive average deviations of few hundred and several hundred

to a thousand respectively. This is apparently related to the ions used in calibrations.

From Fig. 2.7, we know that under the normal mirror voltage setting, there is some

residual time spread produced in the acceleration region due to ion initial energy

distribution, as a result, rhe rime of flight of a peak is still dependenr on the mean ion

initial energy. This may be largely responsible for these large deviations between different

groups of calibration ions. The ion initial energy distribution is influenced by various

experiment parameters including primary ion parameters and sample preparafion. The

different sample preparations, e.g. using different substrate could result in different

binding energy between the sample molecules and the subsÍate and su¡face charging

effect which wi-ll affect the inirial energy disribution [160,192]. The mean initial energy

of H* may differ from that of high mass molecular ions, however, the combinarion of H*

and QHr* makes a good choice for the calib¡ation of the pepride molecules. The residual

effect of ion initial energy distribution on mass calibration can be reduced considerably
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if the mi¡ror is operated under the reduced field as discussed in 52.2.3.2. This has been

confirmed by performing calibrations on the CsI specÍa mentioned in the previous

section. The calibrations shorv that for the spectrum taken under normal mirror voltage

setting, a differences of -11315 ppm in the masses of the cluster ions are produced due

to using different goups of calibration ions, i.e. (H-,qH,.) and (Na.,Cs*); for the

spectrum taken under the 107o increase of the acceleration voltage over the first spectrum

while the mirror voltage is kept the same, (this is equivalent to the reduction of the mirror

voltage by -97a), the two $oups of calib¡ation ions above give almost the same results

on the massss of the cluster ions or only a differences of a few ppm. Although the

peptide samples have not been measu¡ed under the reduced mi¡ror field yet, improvement

over the dependence on ion initial energy is expected, combining with the use of a

narower time bin width (e.g. 0.5 ns is now available in our lab), a mass accuracy better

than that in Table 3.1 can be expected with the reflecting instrument.

3.5 SENSITIVITY

High sensitivity is important in mass spectrometry, parricularly when dealing with

Eace material o¡ biomolecules, since many of them a¡e available only in very small

quantities. The sensitivity of a mass spectrometer depends on the product of the

desorption efficiency and the spectrometer efficiency, where spectrometer efficiency is

defined here as the ratio of the number of ions recorded in the spectrum to the number

of ions ejected from the ta¡get. A TOF mass spectrometer has higher efficiency than most

other types of mass spectrometer, which is the result of two factors. First, the transmission
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is high since no slits a¡e needed. For the reflecting instn:ment, as estimated in section

2.5.3, an overall transmis síon of 37-557o can be expected with an accele¡ating grid of 60-

9070 transmission, which is much better than a quadrupole instrument where a typical

transmissíon is only 10'4. Second the whole mass spectrum can be ¡ecorded for each

primary event, in principle all ions giving pulses in the detector are integrated to form the

final spectnrm. For a TOF mass spectrometer with an overall transmission of 107o, The

combined factors increase the TOF efficiency by a factor -ld compared to a typical

quadrupole mass spectrometer [1 16].

Sensitivity measurements in TOF spectrometers have reported low resolution

"molecular" ion peaks from 50 femtomoles of bradykinin (1060 u) on Au [194] and from

20 femtomoles of arginine vasopressin (1083 u) on nitrocellulose [195]. Such sensitiviry

measurements have also been performed on the reflecting instrument here for peptide

samples desorbed by -10 keV Cs* ion bombardment [196]. By using the deflection plates

C and D added recently in the ion gun [196], the primary ion beam can be positioned on

the target. Since the beam spot on the target is mostly contained with a circle of diameter

of 2 mm, the samples were deposited on an area -3 mm2 instead of the previous area -50

mm2, with a corresponding increase in sensitivity.

A series of peptides with molecular weight range 500-6000 on niuocellulose

substrates have been examined. The substrates were prepared by electrospraying a 5 pg/pl

nitrocellulose solution on to an aluminium foil disk covered by another disk with a 2mm

aperture to make a 2mm diamete¡ nirrocellulose film on the foil to adsorb the sample

molecules. The peptide samples were weighed on an Fisher electronic microbalance with

an accuracy of 10 pg. A sample amount of -200-500 pg was weighed in order to reduce

the enor in weighting. In order to determine rhe detection limir, rhe weighed samples
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werÊ fust dissolved in O.l%o aqueous TFA to make a 1 pgl¡tL sample solution; less

concentrated sample solutions were then prepared by serial dilution using 0.17o aQueous

TFA. A target was prepared by depositing 0.5 microliter of peptide solution on the

nitrocellulose spot. Targets were inserted into the spectrometer after the solution d¡ied.

The spectra were usually accumulated with a repetition frequency of 4 kHz until -100

counts/2ns bin we¡e obtained for the most abundant isotope peak in the molecular ion

region. For Bradykinin, this corresponds to the accumulation times of -1-120 min for a

sample concentration of 1 pg/pl to l0 pg/¡tl-. For bigger peptides, it took longer than for

smaller ones since the yield of bigger peptides is lower than the smaller ones.

Well resolved [M+H]+ ion peaks were obtained from 5 to 35 femtomoles of

peptides of masses up to -3000 u. The amount of sample indicated here and below is the

total amount that applied on the target, the actual amount consumed iri the meastuement

is expected to be much less since the yield of molecular ions did not go down very much

after the spectra were taken. As for the examples, the molecular ion regions of a 10

femtomole sample of bradykinin and a27 femtomole sample of 1-endorphin are shown

in Fig. 3.10. Reflected spectra have not only better resolution but also a better

signaVbackground ratio than di¡ect specra, a factor of importmce when dealing with

small amounts of sample. In Fig. 3.10(a) the signaVbackground ratio is -10. Fig. 3.11

shows the direct and reflected spectra from 50 femtomoles of bradykinin. The spectrum

indicates the improved signaþackground ¡atio obøined for larger samples.

The relative yield of the molecular ions of bradykinin versus the amount of sample

on target is shown in Fig. 3.12, in which the yield of the molecular ion is normalized to

CIt*, assumed to represent the background. It can be seen from the cuwe thât, up to the

sampie amount of -50 ng or -47 picomoles, the molecul ion yield increases with the
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Figure 3.10 Molecula¡ ion region of the peptide mass spectra obtained with (a) 10

femtomoles bradykinin and (b) 27 femtomoles y-endorphin applied on the targets.
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amount of sample on the target and the yield remains about constânt for sample amount

exceeding -50 ng. This agrees with the observation of Benninghoven et al [116], since

47 picomoles sample on -2mm spot corresponds to a surface concenEation of -1.5

nanomoles/cm2 which is approximately equal to a single monolayer of molecules on the

su¡face (a monolayer of molecules corresponds to a surface concentration of -1

nanomole/cm'z [11ó]).
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CTIAPTER 4

DAUGHTER ION MEASUREMENTS.MS/MS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Many studies have been ca¡ried out on the daughter ions formed in mass

spectrometers by unimoiecular decay, collision-induced dissociation, or photodissociation.

Measu¡ement of the daughter ion mass spectrum of a given parent ion provides useful

structural information about the parent [40]. Such measurement are carried out by various

methods, often referred to as tandem mass spectrometry (MSAÍS) t150,1511. Tandem

mass specEometry is a powerful tool for obtaining structute information on large

molecules and for analysis of mixtures [i50,151]. True tandem instruments use two

separate mass resolving systems with a decomposifion region between them; the flrst

selects a given parent ion while the second measures the spectrum of its decomposition

products, The commonly used tandem mass spectrometers are multiple sector instruments,

(various combinations of electric and magnetic sectors), triple quadrupoles, or hybrid

instruments. Although these instruments can provide very high resolution for both parent

and daughter, their efficiency is greatly reduced by the necessity of selecting a single

parent ion in the fust spectrometer and scanning the daughter-ion mass spectrum in the
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second mass spectrometer; i.e. only one parent/daughter pair is examined at a time, so the

insÍument must often operate at lower resolution to provide an adequate data rate. This

has spurred the recent development of detector arrays that measure simultaneously a range

of daughter-ion masses in the second spectrometer [97,198].

Alternatively, daughter-ion mass spectra may be examined in a type of mass

spectrometer that does not require scanning. In particular, a reflecting time-of-flight

insEument is able to examine the full mass range for both puent and daughter at the

same time [121,137,146,186]. Thus it may yield information similar to that provided by

true tandem instruments, but with higher efficiency 1199-2021.

THE REFLECTING TOF MASS SPECTROMETER AS A TANDEM

INSTRI.JMENT

A reflecting TOF mass spectrometer in the configuration of Fig. 2.1 possesses

some of the characteristics of a tandem instrument. A parent ion that decays in the region

between the target and the miror normally gives rise to one neutral and one charged

daughter, both of which have approximately the same velocity as the parent. When the

mirror voltage is turned on, the neutral fragment still continues on into detector 1, its

time-of-flight identifying the parent ion. Thus detector I and the flight path between it

and the target constitute a linea¡ TOF spectrometer (MS-1) that measures the mass of the

parent. The charged product is reflected by the minor into detector 2, and its mass is

determined by the total flight time, if the mass of the parent is known. Detector 2,

together with the mi¡ror and the overall flight path, constitute a reflecting TOF
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spectrometer (MS-2) that measures the mâss of the charged product ion.

In this description, the two "specÍometers" MS-l and MS-2 have elements in

common and the decay region is part of both. Thus, the analogy with normal tandem

insÍuments is not perfect, but it may be useful for comparison with other varieties. The

principle of operafion and properties of MS-l and MS-2 are described below.

4.2.1 The Parent lon Spectrometer MS-l

Fig. 4.i shows secondary ion mass spectra observed in detector I from

bomba¡dment of the tripeptide glycyl-glycyl-phenylalanine (GGF) by -10 keV Csr ions.

The direct spectrum (a) is taken with the mirror voltage off, so the peaks include

undissociated parent ions as well as charged and neutral daughters. The neutral spectrum

(b) is taken with the mirror voltage on, so the peaks include only the neutral fragments.

These peaks are wider, but their centroids coincide with the peak positions in the di¡ect

spectrum, as expected. Thus the flight time of a neutral fragment identifies its parent ion.

The effective resolution in MS-l is dete¡mined by the velocity spread of the

neutral daughters, i.e. by the energy released in the decay. Table 4.1 lists measured

resolving powers ltzVaMr*r¡1 in MS-l fo¡ various parent ions from several peptides,

which vary from 50 to 200 [199]. So clearly, MS-l is not a high resolution device.

However, the resolution is usually sufficient to distinguish between different cationized

species [see Fig. 4.1(b)] for peptides of mass upto -2000 u, or between different

components of simple mixtures.

Although the resolution in MS-1 is modest, the instrument has useful features. The

masses of all parent ions whose neutral daughters detected are measu¡ed at the same time;
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TABLE 4.1 Resolving Power M/aMrp", in MS-l

lM+tll' [M+Na]i [M+K]+ [M+Ag]r

cGF 90 280 60
Leu-Enkephalin 75 190 75 55
Met-Enkephalin 75 180 80 50
Substance P (1-9) 130
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Figure 4.1 TOF secondary ion mass spectra from CGF (MW=279) in detector 1 (a) with
the mirror voltage off, and (b) wirh the mirror voltage on. The spectrum (b) was recorded
for a time about th¡ee times as long as the spectrum (a). In (a) the peak labeled [M+lI]+
includes parent ions as well as charged and neutral decay products, but in (b) the peak
labeled [M+FII+ includes only the neurral products from decay of the lM+fil + parent; a
simila¡ relation holds for the other peaks shown.
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no scanning is necessa¡y. MS-1 also serves to identify those parent ions that decompose

between the target and the mirror, since these are the only ones that can give a neutral

fragment in detector 1.

4.2.2 The Daughter lon Spectrometer MS-2

Fig. 4.2(a) shows a portion of the overall reflected spectrum of GGF measured in

detector 2. The specrum includes parent ions of every mass together with the charged

daughters resulting from thei¡ decomposition. As discussed in $2.2, in the spectrometer

utilizing a single-stage mi¡¡or, there is a simple linear relation between the mass ratio

m'lm and the corresponding flight time ratio t7 of the daughter ion to its parent. The

relation is derived in Eq. (2-7) for a typical case, that is

zL-d,ttm

The flight time of a daughter ion depends on the mass of its parent as well as its

own mass. Although this complicates the spectrum, it is useful for separating the daughter

ions arising from decay in free flight from ions of the same mass produced directly at the

target. For example, the peak at =23,500 ns in Fig. 4.2(a) corresponds to a daughter ion

of mass=166 u from decay of the [M+H]+ ion, while an ion of the same mass produced

at the target appears at =22,800 ns.

It has been shown in $3.3, the mirror produces a considerable improvement in

resolution for the parent ions. A smaller improvement is seen in the daughter ion peaks,

particularly at low mass, because the daughters do not spend a long enough time in the
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mirror to provide full compensation for thei¡ velocity spread [121,137].

4.3 CORRELATED MASS MEASURBMENTS

4.3 .1 Principle of correlated mass measurement

The spectrometer is operated as a tandem instrument by measuring the daughter

ions in MS-2 that are conelated with a given neutral fragment in MS-1. In o¡der to avoid

false cor¡elations caused by random events, a 1ow primary beam current is used, so that

on average only about one secondary ion decay is observed for each primary ion pulse.

During the observation period (typically -100 ps) following the arrival of a given primary

ion pulse at the target, the flight times of neutrals and ions a¡e both digitized and stored

in a memory buffer in the time digitizer (TDC). At the end of the observation period

these numbers are transferred to computer, which examines the spectrum of the neutral

fragments to see whether one has a¡rived within a set of preselected time windows

1148,1491. For example, in the GGF neutral spectrum of Fig.4.2(b) the computer first

sea¡ches the region between 12,640 and 12,750 ns for a neutral event corresponding to

an [M+[Il+ decay; if such an event is found, the flight times of any charged particles

detected in that observation period are recorded in a dedicated section of computer

memory. The computer then searches between 13,050 and 13,120 ns for a neutral event

corresponding to an [M+Na]+ decay; if one is found, the computer stores the daughter ion

flight times in a seeond seetion of memory. The process is repeated for the [M+Ag]r

parent and for any other parent ions of interest. The calculations are carried out while the
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time digitizer is gathering data during the next observation period, so usually no time is

lost [148,149].

After many observation periods, daughter ion spectra arising from the decays of

the selected parent ions have been accumulated in computer memory. The daughter ion

spectra corresponding to the decays of [M+fil+, [M+Na]+ and [M+Ag]+ ions of GGF a¡e

shown i¡ Fig. 4.2þ), 4.2(c) and 4.2(d).It can be seen from Fig. 4.2(a) that although the

resolution in the reflected specmlm is better and the background signals are smalle¡ than

for the di¡ect spectrum; the reflected spectrum is more complicated. The time scale

calibration for daughter ions from metastable decompositions diffe¡s from the pâ¡ent ion

time calibration [see Eq. (2-7)], producing, in effect, several superimposed mass specrra.

In the high-mass pan of the reflected mass spectrum, the cationized molecules [M+tIl*,

[M+Na]+ and [M+Ag]+ are prominenr. Although daughter ions are also present in this

spectrum, they are not usually readily distinguished f¡om other fragments because thei¡

intensities are quite low. However, they are readily observed in the conelated (i.e.

daughter ion) specna. It is clear that this method is fairly efficient at separating useful

events from background; for example, the peak conesponding to the 155 u decay ion is

prominent in the conelated spectrum of Fig. 4.2(c), but is barely visible in Fig. 4.2(a).

Since the daughter ion specEa a¡e much simpler than the overall reflected specFum of

Fig. 4.2(a), unambiguous assignment of decay pathways can often be made.

Although the option has not yet been utilized very often, it is also possible to

generate "parent ion" mass specEa of selected daughter ions. This is obvious from the

principle described above. In this case, a time window is selected for detection of a given

daughter ion in detector 2, and the correlated neutral fragments deteoted in detector 1 are

¡ecorded. The recorded neutrals, which have approximately the same flight time as their
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parent ions, thus correspond to a parent ion spectrum. As rema¡ked in $4.2.1, the recorded

neutral peaks are broadened by kinetic energy released upon fragmentation. In general this

will not be a serious problem, because such spectra nonnally contain very few peaks, and

high resolution is not necessa¡y to resolve them or to measure their time centroids, at

least for a simple mixture.

4.3.2 Efficiency of the Correlated Measurement

The conelated data can also be used to estimâte the probability of detecting a

decay event. For a given decay, the number of events when both neutral and charged

fragments a¡e detected, (i.e. the number of "coincidences" [N"o¡rl) is measured by the

number of counts in that peak in the correlated spectra [Fig.  .2($,  .2@) a¡d 4.2(d)].

The totai number of daughter ions detected from this decay (N*) is measured by the

number of counts in the corresponding peak in the overaìl reflected spectrum tFig. 4.2(a)1.

The ratio N"oir1N. is therefore a di¡ect measu¡e of the probability of detecting a neutral

fragment when the corresponding daughter ion has been detec¡ed, i.e. the efficiency en

fo¡ detection of the neuual fragment. Fig.4.3(a) shows the ratio \oinA{+ for [M+FIj+

decays in GGF and leu-enkephalin. As might be expected, the ratio decreases as the

energy En of the neutral fragment becomes smaller 

- 
from en-507o at En=6 kev to

e;207o at Er=| lçsY.

The total number of neutrals detected from decay of a given parent ion is given

by the number of counts in that peak in the neuual spectrum [Fig. 4.1(b)]. By an

argument simila¡ to the one above, the ratio of \or (for all peaks) to the total number

of neuEals detected gives the average efficiency e*for detecting charged daughters from
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the decay of a given parent when the corresponding neuEal fragment has been observed,

although in this case the efficiency for individual daughter ions cannot be determined.

Fig. 4.3(b) shows the average efficiency e* for detecting charged daughters as a function

of secondary ion acceleration voltage for [M+FI]* and [M+Na]+ decay in GGF. The large

diffe¡ence in e* between the [M+FI]+ and [M+Na]+ daughters at 5 kV arises because of

the different decay pattems; a substantial fraction of the [M+Na]+ ions decay by emission

of Na+, which has a small detection efficiency because of its low energy. No information

is available on the variatíon of efhciency with daughter ion mass, but the effect is

expected to be much smaller than with the neutrals, because the positive ions are

accelerated across 1 kV before striking the detector.

It should be noted that these efficiencies a¡e overall figures. they take into account

all losses in the spectrometer and in the detection system, such as attenuation in the

mirror grids, particles that miss the detectors, and particles that strike detecto¡s but a¡e

not recorded. It is clear from Fig. 4.3 that sEong conelations exist between ion and

neutral efficiencies as a function of m'lm. These effects a¡e included in the measured en

and e*. If we assume that other correlations are small, we may estimate the efficiency of

detecting both charyed urd neutral fragments from any decay as the product (ene*), or

-257o for a typical decay where m'=rn/2. This eff,rciency is obtained simuluneously for

all parent ions.

Since our earlier reports on daughter ion measu¡ements [169,199], we have

enlarged the front apertu¡e of the ion mir¡or and increased the accelerating voltage; these

improvements have given an increase in the overall efhciency (ene*) by an order of

magnitude Í200-2021. They have also enabled observation of additional decay channels,

as shown in Fig. 4.2c. The efficiencies may be compared wirh those observed in other
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types of tandem instrument. In these spectrometers, stable ions may be lost at the ent¡a¡ce

slit of MS-i or en route through the spectrometer, while metastable parents may decay

before reaching the decomposition region. If more than one parent ion is to be examined,

the efficiency of MS-1 is reduced correspondingly. Similar effects occur in MS-2, where

scanning produces large losses unless an array detector is used.

4.4 DAUGHTER ION RESOLUTION AND SENSITIVITY

4.4.1 Daughter lon Mass Resolution

Unit mass resolution is obtained for parent ions of peptides of masses up to

several thousand u by the use of the reflector, as illusnated in $3.3.2 However, as

¡emarked above, daughter ions do not spend enough time in the mir¡o¡ to reap full benefrt

from its effect, so the resolution for daughter ions deteriorates significzurtly as m'lm

decreases. Fig. 4.4(a) illustrates this effect for the mass 2781279 u daughter ion doublet

from leucine enkephalin [169]; the two components are not resolved in the no¡mal

daughter ion spectrum from [M+H]+ decay. For the same reason the Na+ daughter ion

peak in Fig. 4.3(c) is very wide. The problem is accentuated for peptides of larger mass,

since in this case there may be many daughte¡ ions with small m'/m, so theû peaks merge.

Fig 4.5(a) shows a section of the low mass spectrum from unimolecular decay of the

IM+Fil* ion of the peptide d-neoendorphn (mlz 1227) 1200]; again the daughters are

eompletely unresolved. This is a serious difficulty because the lower ponion of the

daughter-ion mass spectrum is often extremely important for proper interpretation of the
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peptide structure, as pointed out by Sato et al 12031
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Figure 4.4 Daughter ion doublet from the [M+II]* parent ion of leucine enkephalin
(MW=555 u) with the minor optimized (a) for the parent ion and (b) for the daughter.
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peptide structue, as pointed out by Sato et al [203].

Fortunately there is a simple solution to this problem. As discussed in 92.2.2, it

is possible to optimize the reflector for examination of a panicular daughter ion of mass

iz' by reducing the electric field in the mi¡ror to a value that gives the same flight time

t for the daughter as previously obtained for the parent ion. This requires the reduction

of the miÍor voltage to a fraction nt'lm of its previous value. The mass m" of another

daughter ion can then be determined f¡om its flight time t** by an equation similar to

Eq.(2-7).

2t** -t" *j
tmt

(4-1)

Under this condition, the parent ions and daughters of mass appreciably greater

than rn' pass through the reflector, so only pa-rt of the overall daughter ion spectrum can

be examined at one time. The results of this technique are clearly indicated in Fig. 4.4(b)

where reduction of the mir¡or voltage to oprimize the resolution for mass 279 u yields a

well-¡esolved doublet [200,202]. The improvement is even more d¡amatic when examining

daughters from parent ions of large mass. Fig. 4.5(b) shows a sâme portion of the

daughter ion spectrum (-240 to 280 u) as in Fig. 4.5(a), with the mirror voluge optimized

fo¡ mass 278 u, the completely uüesolved daughter ions in Fig. 4.5(a) are well separated

now. Of course, this procedure requires examination of the daughter ion spectrum in

several segments, so the efficiency is reduced, but it would appear that the exEa

measuring time can usually be justified by the improvement in resolution and the

additional information produced.
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4.4.2 Daughter lon S ensitivity

High sensitivity in femtomole range is achieved for parent ions in the reflecting

TOF mass spectrometer as shown in $3.5. In principle, a high sensitivity for daughter ions

is also expected because of the high efficiency of the correlated daughter ion

measurement as illustrated in $4.3. In practice, measurements of daughter ion spectra by

our technique depend on various additional factors such as the rate of the metastable

decay of the parent ion, the detection efficiency for the neutral fragment and the daughter

ion transmission. Comparing with parent ions, there a¡e two additional facto¡s affecting

the daughter ion transmission.

First of all, daughter ions may have a Iarger radial velocity distribution because

of the kinetic energy released in metastable decomposition. As shown in $2.5.3, the

transmission of parent ions can be improved by reducing the angular spread of the beam

with the electrostaric lens. However, this is not feasible fo¡ daughter ions. It has been

observed that when the lens is turned on, a daughter ion peak is split into two peaks, so

the resolution and the ratio of signal-to-background deteriorated in spite of the increase

in counts. The doublet appears because some parent ions decay before the lens, others

decay after the lens, The daughter ions from the parents that decomposed before the lens

spend some time passing through the lens while those from parents that decompose after

the lens do not. The additional angular spread of the daughter ion may be significant,

although the average kinetic energy ¡elease in metastable decay is usually <100 meV

t2041.

Secondly, there is a lateral or radial displacement between a parent ion and its

daughter (see Fig. 2.1) in the plane of the ion trajectory. This is caused by the non-
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perpendicular reflection and different penetration depths between parents and daughters

in mirror. In our case, the incident angle is -1.5o, and the effective mi¡ror depth for a

parent ion is -62.5 cm, the maximum displacement is -3 cm between daughter ions of

mass close to zero and those close to the parent. This spread cannot þ reduced by the

lens. It seems necessary to increase the size of the detector 2 to improve the transmission

of the daughter ions. However, if the daughter ion spectrum is measured in seve¡al

sections as described above, then the lateral spread is not a serious problem since only

the daughter ions whose flight paths are close to their parent are important in each

section.

Although the daughter ion sensitiviry is affected by many additional factors such

as those mentioned above, almost complete daughter ion spectra from leu-enkephalin,

met-enkephalin and bradykinin have been observed with samples of '200 femtomoles

11961. Fig. 4.6 shows the daughter ion spectrum from 200 femtomoles of bradykinin. In

the thee sections illustrated, the mirro¡ voltages were set to optimize the resolutions of

parent (1064 u), daughter (527 u) and daughter (302 u) respectively. Considerable

structual information can be extracted from such daughter ion spectra. Fig. 4.7 shows the

upper section of the daughter ion spectrum from both 100 and 50 femtomoles of

bradykinin. These spectra were taken unde¡ the same conditions as those in Fig. 4.6.

4,5 DAUGHTER ION MASS CALIBRATION AND ACCURACY

The mass of a daughter ion can be determined by optimizing the minor for the

given daughter, as described in Eqs. (2-11) and (2-12). This has been used to determine
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the masses of daughter ions for several compounds. The minor voltages V'^ and, V^,

corresponding to the respective optimal values for daughter and parent ions we¡e

measured with a high voltage probe and a digital voltmeter. If the mass of the parent ion

is known, then the daughter ion masses can be calculated from Eq. (2-I2), i.e.

,EtV:nt =m_=m_EV
¡n

Table 4.2 shows the measured and calculated masses of daughter ions from

decompositions of [M+H]* of leucine-enkephalin. It can be seen that most measured
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TABLE 4.2 Daughter Ions From Leucine-Enkephalin [M+H]-

Daughter Ion Mass m'

Experimental Calculated Âm=m'"*n¡m'"","

443.20
425.t5
397.r4
336.t7
279.16
278.06
262.1r
22r.08
20s.09
r77.10
136.09
120.08

443.r9
425.18
397.r9
336.19
279.17
278.tt
262.t2
221.09
205.10
1',77.10

136.07
120.08

0.01
-0.03
-0.05
-0.02
-0.01
-0.0s
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00

Pa¡ent Ion Mass 556.28

masses agree with calculated masses very well. The maximum experimental error of

Ám7m'is only -1.8x10'a at m'=2,g.rr u, this is probably caused rargely by the accuracy

of the digital voltmeter used in the experiment. The maximum e¡ror could be induced due

to the accuracy of the voltmeter is

rmt .,, I l.
;t=^/r7*7)

where Âv is the accuracy of the meter which is 5x10.a volt, and v, and v is the readings

of the meter conesponding to V,." and Ç respectively. For the daughter ion of m,=27g.1 I
u, this gives maximum possible error of ÁmJm,=i,1x10-a.

The procedure described above gives improved resorution and yields an accurate

value for the mass of a given daughter ion as shown in rast section and rable 4.2, but is
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rather tedious. Normally however, the daughter ion masses are determined from Eq. (2-7),

ivith the mirror at its voltage settings optimum for the parent ion [Eq. (2-17)], or from Eq.

(4-1), in case the daughter ion spectrum is measured in more than one section. As

mentioned in $2.2.3.3, considering the changes of the optimum mirror volrage setting due

to the effect of the initial energy distribution in the acceleration region and possible

defects in the mirror, some small correction may be needed for Eq. (2-7). Fig. 4,8 shows

a comparison of measured [i.e. calculated from measured flight times using Eq. (2-7)] and

known masses for daughter ions ftom the decay of CsI cluster, Since the correction to Eq.

(2-7) is very small for an ion initial energy of several eV, a large part of the deviations

are probably caused by non-linearities in the potential disfibution within the mir¡or as

Á(#)

0.000
olsolaoltolo0.5

m'
m

Figure 4.8 Differences in the ratio ¡z'lz as measu¡ed [i.e. calcurated from measured
flight times using Eq. (2-7)) and, rhe known mass ¡ario foi daughter ions from rh" ã;;;tof CsI clusters.
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shown in $3.3.2. The maximum difference in the m'lnt ratio is -2x10'3, but the points lie

on a smooth curve rvith scatter S10'4. If this is used as a calibration curve, it appears that

daughter ion masses can be determined to a small fraction of a mass unit for parent ions

of masses up to several thousand units. The results fo¡ daughter ion measurements of

peptides shown in chapter 5 support this conclusion. As will be seen, the errors in

daughter ion mass determination arise mainly from the inaccuracy in determining the peak

centroid due to low ¡esolution, low signal-to-background ratio o¡ low statistics. Sometimes

several calibration compounds may be needed to cover a wider daughter ion mass range.

Peptide compounds such as leucine-enkephalin have also been used as calibration

compounds since the daughter ion masses have been measured and determined already.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE
REFLECTING TOF MASS SPECTROMETER

5,1 INTRODUCTION

The unique capabilities of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, such as high

sensitivity, high mass range, and fast and simultaneous recording of aìl masses, have

made it attractive in many applications. The installation of an ion mi¡ror in a TOF mass

spectrometer not only improves the resolution and the ratio of signal to background, but

also enables measurement of daughter ion masses from a parent that decomposes in the

first leg of the flight path. The latter feature of the reflecting instrument has given

considerable advantages in molecular stability studies, molecular chemical structure and

mixture analysis. Many samples, inorganic and organic (mostly peptides), have been

analysed with the ¡eflecting instrument, and particularly by the MSMS method described

in the preceding chapter. Some of the ¡esults obtained with the reflecting insrrument a¡e

presented below; they also illustrate the analytical capability of the instrument. To identify

the ionic fragments ofpeptides, a symbolism suggested by Roepstorff and Fohlman [205],

and subsequently endorsed in slightly modified form by Biemann and Ma¡tin [40], has
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been adopted in this thesis. A detailed explanation is given in Appendix B.

5.2 MEASUREMENTS OF DÀUGHTER ION SPECTRA OF CsI CLUSTERS

The importance and the development of cluster studies a¡e well documented

1206,20':1. Clusters, finite aggregates containing 2-104 particles, commonly play the very

fundamental role of bridging the gap from atoms and molecules to the bulk. Studies of

their properties provide ways and means to explore and unde¡stand the gradual transition

from molecula¡ to condensed matter systems; they are valuable in many areas of physics,

materiai science and industry.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry with keV primary panicles is a means of

generating cluster ions and studying thei¡ ¡elative stability [207]. Cluster ions formed by

pafiicle bombardment represent a sensitive probe for the investigation and elucidation of

the sputtering and ionization mechanisms, which may also contribute to the understanding

of the desorption process of involatile organic molecules.

The reflecting TOF instrument with conelated mass measurement provides a

useful tool for studying the structure and stability of cluster ions. CsI is a good test case

fo¡ metastable ion analysis because of its simple structure. Measuoments of CsI clusters

may also be useful in studies of more complex organic molecules for purposes such as

daughter ion mass calibration shown in $4.5. The stability of CsI clusters has been

investigated in our laboratory by using the linear TOF insuument with ¡etarding grids, and

clusters with n>7 were found to be metastabie t1331. With the reflecting instrument and

the MSÀtfS method discussed in the preceding chapter, such studies can be carried out
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more easily and with much b€tter resolution and accuracy.

The CsI targets were prepared by vacuum deposition, and they were irradiated

with a several nA d.c. primary ion beam for -5 min before taking the spectra. The target

i¡¡adiation was performed here to increase the yields for big cluster ions [131]. The

primary ion energy used in the experiments was 10 keV, and the secondary ions were

accelerated to 12.5 keV. The post-accelerating voltage applied to the electron converter

detector was 1 keV. An example of the ¡eflected spectrum of CsI is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Daughter ion spectra from metastable decays of the (CsI)nCst pa.rent ions up to n=24 have

also been taken; four daughter ion spectra from four parents were taken at a time, because

of the limitations of the computer memory. The daughter ion spectra of the parent ions

of n=9 to 16 along with the respective reflected spectra are shown in Fig. 5.1. Although

intensity of the parent ion peaks goes down dramatically after n)10 [see Fig.S.1(a)],

daughter ion peaks remain intense. For this simple inorganic sample, the reflected

spectrum shows most of the daughter ions and their relative probability for each ejected

cluster. The daughter ion specEa are used to identify the decay paths of their parents. A

daughter ion spectrum has the advantage of separating the useful events from background.

This is particularly useful in dealing with daughters of low ¡elative abundance. Fig. 5.2

shows the daughter ion spectra of parents of n=1 to 4 along with the reflected specmrm.

The decay paths (CsI)Cs+ -+Cs++CsI and (CsI)2Cs+-rCsr+(CsI)2 cannot been seen i¡ the

reflected spectrum, but are clearly visible in the daughter ion spectra; similar results have

been obtained for other decay channels, such as (CsI)5Cs+-+(CsI)Cs++(CsI).. Some decay

paths, such as (CsI)2Cs+-+(CsI)Cs++CsI, are not very obvious from the reflected spectrum

but are clearly visible in the daughter ion spectra. These daughter ions could not be seen

in our early investigation 1136,137l due to their low intensity; the present result is a direct
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Table 5.1 Major Decay Paths Observed for (CsI)oCs+ with n=1-16

P (n) 10 11 12 13 t4 i5 16

L2 13

t3 15

9 11

I0 t2

l1

11

t2

13

31456789
35678910
4

D (n) Cs' Cs" 1

1

P (n)= p¿¡sr¡ Ions Cluste¡ Number n; D (n)=þ¿ughter Ions Cluster Number n.

consequence of the improved efficiency of the correlated measurement [200] as discussed

in $.4.3.2. Most of the dâughter ions are formed by losing 1 or 2 neutral CsI groups;

however, 3 or 4 CsI losses have also been observed. The major decay paths observed fo¡

(CsI)nCs+ parents with n=1-16 are listed in Table 5.1.

The relative stability of the clusters can be obtained from a reflected spectrum.

Sínce this is equivalent to measuring the spectrum >10 ¡.rs after the ion emission (-10 ps

for the fi¡st cluster parent ions), the cluster distribution reflected by the mirror is

somewhat simila¡ to that obtained in a sector field instrument (Fig. 5.3 [133-135]). For

this plot, all the peaks corresponding to a product cluster at n are integrated, e.g. for n=7,

the peaks labelled 7, 8--+7 and 9-+7 ue integrated. For n>10, this corresponds to a

distribution of daughter ions since very few parents are detected. As expected, n=13 is

heavily favoured as a daughter ion while n=14 and 15 daughter ions a¡e suppressed.

Ejected cluster ions with n=13 [see Fig.s.1(b)] do not exhibit anomalous stability. This

is consistent with the observations and conclusions made by Ens et al with the linea¡ TOF

instrument [133], since the charged alkali-halide clusters with a high degree of cubic

symmetry, e.g., 3x3x3 at n=13, are expected to be particularly stable, and the addition of

CsI molecules to these sructures should have low binding energies.
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5.3 DAUGHTER ION SPECTRA AS A PROBE OF MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

ÀND REACTION PATHWAYS FOR THREE SMALL PEPTIDES

5.3.1 Introduction

The advantages of daughter ion mass spectra for structure and reaction pathway

analysis of ions have been well documented [40,42,150,151]. The use of the reflecting

TOF mass spectrometer to analyze daughter ion mass specEa of metastable ions has been

described in chapter 4. Some representative spectra have been presented for the

decomposition of cationized molecules of glyycylglycylphenylalanine (GGÐ; similar

results have been obtained f¡om leucine-enkephalin and methionine-enkephalin. Since our

early reports on these compounds 1169,1861, more decay paths have been observed and

better signal-to-background ratios have been obtained for the daughter ion spectra; again

this is because of the improved efficiency of the cor¡elated measurement [200]. The

daughter ion spectra, which can be analyzed with greater simplicity and less ambiguity

than "dùect" specEa, are strongly influenced by the identity of the bound cation (H+, Na+,

Kr, or Ag+). Many of the daughter ions a¡e formed by known reactions, yielding

structural and sequence information. In addition, the [M+Na]+ and [M+Ag]+ ions

decompose by a previously unreported pathway [169], namely, rearrangement of a C-

terminal carboxyl oxygen (as OH) onto the daughter ion containing the N terminal. This

is, in fact, the main channel for [M+Na]+ decay and accounts for large fraction of

[M+Ag]+ decompositions. This assignment is supported by l8O-labelling studies of the

C terminal of GGF. The spectra also illusuate the performance and capabilities of the

instrument. It is interesting that, after our paper was submitted for publication, and after
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the publication of the paper [169], several other groups d¡ew similar conclusions about

the oxygen migration from the C terminus in FABMS using conventional tandem

instruments [208-212), and it was claimed as a useful "novel" reaction pathway in two

recent publications 1211,2121.

5 .3 .2 Experimental

The peptide samples (Sigma Chemical Co.) were used as supplied. Labelling of

the C terminus of CGF with 18O was based on a method described in the literature

[213].*1 To about 0.1 mg of peptide were added ca.20 ltL of Hr18O (97 atom 7o r8O;

Merck, Sharp and Dohme (Canada) Ltd.) and ca. 1 ¡iL of 3 M HCI in a sealed vial. After

76 h at 42.5 oC volatiles were ¡emoved by evaporation and the residuel was analysed in

the reflecting TOF mass spectrometer. This analysis indicated ca. 50Va incorporation of

18O into the peptide. For mass spectrometric study, a few micrograms of each sample, at

a solute concentration of ca. 1 mgiml in methanol, was either electrosprayed onto the

metal surface of aluminized Mylar film, or deposited from methanol or o.LVo aqueous

TFA solution to give a ttrin solid deposit on 12-50 mm2 of an etched silver or

nitrocellulose surface. The spectra of l8O labelled GGF was reported earlier [169]; the

other spectra of these three peptides presented in this thesis are spectra updated from the

earlier version [169]. For these spectra, the samples were dissolved in 0.17a aqueous TFA

instead of methanol, and the sample solutions were deposited on etched silver su¡faces

for GGF and leucine-enkephalin, and on nitrocellulose surfaces fo¡ methionine-enkephalin.

*lThe 
labelling was done by Dr. lVestmore in the Chemistry department of the

University of Manitoba.
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The secondary ions were accelerated to -13 keV in these experiments instead of -5 keV

as in the early experiments [169], to improve the efficiency of the conelated

measurements.

5.3 .3 Results and Discussion

5,3.3.1 Glycylglycylphenylalanine (GGF)

NH2 - CH2- C

The spectra of GGF were shown in Fig. 4.2 and 4.3 in chapter 4, as an illustration

of the principle of the corIelated MSIr¡fS measurement. A comparison between the peaks

labelled IM+Fil* and [M+Na]+ in the direct and neutral spectra (Fig. 4.2a) and the

daughter ion spectra for decomposition of [M+FII+ and [M+Na]+, presented in parts b and

c of Fig. 4.2, respectively, shows that [M+Na]+ ions undergo significantly less extensive

decomposition. This indicates that [M+Na]+ ions surviving the accele¡ation period (ca.

10-7s) are significantly more stable than conesponding surviving [M+FI]* ions. The

results are summarized in Table 5.2. Two points can be made immediately. First,
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TABLE 5.2 Daughfer Ion Spectra of Cationized Molecules of GGF

Parent ion mass

exptl (calcd)
Daughter ion mass Assignmentu'b Mass difference

exptl (calcd) (Positive ions) (exptl-calcd)

IM+FIl*
280.15 (280.13)

IM+Na]+
302.10 (302.12)

¡M+lo7A91*
386.00 (386.03)

223.t3 (223.tr)
166.08 (i66.09)
120.08 (i20.08)
115.07 (i 15.05)
1 14.07 (114.04)

r88.03 (188.07)
169.96 (170.06)
15s.02 (1s5.05)
22.98 (22.99)

328.94 (329.00)
281.88
282.97

271.95 (27r.99)
238.94 (238.96)
22s.96 (225.98)
220.86 (220.95)

Y2+2
Yi2
13+1

B2
(B2Y)2

Yl+1+Na
Yr+1+Na-HrO
B2+ 17+Na
Na

339.97 (340.02) Ar-1+Ag

0.02
-0.01

0.00
0.02
0.03

-0.04
0.10

-0.03
-0.01

-0.0s
-0.06

193.03 (192.9s) A2-1+Ag
181.90 (181.94) Br+17+Ag

uI:=CsHeN; B2=CaH7N2O2; Yt=CeH1sNO2; Y2=C11H13N2O3.
2=2H.
see Appendix B for the notations used in the assignments.

Y2+i+Ag
?

?

Yt+1+Ag
B2+17+Ag
Ir+Ag
Br-1+Ag

-0.04
-0.02
-0.02
-0.09
0.08

-0.04

bAssumes 1=H;

considerable variation in the stabilities and decomposition pathways of the different

cationized molecules is apparent. Second, information about ion decomposition can be

extracted ftom the reflected and daughter ion mass spectra with greater simplicity and less

ambiguity than from a direct mass spectrum. The second point is particularly important

because matrix effects and the presence of impurities in the sample a¡e minimized. In this

respect the advantages of the present technique are similar to those of daughter ion studies

made by other methods. As will be shown late¡, structural info¡mation for other small
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peptides can also be readily obtained.

Before discussing the structural detail that can be derived from the daughter ion

spectra, it is appropriate to assess the confidence that can be placed on the measured

masses by comparing experimental and calculated masses (most abundant isotopes) based

on the assignments given. As shown in Table 5.2, the calculated masses of parent and

daughter ions a¡e consistently within 0.1 u of the experimental masses. The largest

differences a¡e associated with small peaks. For such peaks, poor counting statistics mean

that centroid determination is imprecise. The small errors of the error for k¡own ions

means that, for all ions, the nominal masses are not in doubt, and the assignments are

expected to be quite accurate. (For the relatively low mass ions studied here the concept

of nominal mass is still meaningful.)

The formation of some daughter ions can be explained by bond fissions

accompanied by incorporation of up to two extra hydrogen atoms or a metal câtion to

give ion structures expected to b€ stable. Specifically, these are B2,Yf2, Y2+2, and I3+1

(see Appendix B for the notations), which a¡e known fragmentations [40], together with

the silver analogues Yt+i+Ag, Y2+1+Ag and I3+Ag etc (see Table 5.2). Sequence

information can be obtained directly from some of these.

A significant new fïnding is the appearance in these specEa of abundant

B2+17+Na and B2+17+Ag daughter ions. These represent a major channel of decay from

[M+Na]+ and [M+Ag]+, respectively, and have no analogue among the daughter ions from

[M+Fq*. These ions æe not analogues of C,r+2, i.e. Cn+l+Na/Ag, thât have been reported

in peptide mass specua [40]. The latter ions would correspond to B2+16+Na/Ag. At the

same time, when Nar or Ag+ is bound to the peptide molecule, the fragmentations leading

to B, and Y r+2 (or thei¡ Na or Ag analogues) are suppressed. This implies that the metai
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ions are bound to the peptide in such a way that peptide bond fission is prevented.

Chelation of the peptide to the metal ions offers an attractive mechanism for reducing the

number of decomposition channels and diverting the fragmentation along altemative

pathways. It is known that, in solution, Na+ binds preferentially ro peptide carbonyls

12141. If this is also true in the gas phase, then the decomposing form of [M+Na]r may

be as depicted in Scheme L Although Na+ attachment to the ca¡bonyl oxygen increases

the double bond character of the amide CN bond, it also makes the ca¡bon atom more

susceptible to nucleophilic attack. (The r¿¿¡ result of these competing effects may be quite

sensitive to the actual cation that is bound.) The hydroxyl of the terminal carboxyl group

is suitably placed for just such attack and thereby to rigger the rearrângement shown,

which leads also to stable neutral species. Thus, B+17+Na/Ag is assigned as

B+OH+Na/Ag. This even-electron species is to be prefened over an alternarive
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assignment such as the odd-elecron species B+NH3+Na/Ag. The alternative assignment

has several problems: it is not apparent where to place the two rearranged hydrogens,

even-electron p ent ions tend to decompose to even-electron tather than odd-electron

daughters, and it is difficult to conceive of stable neutral species that could be eliminated.

Support for the mecha¡ism proposed in Scheme I is provided by l8o-labelling studies to

be described later.

The natu¡e of the binding of Ag+ to the peptide is not well documented. If we

assume, from the well-known complexing of Agr by amines, that Ag+ binds preferentially

+Hr.N Ag o.... 
_ NH--

1 t',"1 -cHCH2c6Hs

Hzc. / '\ 
i\c- -c+z,']o-c*V""- **,-""' H \O

o
[M + As]

to the primary amino group and note that Agr has a strong tendency to form collinea¡

bonds, then it is geometrically possible for Ag+ to also bind to the second peptide

carbonyl removed form the peptide N terminus, as shown in the structure. (Note that this

is not possible for the peptide carbonyl first removed from the N terminus.) Such a

structure could undergo a decomposition similar to that depicted in Scheme I for

IM+Na]+.

5.3.3.2 Leucine-enkephølin and methionine-enkephalín.

Fig. 5.4 shows daughter ion specEa for the various cationized molecules of læu-

enkephaiin [2i5] deposited on an etched silver surface. Fig. 5.5 shows a pafiiai reflected
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ion spectrum and daughter ion spectra of [M+[Il+ and [M+Ag]r for Met-enkephalin [216]

deposited on a nitrocellulose surface; some peaks labelled with asterisks in the reflected

spectrum result from daughters of metastable parent ions. It is interesting that for

methionine enkephalin, strong silver adducted moleculal ions have been observed even

when the sample solution (dissolved in 0.17o aqueous TFA) was deposited on a

nitrocellulose surface, which had been elecrosprayed on a silver foil backing, and the foil

was thought to be fully covered with nitrocellulose. It can be seen from the reflected

spectrum that the [M+Ag]+ doublet is intense and there are no Ag+ peaks in the spectrum.

The rn/z 107 peak is a fragment from tyrosine, not from silver, because silver ions would

appear as a doublet, rntz 107 and rn/z 109 u, with respective relative abundances of

51.837o and 48.77Vo. This phenomenon has not been observed for GGF and leucine-

enkephalin deposited on the nitrocellulose surface. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarize the

x2 
" za Y4

2 and 3: Rl = CH2C6H40H; R2
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TABLE 5.3, Daughter Ion Spectra of Cationized Molecules of Leu-Enkephalin

Pa¡ent ion Mæs
expd (calcd)

Daughter ion mass

expü (calcd)
Assignrnentu'b
(positive ion)

nass difference
(exp -calcd)

lM+Hl* C28H38N5O7

556.31 (556.29)
425.22 (425.18)
397.20 (397.19)
393.18 (393.21)

336.19 (336.19)
279.08 (279.t'1)
278.16 (278.11)
262.28 (262.12)
234.38 (234.12)
221.06 (221.09)
205.19 (205.10)
177.05 (r'17.r0)
136.04 (136.07)
132.17 (r32.r0)
t20.22 020.08\

B4

Y4+2
Y3+2
Y2+2
B3
(84Y4)3+l
(A4Yd3+l
D2
(84Y3)2+1
(44Y3)2+1
Il+l
Y L+2
14+ I

0.04
0,01

-0.03

0.00
-0.09

0.05
0.16
0.26

-0.03
0.09

-0.05
-0.03
0.07
0.14

lM+Nal+
q8H3?N5O?Na
5'18.28 (578.26)

465.13 (465.17\
419.13 (4r9.t'1)
358,19 (358.17)
318.11 (318.i 1)

84+17+Na
Aa- 1+Na
Y3+1+Na
B3+17+Na

-0.04
.0.04

0.02
0.00

IM+Kf
qsH3TNsO?K
594.23 (594.20)

435.14 (435.14)

333.19 (333.10)
316.95 (317.13)
276.21 (276.0't)
38,62 (38.96)

A4-l+K
q+l+K
Y3+l+K
Cz+l+K
K

0.00
0.09
-0.02

0.14
-0.03

¡M+lo7Ag¡*
QgH3r\OrAg
662.17 (662.17)

549.02 (549.09)
531.04 (531.08)
503.05 (503.08)
442.07 (442.09)
40t.99 (402.02)
384.01 (384,01)

356,07 (356.02)

326.67 (326.99)

B4+17+Ag
Ba-1+Ag
Aa-1+Ag
Y3+1+Ag
83+17+Ag
B3-1+Ag
A3-1+Ag
B2-i+Ag

-0.07
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
.0.03

0.00
0.05

-0.32

-[M+2Na-Hf

cb8H36\o?Nâ2
600.22 (600.U)
qBH3óN507Na=Q

493.09 (493.19)
436.93 (437.18)
418.90 (419.1?)

379.99 (380.16)
338.86 (339.10)
322.99 (323.13)
28r.92 (282.A8)
225.29 (225.06)

t'7 5 .94 (t7 6 .07)

Q-CH2C6H4OH
Ya+2Na
Aa-l+Na
Y3+2Na
C.+2Na
Y2+2Na
C2+2Na
Ct+2Na
Yt+2Na

.0.10

.0,25

.0.2'l

.0.17

.024
-0.14
.0.16

0.23
.0.13

bAssumes Þry 2=2Hi l6=Nll,; 17=OH.
'Earlier results ll69l.
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TABLE 5,4. Daughter Ion Spectra of Cationized Molecules of Met-Enkephalin

Parent ion Mass Daughter
exptl (calcd) exptl

Assignmentu'b mass difference
(positive ion) (exptl-calcd)

10n mass
(calcd)

lM+FIl*
cb7H36Nso?s
574.27 (s'74.23)

443.20 (443.19)
425.25 (425.t8)
4r1.t7 (4t1.t7)
397.24 (397.19)
3s4.1s (354.15)
297.23 (297.t3)
278.20 (278.rt)
262.10 (262.12)
233.83 (234.12)
220.96 (22t.09)
20s.0i (20s.10)
177.09 (t77.r0)
150.03 (150.06)
r35.77 (136.07)
119.88 (120.08)

B4+17+H
B4
Y 4+2
A4
Y j+2
Y2+2
B3
(84Y4)3+
(44Y4)3+
B2
(84Y3)2+
(44Y3)2+
Yf2
I1+1
14+1

0.01
0.07
0.00
0.0s
0.00
0.10
0.09
-0.02
-0.29
-0.13
-0.09
-0.01
-0.03
-0.30
-0.20

[M+Na]t
CrtH.uNrOrSNa
596.24 (596.22)

465.21 (465.17) B4+17+Na
419.13 (419.17) Ao-l+Na
358.19 (358.17) Yr+l+Na
318.11 (318.11) B3+i7+Na

0.04
-0.04
0.02
0.00

*¡M+K1*

cb7H36N507sK
6t2.20 (6t2.19)

434.98 (435.t4)
333.08 (333.10)
317.11 (317.13)
276.22 (276.07)

A4-1+K
Ca+i+K
Y3+1+K
q+1+K

-0.16
-0.02
-0.02

0.i5

¡M+1o7A91*

QTH,uN5OTSAg
680.1s (680.13)

618.1 1

573.18
549.16 (549.09)
531.13 (s31.08)
s17.08 (s17.07)
503.16 (s03.08)
460.11 (460.04)
402.30 (402.02)
384.03 (384.01)
3ss.96 (3s6.02)
326.90 (326.99)

?

1

84+17+Ag
Ba-1+Ag
Yo+1+Ag
A,-1+As
Y3+1+Ag
B3+17+Ag
Br-1+Ag
Ar-1+Ag
Br-1+Ag

0.07
0.05
0.01
0.08
0.07
0.28
0.02

-0.06
-0.09

bAssu-es 1=H; 2=2H; 16=NHz; 17=OH.*Earlier 
results [169].
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daughter ions obtained from cationized molecules of Leu-enkephalin and Met-enkephalin,

respectively, which differ only in the C-terminal amino acid. Since methionine has a

molecula¡ mass 18 u greater than that of leucine, it is easily possible to identify those

ions containing the C-terminal amino acid residue. ln addition to proton and sodium ion

attachment, potassium ion attachment is observed for these molecules. Although the

abundance of [M+K]+ in the specra is never large, this species is less stable than

[M+Na]+ and yields a daughter ion specrum of reasonable quality for both molecules. As

can be seen, the reflected spectrum can be very complex due to daughter ions from the

metastable decompositions of various parents, but the daughter ion spectra obtained is

much "cleane¡".

An attempt to generate [M+Cs]r ions of Leu-enkephalin by spiking the sample

with cesium iodide resulted instead in the detection of Cs+, without any evidence in the

spectrum for [M+Cs]+ (or any Cs-containing fragment ions). Attachment of Na+ ions was

geatly enhanced probably because of the Na+ impurity in the CsI sample, producing a

significant yield of [M+2Na-FIl+ ions. (Since water was not rigorously excluded during

sample preparation, it may compete with the peptide for binding of alkali-metal ions. It

has been pointed out [219] that, when water is excluded, Cs+ bonds very stongly to

oxygen in ether linkages to form stable [M+Cs]t ions.) The number and yield of daughter

ions produced by decomposition of M+2Na-Hl+, listed in Table 5.3 indicate it to be less

stable than [M+Na]+.

As before, several of the ions in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 can be directly explained by

a simple bond fission, together with the incorporation of hydrogen or metal atoms, if

necessary. From these, sequence information can readily be deduced but will not be

eiaborated upon here, since this is self-evident from the tables. Furthermore, the daughter
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ions from unimolecular decomposition of [M+FI]t a¡e similar to rhose reported by others

f2l5-2181 for collisionally induced decompositions. lnstead, some other noteworthy

features of the daughter ion spectra are now discussed.

The hydroxyl tra¡sfer mechanism proposed in Scheme I fo¡ the decomposition of

[M+Na]r and [M+Ag]+ ions of GGF can be invoked to explain the formation of

Bo+17+(Na/Ag) and Br+17+Na,/Ag) daughter ions from the enkephalins. For

Bo+17+(Na/Ag) this would be analogous to that proposed for GGF in Scheme I. The

Br+l7+(Na/Ag) ion can be regarded as the M+(Na,/Ag)l+ ion of a terrapepride and afte¡

reorganization of the metal-peptide bonds could decompose to B3+17+(Na/Ag), again by

the mechanism of Scheme I. Scheme II depicts an alternative mechanism for the

formation of Br+17+(Na/Ag) from [M+Ag]+. The presence of Bo+17+H as a daughrer ion

cH2c6Hs

+ 7z--\ _ cH ,-\ _ o

7* 
on o\"/ tn- -:(

HOC6H4CH2CH I \. ( NH

| å"" ,o. "/
oz\ I ' 17"'^'

HNNHO\"H.-cl
\\*þ [rr/ + Ag]

I
+

AqHzN

/
HOC6H4CH2CH

I

,-,Co'\
HN

o\ 
.,on

I t NH=cHCHzcoHs

CHz + j NH=CHF5

I I zco
NH\""r-cl

\
o

83+17+Ag
SCHEME 2
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of [M+II]+ of Met-enkephali¡ is an indication that an analogous decomposition reaction

can occur for protonated molecules, though less readily. Furthermore, the decomposition

reaction has not been observed for [M+K]r of either molecule, suggesting perhaps, that

the carbonyl ca¡bon is less susceptible to nucleophilic attack when K+ rather than Na+ or

Ag+ is bound to carbonyl oxygen.

In the case of the Ag-containing ions, further ions a¡e observed 18 and 46 u lower

than Bn+l7+Ag. These have been assigned as Bn-l+Ag and \-1+Ag, respectively. They

could be analogues of known Bn and \ species that are formed directly from [M+Ag]+

but might be fo¡med from Bn+l7+Ag, by simple losses of H2O or HCOOH, respectively.

The mlz 262,205,234 and 177 ions are interio¡ ftagments. The fi¡st rwo have

previously been assigned an acylium ion structu¡e [40], consistent with B-type ions as

their immediate precursors. They can be represented by a two-letter code, based on that

originally suggested [205], as (84Y4)3+1 and (BoYr)r+l, respectively. ln these codes the

fi¡st letter indicates the fi¡st bond cleaved (perhaps not implied in the original proposal),

and the last subscript denotes the number of arnino acid residues contained in the ion

fragment. (Note that this value, when subtracted from the sum of the subscripts within the

parentheses, gives the numbe¡ of amino acid residues in the intact peptide.) However, if

lll
\-2

I
t,l-1¿

+ I'
H3NCHTCONHC:C:O

o
I

H,NcH,coNH:X'- 
"-o.

(BaY3)2+1

mlz 205

(Y3Ba)2+1
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Yr+2 and Y o+2 arc their precursors, then an ammonium ion structure seems more

probable. The isomeric ion structures for mlz 205 a¡e as shown. Experimental

confi¡mation of the actual precursors has not been achieved because the correlated spectra

for decomposition of these putâtive p¡ecursor ions are too weak.

[M+K]+ ions, upon fragmentation, yield a number of sequence-related daughter

ions. Interestingly, these differ from the sequences of daughter ions from M+tIl*.

ONa

I(\t
I

f"

Y^+ZNa (m=0-3)

Most of the daughter ions from [M+2Na-l]r retain two sodium atoms. Those in

the Y'+2Na series likely have structures based on that shown. The prominence of Cr+2Na

in the C,r+2Na sequence suggests the involvement of the phenolic group of tytosine, as

shown. However, the phenolic group is not essential because even phenylalanine can fo¡m

an [M+2Na-1]+ ion [220].

5.3 3 3 t8o-IÃbelling studíes.

Labelling studies with l8O fulñlled two purposes: (a) to provide supporr for the

mechanism proposed in Scheme I a¡d (b) to evaluate the current capability of the

instrument in selecting specifically labelled parent ions fo¡ daughter ion analysis. This

+
H¡N

tr
lNu'l-llH5ltr

n f iNucHnco)" f rurcHcootta -CH-C: NH

I

ONa

Cr+2Na
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technique, of course, is well-known when double (or higher) sector, triple quadrupole, or

FT mass spectrometers are used, but has not been used frequently with TOF instruments

1169,2361.

Labelling of the C-terminal COOH group of peptides with 18O is achieved under

acidic conditions that may also promote hydrolysis of the peptide. We did succeed,

however, in achieving sufficient 18O incorporation into GGF for these studies. The extent

of incorporation was determined from the areas of the peaks in the [M+FIlr, and [M+Ag]+

regions of the reflected spectrum [169]. The P/(P+2)/(P+4) ratios were 33.9:43.7:22.4 and

44.5:40.3:15.2 for [M+FI]+ and [M+Na]r, respectively, ø¡d 23.4:46.3:25.3:4.9 for

Pl(P+2)l(P+4)/(P+6) of [M+Ag]t. (P represents the isotopic ion of lowest m/z value in the

natu¡al abundance ion group corresponding to the indicated ion type.) These ratios lead

to calculated incorporations of 43.7 , 40.3, and 48.2Vo for a single r8O and 22.4, 15.2, and

5.0Va for two 18O atoms, respectively. The [M+Na]r ratios are probably the most reliable

owing to the greater signaþackground ratio.

To study decompositions of isotopicallylabelled parent ions it is necessary to

record daughter ions in detector 2 that conespond to arrival of the associated neutral

species in detector i. In principle, a time window should be selected such that only events

corresponding to a specific isotopically labelled species a¡e used. In practice, the success

of this strategy depends upon the width of the peak corresponding to the arrival of the

neutral species. The results described here illusuate three different situations.

For decomposition of [M+!Ij+ ions the neutral species peaks observed in detector

1 with the mirror on are relatively broad. Consequently, â relatively wide time window

was selected to include all isotopically labelled components of [M+FII+. The daughter ion

spectrum [169] confrmed, as expected, that the l8O label is located on the C terminal.
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The measured P/(P+2)/(P+4) rarios for the C terminal Y ,+2 (m/z 166/l68ltj0) and y 

"+2
(223/2251227) fragments were 47.5:44.8:'1.7 and 51.6:48.4:0, respectively, i.e. close to the

values above for 18O incorporation into the intact molecule. Incorporation of l8O into the

82 ion (mlzll5) was not detected, but the signal involved was, admittedly, very small.

Thus, within experimental error, all of the 18O is located at the C terminal.

To study decomposition of [M+Na]r, it is possible to open a narrow time window

that selects individual isotopically labelled parent ions. The neutral species peak profile

is shown in Fig. 5.6a. When a narrow time window centred on 18.56 ¡rs is used to select

the mlz 302 parent (unlabelled), the B2+17+Na daughter is observed unshifted at mlz 755,

as expected [169]. (Actually, c^. SVo of the l8o-labelled daughter is recorded at mlz 757

because some neutrals ftom l8O p-"nm fall within the time window for neufals from 160

parents.) Vy'hen a narow time window centred on 18.64 ps is used to select the neutral

from mlz 304 labelled parent (Fig. 5.6a), the daughter ions a¡e ¡ecorded at mlz 155 and

las rslo l'al.z raa ed.a'¿rlo'z.z'
FLIGHT TIME (us)

Figure 5.6 Neural species peak profile for decompositions of ions from 18O-labelled

GGF; (a) [M+Na]+, (b) [M+Ag]r. (Time bins of 2 ns are used in both cases). In (a) the
flight times of neutral decay products f¡om labelled and unlabeled ions a¡e partially
resolved.

z
c0

z
f,o()
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157 in the ratio 55:45 [169]. Ideally, this ratio should be 50:50 for incorporarion of one

of the two COOH oxygens into the N-terminai daughter. The deviation is ascribed to

imperfect selection of the neutral from the mlz 304 puent by the time window; i.e. some

neuEals from mlz 302 parents are included within it. Only an oxygen transfer to the N-

terminal ion fragment, such as that proposed in Scheme I, can account fo¡ this result.

To study decomposition of [M+Ag]+ ions, it was not possible to adjust the time

window to select a neutral ftom a specifically labelled parent ion. The neutral species

peak profrle from [M+Ag]+ decompositions, shown in Fig. 5.6(b), is virtually

structureless. Adjusting the time window served only to change the isotopic percentages

in the daughter ions. Nevertheless, the extent of l8O incorporation into Br+17+Ag can be

estimated. The mlz 226/228 ratio of 51.2:48.8 gives the ratio of Ag isotopes in the Ir+Ag

ion. Assuming that this ratio is maintained in other daughter ions, the mlz 2721274/276

ratio of 22.0:51,.4:26.6 for Yr+l+Ag then yields a ratio of 42.0:58.0:0 for

1602:160180,1802. Similarly, the mlz 239/241/243 ratio of 34.0: 48.9:17 .0 yields a ratio of

65.7:31.7:2.6 for 160r:160180:180, in Br+17+Ag. Thus, it incorporates ca. 55Vo of the

18O available in the parent [M+Ag]+ ion. This is very close to the value of 507o required

to support the mechanism of Scheme I.

These results can be compared to two recent studies of decomposition of

cationized peptide molecules. In the first study, in which a reflecting TOF mass

spectrometer was used, [M+Na]+ ions of Leu-enkephalin and Met-enkephalin were

reported to give daughter ions oî mlz 377 and 464 [221]. These were assigned as C',-type

fragments (with Na+ addition) but probably correspond to the ions we observe at mlz 3I8

and 465 (Tables 5.3 and 5.4) formed by oxygen Eansfer from the C terminal. The second

study recorded the decompositions of cationized molecules of hippurylhistidylleucine in
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a triple sector (EBE) mass spectrometer 12171. The daughter ion spectra of collisionally

activated M+FII* and [M+Na]u ions, produced by xenon atom bomba¡dment of the

sample in a thioglycerol/glycerol matrix spiked with the alkali-metal chloride salt, were

quite dífferent from each other, in agreement with the present obsewations. Of particular

inte¡est to our study is a daughter ion of [M+Na]r at mlz 338+l that could correspond to

83+17+Na (in the cunent symbolism), for which mlz 339 is required.

We may also compare a secondary ion mass spectrum of 2-Ala-5-Leu-enkephalin

on etched silver, recently measured in an ion cyclotron mass spectrometer [222]. Ions

were observed at mlz 332 and 479 and assigned as inner fragments; however, these are,

in fact, the values predicted for Br+l7+Na and Br+l7+Na, respectively. The

corresponding doublets for Ag addition also appear in the spectra, although they are not

listed in the tables.

It therefo¡e appears likely that the t)?e of rearangement discussed above has been

observed previously but was unrecognized because of instrumental limitations. The

present technique has provided identification of the parent ion decaying into a given

daughter, as well as âccurate meâsurement of the daughter ion mass, both oî which arc

necessary for determination of the decay pathways. Simila¡ conclusions, or evidence

supporting the rearangement, have been reported recently by several groups using

conventional tandem mass specEometers 1208-2121.

Qualitatively, the daughter ion spectra observed in the reflecting TOF mass

specEometer are sirnila¡ to those generated by collisional activation in other types of

instruments. For instance, the daughter ion spectrum of Iæucine-enkephaJin (Fig. 5.4 a)

observed here is almost identical to that produced by collisionally activated decomposition

in a hybrid tandem mass spectrometer with EBqQ or BEqQ configuration [218]. Our
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ability to observe daughter ion specüa without resorting to co[isional activation is a

consequence of different internal energy excitation of secondary ions due to different

matrices used (solid matrix used in our studies, liquid matrix used in other types of

instruments). Also important ffe the earlier observational time frame for decompositions

in a TOF instn¡ment (10-7-10-ós) compared to rhar of sector-field (10-5-10-as), triple

quadrupole (10-4-10-3s), or F-I-ICR (10-2-100s) insrruments, as well as our ability to

observe fragmentations that occur anywhere within the first leg of the flight path of the

reflecting TOF instrument.

5.4 PEPTIDE SEQUENCING

5.4.1 Introduction

Considerable effort have been made in the development and application of mass

spectrometric methods for analysis of involatile and thermolabile biomolecules, such as

peptides and nucleotides, in particular, for sequence determination of peptides. The

application of mass spectrometry to obtain sequence information for a small peptide was

first reported thirty years ago 12231. Such measurements required chemical derivatization

to enhzurce sample volatility, but the advent of methods to produce desorbed ions directly

from a liquid o¡ solid substrate has enabled the derivatization step to be avoided. Mass

spectra of i¡volatile non-derivatized peptides can now be obtained by bombarding the

sample with energetic ions, or photons 140,2241 as discussed in chapter 1.

In spite of these advances, it is frequently difficult to extract much structural
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information from the normal FAB mass spectrum obtained in conventional mass

spectromete¡s. The peptide [M+ÉIl* ions often exhibit little fragmentation and the

fragment ions observed a¡e difficult to distinguish from artifacts, such as background ions

from a liquid matrix. These difficulties have stimulated the application of tandem mass

spectrometry i150,1511 to peptide ana.lysis, using instruments of va¡ious configurations.

As discussed in chapter 4, daughter ion mass spectra may be examined in a reflecting

TOF spectrometer with higher efficiency. Daughter ion mass spectra from unimolecular

decay of various parent ions in several small peptides of molecular mass <600 have been

presented in chapter 4 and $5.3; extensions of these measurements to a number of larger

peptides of mass up to -2000 u are presented below. As rema¡ked in $5.3, daughter ion

mass spectra from metastable decompositions a¡e affected by the measuring time scale

of the instrument and the amount of intemal energy excitation of secondary íons. These

facto¡s affect also the normal mass spectra. In some cases the reflected TOF mass spectra

may provide more sm¡c$ral information than normal FAB specEa. Examples of using

reflected TOF mass spectra in peptide sequencing will now be described. Unless

other',vise indicated, the samples used in the measurements below were obtained from

Sigma Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO, USA) and were used as supplied. The detailed

sample preparation procedures can be found in $2.4 of this thesis.

5.4,2 Peptides of Molecular Weight 21000 u

Several peptides with molecular weight >1000 has been studied here with the

reflecting instrument, and the daughter ion mass spectra from the metastable

decompositions of the [M+tIl+ ions were ¡ecorded. These include bradykinin (MW=1060,
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see $4.4.2 [196]), Phe2-41a6-LHRH (MW=1223), ad¡enocorricotropic hormone (ACTI{)

1- 10 (MW=1299), tyrothricin (a mixture of cyclic decapeptides of masses -1300 u) [225],

cr-neoendo¡phin (MW=1228) [200] and substance P (MW=1347) 12261. Many daughter

ions have been observed for each of these compounds, and considerable structure

information can be extracted from both the reflected and daughter ion spectra. The results

for Substance P and c-neoendorphin are given be1ow.

5 .4.2.l Substance P

The sample was dissolved in 0.11o aqueous TFA. A drop of this solution was

deposited, either on etched silver or on a thin film of nitrocellulose, electrosprayed onto

a conducting backing. In general, nitrocellulose substrates gave higher abundances for

200 1000 I200

Figure 5.7 Daughter ion spectrum from decomposition of [M+H]+ ions of Substance P
(on NC) \ryith the mirror voltage optimized for the parent ion.
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parent ions and high-mass daughter ions, while silver gave more metastable-ion decays

to low-mass daughter ions. The substrate used is indicated by (Ag) or (NC) in the Figure

captions. Fig. 5.7 Shows the daughter-ion spectrum from unimolecular decay of the

[M+tI]* ion of the peptide with the mirror voltage optimized for the parent ion. Many

daughter ions a¡e visible, but in the lower mass range only the most prominent ones can

be identified because of the deterioration of the resolution as m'lm decreases. As

described in $4.4, significant improvement can be obtained by measuring the spectra in

several segments, with the resolution optimized for successively lower mass values.

Several such segments are shown in Fig. 5.8 (a-e). In each case only the upper mass

region of the observed daughter ion mass spectrum (flight times -47 ps to 64 ps) is

shown, but the region from 32 to 47 ps flight time is also available for examination of

the io',ver-mass region at poorer resolution. The specual regions displayed in Fig. 5.8 (a-e)

have been chosen to be large enough to give some overlap between segments. An

example of the effects of optimizing the voltage at different values is seen by comparing

the Ar peak in Fig. 5.8 (c,d); the isotopic peak 
^t 

mlz 227 is separated only in the latter

spectrum.

No particular effort was expended in these experiments to minimize the amount

of sample used or to measure it accurately. For each target, it is estimated that -0.5 nmol

was deposited on a spot -1 cm in diameter. The primary ion beam was 13 mm diameter

so the amount of sample struck by the beam was -50 pmol. The large target area was

necessary at the time the experiment was performed, because of uncertainty in the point

of impact of the primary beam. The measurements shown in Fig. 5.8 (b-e) were all taken

on the same targel No large diminution in the intensity was observed, so it seems likely

that most of the sample could be recovered, if necessary.
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Six overlapping specüa (Fig. 5.7 & 5.8 (a-e)) along with the reflected specrrum

were used for the Substance P measurements. This number may be compared with the 48

segments required in the array detector measurements of Hill et al 11981, performed in

a four sector tandem mass spectrometer. As rema¡ked above, the six spectra (Fig. 5.7 &

5.8 (a-e)) ând the reflected spectrum were obtained from two targets, so sample

consumption was not excessive, but the time required was six times as long as the time

to take a single spectrum. Since each measurement requires -lh (with 4 kHz repetition

rate) this may be a signifrcant disadvantage in some cases. Some improvement can be

achieved by increasing the data acquisition rate so as to decrease the required measuring

time.

The major ions observpd in the Substance P daughter ion spectrum are listed in

Table 5.5, together with the assignments and their calculated values. Er¡ors a¡e found to

be <0.3 u in most cases for ions of reasonable abundance, so their assignments are

expected to be fairly reliable. Similar results have been obtained for the other peprides

(MW>1000 u) mentioned earlier. In each case a large improvement in daughter ion

resolution was obtained by measuring the specmrm in several segments, with the mi¡ror

voltage optimized for the pa¡ticulff segment observed.

It is interesting to compare the results for Substance P with normal FAB and FAB

collision-induced decomposition (CID) spectra for the same compound measured in the

four-sector tandem rnâss spectromete¡ at the Massachusetts I¡stitute of Technology (MIT)

1198,2271. For the latter instrument (Fig, 5.9a), an almost complete set of \ ions was

observed (n=1-10) together with seve¡al D,, ions (n=3,5,6,10), 82 and Cr+2 in the CID

daughter ion spectrum. The Dn ions and several An ions are missing from out daughter

ion spectra but a variety of others, including prominent \-17 and Bn-17 ions are present.
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TABLE 5.5 Daughter-ion spectra from unimolecular decay of [M+H]+ (m/z 1341.j)
ions of Substance P (Arg-Pro-Lys-Pro-Gln-Gln-Phe-Phe-Gly-Leu-Met-NH2)

t332.1
t288.'1
1002.1
984.2
966.s
854.6
837.6
735.6
718.1
707.3
690.7
607.2
590.2
579.2
562.2
501.1
473.r
365.8
354.2
276.2
27t.2
257.2
)\l )
243.2
237.r
226.1
209.1
198.1
128.9

Brr
MH-(NH,2C+NH
A8
A8-17
Y r+2
A1
A7-17
B6
B6-t7
A6
A6-17
Bs
B5-17
A5
As-17
BrYr+1 (Pro.Gln.Gln.Phe+1)
BTXr+1 (ho.Gln.Gln.Phe+1-CO)
B3-r7
A3
BrYu+1 (GIn.Phe+1)
C2+2
BuYr+1 (Gln.Gln+1)
B2
BllY2-1 (Leu.Met-1)
B2-77
A2E4Y s+l (Lys.Pro+l)
A2-17
BoXn+1 (Lys.Pro+1-CO)
Ar =R(Arg)b

1331.6
t289.6
r001.6
984.5
966.5
8s4.5
837.5
735.4
7t8.4
707.4
690.4
607.4
590.3
579.4
562.3
501.2
473.2
365.2
354.3
276.1
2't1.2
257.r
254.2
243.1
237.1
226.2
209.r
198.2
t29.t
t26.0
t20.1
115.1
rt2.1
101.1
84.1
70.1

0.5
-0.9
0.5
-0.3

0
0.1

0.1
0.2
0.3
-0.i
0.3
-0.2
-0.1
-0.2
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1

0.6
-0.i
0.1
n

0.1
0

0.1
0

-0.1

0
-0.1
-0.2

0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3

126.1 (Gln-2)c?
120.3 F(Phe)b
115.3 (Leu+2)c?
112.4 A,-17
t01.4 xiI-ys¡b7q1ctn¡b
84.3 C6H¡N¡
70.4 P(ho)b

*fhe fi¡st two measluemenls determine the cenEoid of the isotopic distributiorl so these are compared with
the calculated chemicål mâJs. The remainder determine the principal måss.
blmmonium ion deríved from ùe indicated amino acid tesidue.
cAmino acid ¡esidue=NHCHRCO,
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Figure 5.9 (a) FAB CID daughter ion mass specrrum of Substance P measured in a four-
sector tandem mass specuometer equipped with a array detector at MIT [198]. (b) SIMS
reflected mass spectrum of Substance P measured in the reflecting TOF mass
specEometer in Manitoba.
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These extend down to n=1, so appa¡ently they arise from NH, loss from the N-terminal

arginine. Such ions have been reponed previously from low-energy (-100 eV) CID of

[M+FI]r ions of arginine-containing peptides 1210,2281, and f¡om high-energy (kev) CID

of \ parent ions from Substance P 122'1). Ou¡ metastable decay daughter ion specrra

differ from the MIT FAB CID daughter ion spectra, and our reflected spectrum differs

from thei¡ normal FAB spectrum 12271. However, it is interesting to note that, apart from

some differences in relative abundance, our ¡eflected spectrum (Fig. 5.9b) is remarkably

similar to their daughter ion spectrum. Almost all the sequence ions observed in thei¡ CID

daughter ion spectrum are present as major fragment ions in our reflected spectrum. In

contrast, thei¡ normal FAB spectrum of Substance P shows a few weak, fragment ion

signals necessary for sequencing the peptide. In the FAB spectrum, the low mass range

(m/z<500) is dominated by cluster ions of glycerol, the matrix. At higher mass, some N-

terminal ions of type Cn and C-terminal ions of qpe Y,, are observable above the

background ions 12271. In our case, for this compound, the reflected specmrm provides

more complete sequence information than do the metastable decay daughter ion spectra,

in contrast to the FAB experiments for which the daughter ion spectra are more

informative than the normal spectrum.

We may suggest two possible explanations for the differences, namely the intemal

energy excitation and the time scale of the measurement. (i) The secondary ion production

takes place in a solid in our case and in a liquid matrix at MIT. Greater fragmentation

may be expected in the solid because of the increased binding. (ii) Our experiments

examine the decomposition of [M+FII+ ions produced by Cs* ion bomba¡dment of a solid

sample, where as the MIT measurements rely on excitation of the parent ions by

collisions in the gas phase. Thus, lve measrue the decay of parent ions of lifetimes
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between -0.2 ¡ts (the acceleration time) and -15 ps, with a conespondingly large range

of internal excitation energies and decay pathways. On the other hand, the parent ions

studied at MIT a¡e probably relatively homogeneous in internal energy, since ions

surviving passage though the ftst spectrometer have a low internal-energy content (life-

times >50 ps) and the amount of energy gained by collision is small. Ions resulting from

prompt decompositions, i.e. decompositions during acceleration (at times 10.2 ¡rs) are not

observed as daughters of [M+H]r in our measurements, but no such limitation exists in

the MIT experiments for decays after collisional activation. We note that this restriction

applies to otrr present metastable-ion decay experiments, but not to experiments in which

parent ions are photodissociated after acceleration [225].

5 .4.2 ,2 a-neoendorphin

This sample was also dissolved in 0.17o aqueous TFA solution and then deposited

on the nitrocellulose substrate. The full daughter ion spectrum, with the mirror optimized

for the [M+FII+ ions, is shown in Fig. 5.10, Although the daughter ions in the upper part

of the spectrum can be distinguished clearly, it becomes progtessively more difficult to

identify the daughters of lower mass as a ¡esult of the worsening resolution. As in the

case of substance P, a considerable improvement is again obtained by measuring the

daughter ion spectrum in several sections. Daughter ion spectra have been recorded for

several values of the mi¡ror voltage, with the resolution optimized for successively lower

values of the daughter ion mass. Fig. 5.11 shows a portion of each segment of such

spectra. The results are listed in Table 5.6. A nearly complete set of N-terminal ions is

observed, along with some C-terminal ions and some internal fragments. Considerable
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sequence information can be extracted from the daughter ion spectra. These spectra may

also be compared with the reflected spectrum of this compound shown in Fig. 5.12.

Although similar sequence ions a¡e observed in the higher mass range (>660), there is

little sequence information in the lowe¡ mass range of the reflected spectrum, and the few

fragment ions a¡e also of insufficient relative abundance to make them clearly

distinguishable from background ions. So for cr-neoendorphin the metastable decay

daughter ion spectrum provides more structural information and less confusion than does

¡he reflected spectrum, since the sample peaks are well separated from the background.

It can be seen f¡om the examples of substance P and cx,-neoendorphin that, in peptide

sequencing, the metastable decay daughter ion spectrum and the reflected spectrum may

provide complementary information, provided the sample is pure in the case of the

reflected spectrum. The choices among the two types of spectra may well be compound

dependent.

Flight Time (ns)

Figure 5.10 Daughter ions from unimolecular decay of [M+H]* of a-neoendorphin
deposited on nitrocellulose substrate, mirror optimized for parent ions.
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TABLE 5.6 Daughter ion spectra from unimolecular decay of [M+H]+ (mlz=1228,7)
of cx-neoendorphin (H-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-Arg-Lys-Tyr-Pro-Lys-OH)

Obsewed mlz

11,2r.5
1100.1
1065.4
95'1.4
822.5
804.7
794.4
745.2
711.2
694.4
666.s
510.7
425.2
397.2
278.r
268.0
26r.9
253.2
2M.1
136.1
129.0
120.0
112.1
86.0
84.2
70.1

Assignment

IM+H-Rru,]
Cn+2
Ys+2
A8
B?

Y u+2
A7
w6

ÁL1c",.
B6
A6
As
B,
A,
B3

4,622 (Pro.Lys)

QY,6 (Tyr.Glv.Glv)
A,oY, (Pro.Lys)
Y2+2
A, or I1, Is (TIr)
16 (Arc)
Io (Phe)

16-NH3

15 (Leu)
NH2(CaH4N2)t

þ (Pro)

CaJculated mlz

tr2t.6
1099.6
106s.6

(Obs.-Calcd.) n/z

-0.1

0.5
-0.2

0.0
0.2
-0.1

957 .5 -0.1
822.5
804.5
794.5
745.4 -0.2

711.4 -0.2

694.4 0.0
666.4 0.1
5 i0.3 0.4
425.2 0.0
397.2 0.0
278.1 0.0
268.1 -0.1
262.1 -O.2

253.t 0.1
244.2 -0.1

136.1 0.0
t29.t -0.1
t20.t -0.1
112.0 0.1
86.1 -0.1
84.1 0.1
70.1 0.0

59.8 (NHz)zC=NHz+ 60.1 0.3

5.4.3 Peptides of Molecular Weight ^2000 u

Some peptides with molecula¡ weight around 2000 u have also been examined

here by the correlated method. Considerable sructu¡e and sequence information can be

obtained from daughter ion specEa in some cases, but generally the signal-to-noise ratio
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Figure 5.12 Pa¡tial reflected mass spectrum of ø-neoendorphin deposited on
nitrocellulose; the sequence ions a¡e labelled as described in Appendix B.

of the daughter ion spectra decreases with increasing mass. Some of the causes will be

discussed in the next section. For the results presented below, the peptide samples were

usually dissolved in 0.1-t7o TFA/wate¡ solvent to make a -1 ¡.Lgl¡rl. soiution. The targets

were then prepared by dropping a few pL of the peptide solution onto the nitrocellulose

substrate, which had been electrosprayed onto a metal backing.
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5.4.3.l a-endorphin and ^¡-endorphin

a) s.-endorphín (F-endorphin 1-16) (MW 1744.8)

H-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-Thr-Ser-G1u-Lys-Ser-Gln-Th¡-Pro-Leu-VaÌ-Thr-OH

The ¡eflected TOF mass spectrum of c-endorphin is shown in Fig. 5.13. Although

this normal TOF spectrum exhibits lirtle fragmentation, many daughter ions are observed

in the correlated metastable decay daughter ion spectrum (Fig. 5.14) [202]. The daughter

ion spectrum contains peaks mainly due to a series of N+erminal B fragments and/or C-

terminal Y+2 fragments. Some peaks a¡e dual-labelled because the masses of these B

fragments are very close to those of the Y+2 fragments (the mass difference is -1 u) for

this compound. Since the [M+FII* parent ions selected here contain full isotopic

distribution, these B and Y+2 ions cannot be disringuished here. These results may be

compared with the FAB and FAB metastable decay daughter ion specra of the same

compound measured in a two sector instrument (VG Micromass ZAB-2HF of reverse, i.e.

BE, geometry), where six peptides, including four p-endorphins and rwo

adrenoconicotropic hormone (ACTÐ peptides, were studied [230]. As above, the FAB

spectrum is quite different from our reflected spectrum. There is a series of Yn+2

fragment ions, n=4-12, in the FAB spectrum, although the intensities of most of the Y+2

ions are low. They are almost absent in the reflected spectrum. The metastable daughter

ion spectra are qualitatively similar although there are some diffe¡ences: the Bts ion is

the most intense peak in the FAB metastable daughter ion spectrum, but is of low

intensity in ou¡ correlated metastable daughter ion spectrum. It is possible that the low

intensity of the Bt5 peak in our spectrum is a result of the low detection efficiency for

the corresponding small neutral fragments resulting from the decay [M+H]+ -+ B,rr+119.
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Figure 5.13 Reflected mass spectrum of o-endorphin deposited on nitrocellulose. Peaks

denoted by an asterisk correspond to daughter ions of Br, (1318 u), Bß (1627 u) and Vru
(1638 u).
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Figure 5,14 Daughter ion mass specfa of cr-endorphin with mirror optimized for: (a) the
parent ion (1746 u), and (b) Bt, (1318 u).
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The energy of the neutral fragment (1i9 u) is only about 6.8Vo (-850 eV) of the parent

(-12.5 keV), and the neutral detection efficiency \oi.N* (see 94.3.2) for mass 119

neut¡al is -0.17, about a factor of 3 lowe¡ than for mass 428 (energy -3 keV) neutral

resulting from [M+FII+ -+ B rr+428 decay. A low correlated detection efficiency is thus

expected for [M+FII* -+ Brr+119 decay. This can be seen from the reflected spectrum; the

thee peaks labelled with an asterisk are daughter ions conesponding to Brr, B15 and V16,

and the intensity ratio of Br5/8, is higher than that in the correlated daughter ion

spectrum. This is even more apparent on comparing the intensity ratio V1ó/Bl2 in the two

spectra. Another difference is that our daughter ion spectrum exhibits more fragment

ions, especially at the lower mass rânge where the daughter ions still give intense peaks

down to a mass of -100 u. In contrast, in the FAB metastable ion spectrum, the daughter

ions can only be seen down to 86 or Y6+2 (rnlz -658 u, or energy -3 keV). This is panly

due to the lower detection eff,rciency in the FAB measurements, since the parent ions have

only 8 keV energy, whereas in ou¡ case, the energy of the parent ions right after

acceleration is 12.5 keV, so the velocity of the parent and daughter ions is higher than

that in the FAB experiments. There is also 1 kV post-acceleration placed on the electron

converter detector, so the energy of the daughter ions of mass 658 is -5.7 keV when they

strike the detector. Apart from the explanations discussed above, the other causes ofthese

observed differences are perhaps largely due to differences in the time scale of the

measurement and to the amount of energy dissipation in the desorption process, as

mentioned earlier.

b) ^¡-endorphín (B-endorphin 1-17) (MW 1857.9)

H-Tyr-Gty-Gly-Phe-MeçTh¡-Ser-Glu-Lys-Ser-Gln-Th¡-Pro-Leu-Val-Thr-Leu-OH

y-endorphin has also been analysed. It has one more amino acid (leucine) than
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s-endorphin, and its spectrum helps to remove the ambiguity of some B and Y+2

fragment assignments encountered in the analysis of o-endorphin. An accelerating voltage

of 15 keV was used in the measurements (12.5 kV was used for the a-endorphin

measurements) in order to improve the detecting effrciency. The patterns of the spectra

and the ftagment ions detected are similar to those observed from o-endorphin. There is

also little fragmentation in the reflected specmrm but many sequence fragment ions in the

metastable daughter ion spectrum. Fig. 5.15 shows the daughter ion spectrum with the

mirror optimized on [M+FII+ parent ions; again the resolution for the lower mass daughter

ions can be improved by measuring the daughter ion spectrum in several segments with

the mirror optimized for successively lower mass values. The upper mass regions of 5

such segments are shown in Fig. 5.16 (a-e). An almost complete series of N-terminal B

fragment ions a¡e observed, along with many C+erminal Y+2 fragment ions. Some other

types of sequence ions and internal fragments have also been observed. A comparison

35000 45000 50000 55000

Flight Time (ns)

Figure 5.15 Daughter ion mass spectrum of y-endorphin deposited on nitrocellulose,
with miror optimized for parent ion (1859 u).
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between the metastable daughter ions of y-endorphin observed here and those observed

in FAB sector instmments [230] shows them to be very similar, as has been noted above

for o-endorphin. In the high mass region, the spectra obtained in the two cases are more

or less similar, but in the lower mass region (<858 u or Yr+2), no daughter ions were

observed in the FAB case [230], but there are plenty of daughter ions, extending down

fo mlz 84 in our case.

5.4.3.2 ACTH l-17 GvnV 2092.1) and an unknown peptide

a) Adrenocorticotropíc hormone (ACTH) I-17 MW 2092.1)

H-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Glu-His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Pro-VaI-Gly-Lys-Lys-Arg-OH

The ¡eflected mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.17. Unlike the reflected spectra

of the endorphin peptides presented above, this spectrum shows many fragment ions. It

also appears to be different from a FAB spectrum of ACTH 1-16-M{2, presenred as a

"typical" FAB spectrum of the ACTH peptides [230], where only a few fragments were

observed. The major fragment ions of AglH 1- 17 observed here include many N+erminal

fragment ions of type \ (n=2,5,8-17) and Cn+2 (n=4,8,10,15,16), many C-terminal

fragment ions of type \ (n=1-12,16) and Yn+2 (n=2-4,7 -9,16), and a variety of side

chain loss fragment ions of type Dn (n=6,9,11,17), \ (n=a,5,7,8) and W" (n=2,3,5,7).

Thus there is much structural information available in the reflected spectrum. In addition

to the observation of a strong, singly-charged protonated moiecule peak in both cases, a

common feature of our reflected spectrum of ACTH 1-17 and the FAB spectrum of

ACTH 1-16-NH2, is the obsewation of doubly-protonated molecules, which have not been

seen in the endorphin peptides. There are also many fragment ions in our daughter ion
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Figure 5.18 Daughter ion spectrum from unimolecular decay of [M+H]+ (2093 u) from
ACTII 1-17 on nitrocellulose substrate (minor optimized for parent ions).

spectrum (Fig. 5.18); however, the abundances of most of them are too low to be

distinguished clearly from the background, apa-rt from the A9 fragment (m/z=l196.5) in

the middle of the spectrum. This might be expected, since the number of possible decay

channels increases with the size of a peptide, and the molecular ion yield and the

correlated measurement efficiency decrease with an increase of mass. Much lowe¡

daughter ion abundances were also observed for ACTH 1-16-NH2 than for the endorphin

peptides in the FAB metastable daughter ion spectrum [230]. Thus, the [M+FI]+ ions of

the ACTII peptides produced appear to be more stable than those of the endorphin

peptides, so, apart from other factors that may affect the ftagmentation of a peptide, the

extent of fragmentation of a peptide again appears to be compound-dependent.

b) An unknown peptide

An unknown peptide has also been analysed here by the reflecting instrument. A

i.5 pg sample of this peptide was obtained from the organizers of a workshop of the 38th

American Society for Mass Spectrometry (ASMS) Confe¡ence. Some 40 laboratories
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requested a sample of this peptide (one of the two unknowns), but our lab was the only

one to present results on this unknown at the conference held in Tucson, Arizona. At the

workshop it was announced that the peptide was dynorphin A (MW=2146.2 u), whose

sequence is:

H-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-læu-Arg-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-tæu-Lys-Trp-Asp-Asn-Gln-OH

Our experiments further demonstrate the capabilities of the reflecting TOF

instrument, paflicularly, its high sensitivity. The detailed analysis ofthis peptide has been

reported elsewhere t2311. Fig. 5.19 shows a partial reflected specûum of this compound.
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Figure 5.19 Parrial reflected positive ion mass spectrum of Dynorphin A GvfV'/=2146.2).
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| ¡tL (0.2 ¡rglpl-) sample solution was deposited on an - 2mm diameter nitrocellulose

spot, and reflected and daughter ion mass spectra were accumulated simultaneously for

a few hours until specrra with reasonable statistics were obtained. Since our SIMS method

is nondestructive, no large diminution in signal intensity was observed after t hours of

measurement. Although only a few fragment ions were reliably observed in the daughter

ion spectrum, howeve¡, we were able to obtain more than half of the sequence and an

accurate mass of the "unknown" peptide [231], based on the many fragment and

molecular ions observed in the reflected spectrum (Fig. 5.19).

From the examples of peptide analysis presented above, it can be seen that, both

the metastable daughter ion spectrum and the reflected TOF spectrum are useful in

peptide sequencing, provided the sample is pure in latter case, and the choice of spectrum

used appears to be compound-dependent.

5.5 PEPTIDE DIGESTION AND MIXTURE ANALYSIS

5.5 .1 Peptide Digestíon on Target

There is increasing difficulty in obtaining sequence information of peptides from

daughter ion spectra as the mass of the parent ion increases. Most FAB collision induced

dissociation (CID) daughter ion mass spectra (MS/l\tlS analysis) of biomolecules are

limited to mlz<2000 u Í232,2331. The limitations can be attributed to at least three factors:

(i) the yield of parent ions decreases as their masses increase; hence the number of parent

ions available to produce daughter ions decreases. (ii) the possible decay paths or the
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degrees of vibrational freedom of the molecula¡ ions increase, so the average energy

imparted per vibrational mode by collision or by the desorption process in the case of

metastable decay studies, may be insufficient for fragmentation. In the case of CiD, the

energy transfer between the low molecular weight collision gases and ta-rget ions is also

inefficient 1232-2341. The average abundance of the daughter ions also decreases since

more decay channels a¡e available fo¡ fewer p¿uent ions. (iii) The average detection

efficiency for daughter ions decreases because both the velocity and average energy of

the dâughter ions decrease as the mass of the parent ion increases. In addition, the

detection efficiency of neuEals also decreases in our case, thus resulting in a low

correlated (or daughter ion) measurement efficiency.

As can be seen from the peptide spectra presented in the last 2 sections, the

fragmentation abundance, or the signal-to-background, in daughter ion spectra is reduced

considerably as the mass of the peptide increases from -500 to -2000 u. One way to

overcome this diff,rculty is to reduce the size of the molecules in a predictable manner.

Perhaps the simplest method for achieving a ¡eduction in peptide length is to cleave a

peptide at specific amino acid residues by using enzymatic digests. The mixture of smaller

peptide products of enzymatic cleavage can then be separated and analysed by MSA4S

methods. A variety of enzymes such as trypsin, chymotrypsin or Staphylococcus aureus

V8 protease, ca¡ be used to cleave proteins or peptides, the choice of enzyme being

dependent upon the amino acid residue in the protein or peptide where cleavage is

desired. For example, trypsin cleaves peptides on the C-terminal side of the basic amino

acid residues arginine and lysine unless the next residue is proline, whereas chymotrypsin

cleaves peptides on the C-terminal side of tyrosine, tryptophan, phenylalanine, leucine and

methionine unless the next amino acid residue is proline. Specific cleavage by enzymatic
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digests can also be used to conflrm a certain amino acid sequence, as found in the

sequencing of the unknown peptide [231] described in the last section.

Most reported enzymatic reactions have been performed in solution, the reaction

products separated by liquid ch¡omato$aphy, and then analyzed by mass spectrometry.

The enzymatic digestions here, however, were performed on surface-bound peptides

directly on targets, as reported by Chait et al [235,236]. Since our SIMS analyses are

practically nondestructive of sample, there is no need for additional sample material to

be used for enzymatic reaction, so the mass spectra of the sample before and afte¡

digestion can be recorded from the same target. This is a pa¡ticular advantage if only a

limited amount of the sample is available for investigation. Partly because of its

selectivity, trypsin is a good general choice for digestion of medium size polypeptides

(MW i000-3000 u) which usually contain a few arginine or lysine residues, Thus, a small

number of cleavages can be achieved, and the large ponions of the peptide thât remain

intact can be sequenced by our MS/À4S method.

The peptide samples were dissolved in 0.17o aQueous TFA to form 0.1-1 ¡rg/pl-

solutions, and several ¡rL of the solution was placed on a nitrocellulose su¡face, which

had been electrosprayed onto a metallic target backing. After recording all necessa¡y mass

spectra, the target was taken out of the spectrometer for enzymatic digestion. The

digestions were performed on the samples by simply placing the enzyme solution (pH-8)

on the sample surface. For tryptic digestion, a typical reaction solution used here

contained 0.05M NH4HCO3 and 3.3x10-6M trypsin (pH=8.3) as prescribed by Chait et

^l Í2361, The temperature of the reactions ranged from -22oC Ío 38oC, and the times

ranged from -1 to 30 minutes. After the reaction, 4-10 ltL of O.lVo aqueous TFA was

usually added to the sample, because in most cases, it inc¡eased úe abundances of
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¡eaction product ions and the molecula¡ ions of unreacted stârting peptide. The target was

then reinserted into the mass spectrometer to record mass spectra.

Enzymatic digestion of several peptides, including y-endorphin, ACTH 1-17, and

dyno¡phin A (the unknown at the time of the experiments) has been tested. For each

peptide, cleavages at the expected sites of the peptide chain were observed. The ¡esults

for y-endorphin are no\ry discussed. It is a good example for ayptic digestion, because it

contains only one lysine residue near the middle of the peptide chain. In this experiment,

4 ¡rL of I p9lpL 'y-endorphin solution was deposited on -50 mm2 a¡ea on the

niEocellulose surface of the target. The recorded mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.20 (a).

The target was then taken out of the spectrometer, and 20 pl of reaction solution

containing 0.05 M NH4HCO3 and 3.3x10'6M uypsin at pH -8 was dropped onto the

sample surface. After a 12 minute reaction at -24 
oC (room temperature), the target was

reinsened in the spectrometer. The spectrum recorded is shown in Fig. 5.20 (b). The new

fragments A a¡d B in the spectrum, with chemical masses of z/z=1020 and 859, indicate

that the y-endorphin was cleaved at C-terminal side of the lysine residue as expected. The

expected sequences of the fragments A and B are:

Fragment A (MW=1018.44) H-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-Thr-Ser-Glu-Lys-OH

Fragment B (MW=857.49) H-Ser-Gln-Thr-Pro-Leu-Val-Thr-Leu-OH

The target was again removed, and 8 ¡rL of 0.17o aqueous TFA solution was added

to the sample. The effect of the addition of 0.17o TFA to the sample is shown in Fig. 5.20

(c). The relative intensity of the B fragment peak remains about same, the molecular ion

peak increases by nearly a factor of -2, but the fragment A peak increases dramatically,

by about a factor of 6. The metastable decay daughter ion mass spectra of fragments A

and B were then recorded along with the reflected spectrum (Fig. 5.20 (d)). Fig. 5.21 (a)
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& (b) show the respective daughter ion spectra of the fragments A and B. The labelled

peaks correspond to the peptide sequences shown above. It can be seen that most daughter

ions a¡e related to the sequence of the corresponding peptide fragment and, compared to

the daughter ion spectra of y-endorphin presented in the last section, these spectra are of

much bette¡ quality and signal-to-background ratio.

Daughter ion spectrum
of f ragment B

83.17, B3 15

,,r.,.4,-¡¡.,'r¡\þ¡&{U ftH44V \*'.\'YW\f
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Figure 5.21 Daughter ion specüa of the reaction products A and B from tryptic digestion
of y-endorphin.
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5.5.2 Peptide Mixture AnaLysis

Many biological samples exist as mixtures because of the presence of related

compounds, or the presence of contaminants such as salts. In addition, interference f¡om

matrix ions may also be considered as a mixture analysis. Tandem mass spectrometry is

a powerful tool in mixture analysis. By using MS/N4S methods, the mixture can be

analysed without resoning to pre-separation of the components of the mixtu¡e. The

disadvantages of most commercial tandem instruments ate low efficiency and high

expense. ln contrast, our MS/lt4S method can provide a high efficiency and economical

approach to some mixture analysis problems. Our MSÀ'IS analysis of the enzymatic

digestion product of a peptide, demonstrated in the previous section is practically a real

mixture analysis. Further examples of mixture analysis by our reflecting TOF MS/À4S

method are presented below.

5.5.2.1 Simple peptide mixture

Fig. 5.22 shows the direct and neutral mass spectra of a simple peptide mixture.

The mixtu¡e was made by mixing 1¡rg/pl peptide solutions of glycylglycylphenylalanine,

leucine-enkephalin, methionine-enkephalin and proenkephalin in the volume ratio

1:l:i:0.5. A few pL of this solution was deposited on the nitrocellulose surface of the

target. The daughter ion specEa of [M+tIi+ ions of all four peptide components were

recorded simultaneously and are presented in Figs. 5.23 (I-4). The structure of each

parent ion can be analysed by using the mass of the parent ion and its daughter ion

spectrum. If the daughter ion specFum, or the metâstable decay pattem of the parent from
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the pure peptide is known, the parent can be identified by the daughter ion spectrum

recorded from the mixture. By comparing some of the daughter ion spectra (shown in

Chapter 4 and $ 5.3) from the respective pure peptides, it is easy to identify rhese peaks

in the mixture spectrum. Fo¡ leucine-enkephalin, methionine-enkephalin and

proenkephalin, the daughter ions of [M+[Il+ obtained f¡om the mixture a¡e same as rhose

f¡om their respective pure samples. These parents could be readily identified if they were

present in an unknown mixture. Some extra peaks were observed in the daughter ion

Ø
(l)
U'

-too

õ
Øc(o
U,

c
oo

400 600 800

Mtz

1000

Figure 5.22 (a) Direct TOF mass spectrum of peptide mixture containing GGF, 280 u
(peak 1*), Leu-enkephalin 556 u, (peak 2), Met-enkeph alin 574 u, (peak 3) and
proenkephalin 900 u,(peak 4); (b) neutral spectrum.
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spectrum of [M+FII+ from CGF in the mixture; two peaks (mlz 136,221), denoted by an

asterisk, a¡e from parent ions of mlz 278, which is a common fragment (B3) of the three

other peptides, since all th¡ee contain the sequence Tyt-Gly-Gly-Ph e- . The mlz 120 peak

consists of two daughters, one from mlz 280, [M+FII* of GGF and the other from mlz

279, a ftagmenr (Y 2+2) of ieu-enkephalin. These complicat ions in the daughter ion

spectrum of GGF rise because the GGF [M+H]+ parent ion mlz 280 cannot be separated

well from the other two parent peaks (mlz 278,2'79) due to the limited resolution of the

neutral spectrum (Fig. 5.22 (b)). For proenkephalin, many of the decays give nonresolved

1ow mass daughters; hence, they cannot be identified in the daughter ion spectrum.

However, as shown above, the problem is easily solved by recording the spectrum in

several sections. Fig. 5.24 shows a low mass section of the daughter ion spectrum of

proenkephalin in the mixture, for which the mirror voltage has been optimized on the

daughter ion of mass - 227 \; it can be see that the broad humps in the Fig. 5.23 (4)

spectrum are completely resolved in Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.24 Section of daughter ion spectrum of proenkephalin in the mixture, with
mirror optimized for the daughter of -22I u.
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5 .5 .2.2 Tyrothricin

The antimicrobial agent tyrothricin is a more complex sample; it exists as a

mixture of cyclic decapeptides of masses -1300 u. Fig. 5.25 shows a reflected spectrum

of the molecula¡ ion region of this compound, As reported by Barber et al [237], and in

our early report [225], six minor components a¡e visible in the mixture, in addition to the

three well-known major constituents. The daughter ion spectra from tyrocidin A and B

a¡e shown in Figs. 5.26 (A) and (B). The two spectra have similar pattems but the latter

is displaced by 39 u, since the mass of [M+H]r ions of tyrothricin A is 39 u higher than

that of tyrothricin B, as shown in the reflected spectrum; this arises from replacement of

phenylalanine by tryptophan. As rema¡ked by Cody et al [238], the daughter ion specta

of such cyclic peptides are complicated, since a multiplicity of initial ring cleavages is

possible. However, considerable structural information can be extracted from the daughter

E
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Figure 5.25 The molecular ion region of the ¡eflected mass spectrum of tyrothricir
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Figure 5.26 Daughter ion mass spectra from metastable decay of [M+H]* ions from (A)
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ion spectra, including the almost complete B ion sequence shown, which is consistent

with the structure previously proposed [237].

5.6 NUCLEOTIDE ANALYSIS

Nucleotides represent another important category of biomolecules. The use of

TOF-SIMS for cha¡acterization of unprotected and protected nucleotides has been

investigated in our laboratory by recording and analysing the normal TOF mass specfra

generated from samples deposited on an aluminium boehmite, AIO(OH), surface [239].

Recently both positive and negative, normal TOF and daughter ion mass spectra of two

nucleotides have been obtained from samples on a nirocellulose substrate. For peptide

samples, positive ion spectra usually have higher molecular ion yields and more plentiful

structure-related fragment ions. For nucleotides, the positive ion spectra also give good

molecular ion peaks, but negative ion spectra usuaÌly provide more meaningful structure-

related fragment ion information. Samples were dissolved in 0.7Vo aqueous TFA, as

before, to give a concentration of ca l¡tgl1tL. A few pL of the solution were deposited

on the nitrocellulose surface. For negative ion spectra, sample targets were bombarded by

35 keV Cs+ primary ions, the negarive secondary ions produced were accelerated to 12.5

keV, and they struck detec¡or 2 (see Fig. 2.1) with an energy of 12 keV, since a voltage

of -500 V was applied to the elecEon converter dynode to provide acceleration for

secondary electrons. Negative ion spectra from two nucleotide samples are discussed

below.
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5.6.1 2Jsopropyl-TpT

2-Isopropyl-TpT is an unprotected dinucleotide, a sample of which was obtained

f¡om Dr. ÉIruska, of the Department of Chemistry, University of Manitoba. The negative

reflected spectrum and the daughter ion spectrum from [M-H]-, along with the molecular

structure, are shown in Fig. 5.27. It can be seen from the ¡eflected spectrum (Fig. 5.27(a))

that the molecular ions have good signal intensity for a sample on the nitrocellulose

substrate; however, the weak structure-related fragment ions can hardly be distinguished

from the intense background matrix ion peaks from nitrocellulose. The advantage of the

MSIT4S method is shown again clearly in this case. The "clean" daughter ion spectrum

(Fig. 5.27 (b)) provides unambiguous fragment ion information, and allows full

identification of this modified nucleotide.
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Figure 5.27 Negative ion TOF mass spectra of unprotected dinucleotide 2-isopropyl-TpT

deposited on nitrocellulose: (a) reflected spectrum, peaks denoted with an asterisk a¡e

daughters of metastable ions, and the four unlabeled intense peaks around mass 300 u a¡e

from nirocellulose. (b) daughter ion spectrum f¡om metastable decay of [M-lIl- from the

dinucieotide, nominai masses are shown.
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s.6.2 B"GNPEQ'p,'u)3'pS'u (GUU)

""CME{Z'ps'u)3'p5'U 
(GUU) is a protected trinucleotide (see the structu¡e). This

branched RNA fragment, synthesized at McGill University [240], contains an unusuaL

feature, i.e. vicinal2'-5' ønd 315' phosphodiester linkages. The structure of this nucleotide

and its normal TOF (direct) spectrum ate shown in Fig. 5.28. As in the case of peptides,

Hor ,r 1'1I'--öän""
#,P^:;@
s51 (.H-cH3) -5?-t.*

\-o o-"-P'j]'" ".*",i--t.". ,1 
"\_?"-

1178x lZ"! sio osiH
Si=t-Bu(CH:)zSi- ^ SiO OSi
B'=CcHsCO- (on N' of G)
nÞe=p-ÑorcunocH2cH2- (on 06 of G)
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o
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o
O

200 400 600 800 999 1200 1400 1600
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Figure 5.28 Negative ion TOF mass spectrum of protected trinucleotide GGU (see the

structure) deposited on nitrocellulose, measured with mi¡ror voltage off (direct specrum).
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the molecular ion yield was also increased for this bigger nucleotide by using

nitrocellulose rather than boehmite as a substrate. Apart from interference from matrix

ions in the low mass region, some main fragment ions also have reasonable relative

abundance; however, the daughter ion spectrum provides a better way to sort out the

relationship between the fragment ions and the molecula¡ ions, or between daughter ions

and parent ions, particularly, when the molecula¡ ion peak is not the only high mass peak

in the region. Since several daughter ion mass specra can be reco¡ded simultaneously in

ou¡ MS/I\4S method, the daughter ion spectra of the molecula¡ ion and its three high mass

fragment ions were recorded along with the reflected spectrum (Fig.5.29 (a)). Figs. 5.29

(c-d) show the daughter ion spectra of M-fil- (1633 u), fragment X (1178 u) and Y (565

u). The conesponding fragmentation pattern is shown in Fig. 5.28 and, again,

unambiguous structural information can be extracted from the daughter ion specra, thus

allowing identification of the nucleotide.

5.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS (Personal and otherwise)

The construction of Manitoba TOF II, the reflecting time-of-flight mass

specEometer started in August 1985; the experimental work described in this thesis ended

in the middle of i990. Some preliminary results were obtained in early 1986 t136,1371,

but most of the results presented in this thesis we¡e obtained in the last two years of

measurements. Since the spectromete¡ was constructed, its performance, including the

resolution, the spectrometer and correlated measurement efficiencies \ as improved

gradually, as understanding of the problems improved; this resulted in better experimentaL
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results alrd better quality spectra. A mass resolving power of m/Am¡si'" of -13,000 has

been achieved with the single-stage mi¡ror in the case of secondary ions produced by

primary ion bomba¡dment; funher improvement is still possible if the time spread in the

acceleration region, along with the other factors (see chapter 3), is reduced. The effect of

the initial energy distribution in the acceleration region has been studied only recently,

so very limited experimental data were available for analysis. More systematic

investigations need to be done, particularly on reduced mirror voltage operation to

determine the feasibility of using a single-stage mi¡¡or in the case of a larger initial

energy distribution, such as in a matrix-assisted laser desorption experiment.

The application of the nitrocellulose substrate in our laboratory [97,138] gave

considerable improvement in measurement of peptide samples, which resulted in not only

a higher mass range but also "cleaner" specEa, which are usually f¡ee of the sodium

contamination problem and have better signal-to-background ratio. The reflecting TOF-

SIMS spectrometer along with its MS/lvfS capability has been demonstrated to be a

practically usefui and sensitive technique in characterizing both inorganic and organic

material; however, the mass range of organic molecules is still limited largely by the

desorption efficiency. Since the mass range of a TOF analyzer is unlimited, employing

a more efficient desorption method such as matrix-assisted laser desorption seems to be

necessary and attractive.

Improvement of correlated measurement efficiency results in higher sensitivity and

better daughter ion spectra. For larger molecules, the detection efficiency of the charged

daughters can be improved further by increasing the acceleration and post-acceleration

voltages, but the improvement of the neuEal detection efficiency is expected to be more

difficult; the neutral energy increases with accelerating voltage but neutral cannot be post-
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acceleratedi thus the efficiency ofthe correlated measurement is lower for decompositions

that produce a large daughter ion and a small neutral. An alternative solution is to have

some sort of physical selection of the parent ions, e.g. by a pair of deflection plates. The

reflector could then be used as a high efficiency daughter ion mass analyzer or the second

stage of a tandem mass spectrometer; in this case, the detection of a daughter ion

spectrum is no longer affected by the detection of the neutrals. This might be useful if

the matrix-assisted laser desorption method is employed; since a large number of

secondary molecular ions a¡e usually produced for each laser pulse, the coincidence

method, which is based on single ion counting detection is no longer feasible. If the

desorbed intact molecular ions a¡e metastable, or if they can be dissociated with another

laser, then the decomposition products of selected parent ions can be analyzed with the

reflector. Since a time-of-flight analyzer is naturally suited for a pulsed ion source and

also has high efficiency, such a daughter ion analysis appears to be attractive.



APPENDIX A

TIME VARIATIONS DUE TO CHANGES IN ACCELERATION VOLTAGE

4.1 The time variation due to chzurges in acceleration voltage can be ca-lculated from

Eq. (2-15) to (2-18). For convenience of discussion, the energy form ofEq. (2-16) is used

in the following calculations.

The flight time [Eq. (2-16)] in terms of energy is

(1)
2m

qE
4g*u¡ .F#''

When the ion energy changes from qUgto qU=q(Uo+tU) due to changes in acceleration

voltage, the flight time changes from r to t+¿,t, the relative time variation can be written

âs

ú _(^t) urru + (ú) *rrt (2)
ttt

where (rt)r4flt conesponds to the contributions of time variation in the mi¡¡or and in

free flight, and (dt)o"""¡/t corresponds to the contribution in the acceleration region.

If the value of the mi¡¡or electric field is chosen according to Eq. (2-17), i.e. a

focusing value for a given value of initial energy, then we have
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/_ \
tl t/t+w*k . p__zl-.4hr(,/T;u,+E_r\

fot'l.r*_zl p --,/t*r;E -) t" "' " '" ''
, t*46,n )

dl ¿ .\r\ffi.,n-')
¡Lç*hr)

(3)

(4)(tÍ) *""t -
t

where

p-,[r*E; ¡---@-, ølt .-*' 
'¡t;l+,lT' Uo' Uo

Equations 2 to 4 describe how, for a given value of initial energy, the flight time

va¡ies when the accele¡ation voltage changes under the frst order focusing condition.

4,2 If ions with zero initial axial velocity are taken as reference ions, i.e. the value of

the mi¡¡or electric field conesponding to the focusing condition of these ions is chosen,

or we set /<=0 in Eq. (2-17), then the time variation due to changes in both accele¡ation

voltage and ion initiai energy can be expressed as

^tú -t+^t-% - 
(^tú) nfo * 

(uà 
*"",

tohhto

Iín;çn. _1--21. g(/i-ilE- r)(ttà**-z\' ,lT*wãE )t"
o t*,

L

(s)

(6)
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4l t -'l(otà**t 
- L\,F,w*E*ß )

'o ,*4
L

wherc to=21¡¡2ûlvs is the total flight time fo¡ ions with ze¡o initial velocity

(7)



APPENDIX B

PEPTIDE FRÄGMENTATION AND ROEPSTORFF-FOHLMAN

NOMENCLATURE

In SMSÆAB, the frâgment ions observed in a peptide spectrum are often

characteristic of the peptide's structure. The fragment ions may be formed by breaking

bonds along the peptide "backbone", with the addition of hydrogens, or by losing side

chains. The fragment ions produced by breaking single bonds in a peptide backbone a¡e

of great interest since these ions give the best structure or sequence information of the

peptide. To identify the ionic fragments of peptides, a symbolism has been adopted in this

thesis. The symbolism is based on that suggested by Roepstorff and Fohlman [205] and

subsequendy endorsed in slightly modified form by Biemann and Martin [40]. The basic

features of the symbolism are illustrated in Figure B.1. Ionic fragments that contain the

N terminus result fiom backbone cleavages denoted by A, B, and C; those that contain

the C terminus from backbone cleavages denoted by X, Y, and Z. In both cases,

subscripts denote which bond is cleaved (i.e. the number of amino acid ¡esidues contained

in the ion fragment) counting from the N terminus and C terminus, respectively. By

extension, the letter I has been used here to denote immonium ions, with a subscript

indicating the amino acid residue (numbered from the N terminal) from which it is

derived. Examples of the interior fragment ion labeling are also given in Figure 8.1, e.g.

(BaY3)2, the subscript outside the bracket indicating the number of amino acid residues
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contai¡ed in the interio¡ fragment. For the fragments with additional hydrogens or those

containing metal ions (Na, Ag, K etc.) the integral mass value of hydrogen or chemical

symbols of the metal elements have been added to the letter symbols to indicate the

modified fragments rather than the primes and double primes of the original proposal

[205]. Fragment ions may also be produced by losing amino acid side chains; these ions

can also be useful in sequencing a peptide such as, for example, differentiating leucine

from the isomeric isoieucine. Í227). The side chain loss fragment ions are labeled with

Dn, Vn and \, which result from the side chain loss f¡om the fragment ions \+H,
Y,.,+2H and 4+H respectively. The structures of the D,1, V,l and \ ions are also

illustrated in Figure 8.1.

A recu¡sive algorithm for generating the masses of these backbone and side chain

loss fragment ions, as well as interior fragment ions is given in Table B.1.

TABLE 8.1
À Recursive Procedure for Calculating the Masses of Peptide Fragment Ions

Type of ions Mass calculation

N sequence ions

C Sequence ions

Interior sequence ions

B=A+28 (CO)
C=B+IS (NÐ
Dn=c-+28 

*1cH=cHr+H¡

Y=Z+ls (NÐ
x=Y+28 (CO)
w^=2.+H-(R^-cH2)=Y,n-,+56 

*{cHr=6¡¡66*t
V'=Y.+H-Ç=Ym-l+57 (HzN=CHCO)

4'\=C.Ç=8'Y-
\Y^=B'Y^+Z8 (co)
\2',=BnY.+43 (co+NIÐ
BnX.=BnY^-23 16O,
B,'2n'=BnY,n+15 (NFI)
CnX'.=BnY'-43 (CO+NH)
CJ'.=B'Y--iS (NtÐ

*(+ 
variants for isoleucine, threonine and Valine)
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APPENDIX C

SYMBOLS, MA,SSES AND COMPOSITIONS OF AMINO ACID RESIDUES

The molecular weight of a peptide may be obtained by the addition of rhe masses

of the appropriate amino acid residues and terminal groups shown in the following tab1e.

TABLE C.l
Masses and Compositions of the Commonly Occurring Amino Acid Residues

Elemental
Proper Name Composition

Monoisotopic Average
Symbol Mass (u) Mass (u)

Alanine CaH5NO
Arginine C6H12N4O
Asparagine C4H6N2O2
Aspartic Acid C4H5NO3
Cysteine CaH5NOS
Glutamic Acid C5HTNO3
Glutamine C5H8N2O2
Glycine qH3NO
Histidine C6H?N3O
Isoleucine C6H¡NO

Ala A 71.03711
A¡g R 156.10111
Asn N 114.04293
Asp D 115.02694
Cys C 103.00919
Glu E 129.04259
Gln Q 128.05858
Gly G s7.02146
His H 137.05891

71.0788
156.1875
1 14.1038
115.0886
103.1388
t29.t155
t28.t307
57.0519
t37.t4tr
1 13.1594
tt3.t594

Ile I 113.08406
Leucine c6HlrNO Leu L 113.08406
Lysine C6H12N2O Lys K 128.09496 128.1741
Methionine C5FIeNOS Met M 131.04049 131.1926
Ornithine C5H10N2O Orn O 114.07931 114.1472
Phenylalanine qHeNO Phe F i47.06841 147.1766
P¡oline C5HTNO Pro P 97.05276 97.1167
Serine qH5NO2 Se¡ S 87.03203 87.0782
Threonine C4H?NO2 Thr T 101.04768 101.1051
Tryptophan CtlHlgN2O Trp V/ 186.07931 186.2132
Tyrosine Q%NOz Tn Y 163.06333 163.1760
Valine CsFIgNO Val V 99.06841 99.1326
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